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AB STRACT 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the effect s  of two phenomena that are specific 
to thermoplastic resin composites . These phenomena are: 
(a) the significant nonlinear creep, that occurs especially at h igh temperature�, which af­
fects the residual thermal st resses in a geometrically constrai ned structure. 
(b) the spatia]]�- nonuniform transverse crystallinity which develops in  some fiber-reinforced 
thermoplast ic composites , which introduces spat ial variabil ity and nonlinear i ty in  the 
st iffness of t he composite. 
The first part of the dissertation i s  related to the former phenomenon. It present s  a 
computational scheme for tlte t he opt imal temperature path for APC-2 composite laminate, 
modeled as noll lineaL t hermorheologically complex, viscoelastic material . The laminate i s  
assumed to  be  sufilciently t hin  to obviate t he accounting for temperature nonuniformit ies 
across t he t hickness .  An iteratin, computational scheme is developed for t he part icular 
case of a cross-ply lay-ups laminate, which can be generalized to other symmetric l ay-up  
with minor modifications .  As  prototype cases which can provide the guidance, a s  well as 
verification checks, for the iterative numerical scheme, analytic solutions are developed for 
two idealized relaxation models .  
The second part of the dissertation , which concerns t he latter phenomenon ,  presents 
analytical/ computational results for the in plane st resses i n  a moderately thi ck ,  cross-ply, 
graphite/PEEE (APC-2) laminate accounting for effects  of nonuniform PEEK crystallin i ty 
across the plate's thi ckness. These effects are incorporated as crystallinity-ind need varia­
tions in the longitudinal modulus EL, i ncluding it;; nonlinear depen dence on strain .  
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1.1 Introduct ion 
Structural composite s:.'stems . with large volume fractions of continuous fiber reinforcement. 
are being increasingly utilized in aerospace structures , as well as industrial applications, due 
to their high stiffness and strength to weight ratios. In the past, crosslinked thermoset resin 
systems such as epox:.· resins were primarily used as the matrix in which glass ,  boron or car­
bon fibers have been embedded. This was clone in spite of the well-established brit t leness of 
those resins .  More recently, thermoplastic polymers such as Polyetheretherketone (PEEl\:) 
have been introduced as alternatives to epoxy materials for binding fiber reinforced compos­
ites. Thermoplastic resins possess improved features such as increased fracture toughness ,  
stronger resistance to the crack propagation , and higher imperviousness to att ack by hostile 
environments .  Thermoplastic resin composites are gaining growing acceptance in applica­
tions for high performance engineering structures, not only as a result of improvements i n  
matrix dominated mechanical response but  also because of their potential for cheaper and 
more efficient mass production techniques. In addition , thermoplastics have the important 
advantage in their potential for recycling, which is becoming an increasingly important 
environmental i s sue. The translation to thermoplastic resin system from thermoset ma­
trix system is mostly made by Aromatic Polymer Composites (AP C) ,  which are based 
on 60% by volume of continuous , coll imated , high strength, carbon fibers in a matrix of 
polyetherether ketone (PEEK) . 
2 
Rc,.:idual Therma l  Stre�·ses 
Tl1e current study is concerned with carbon/PEEK composite. also denoted as APC-J. 
PEEE is a semicrystalline polymer and. like most thermoplastic resins. it exhibits substiu1-
tial tim<:'-depend<:'nt stress-strain response ,especially at high temper at ures 1. In particular, 
since graphite fibers possess a null coefficient of the thermal expansion . the shrinkage of 
the relatively soft PEEK resin is �everely inhibited during tlL<> post-cure cool-down stage .  
Furthermore . the processing of APC-2 involves cool-down from Tu � 400°C: to  1R � 20°C 
-which is about twice the temperature excursion sustained by graphite/epoxy composites . 
The abm·e factors produce significant residu al thermal stresses in multi-directionally rein-
forced lamiiLates . wltich exceed the range of linear behavior . In view of the time-dependent 
response of PEEE. these stres,es art' sen sitive to temperature history. Consequently, it is 
desirable to determine an optimal temperature path, which minimizes the residual  thermal 
stresses .  
It seems that the most complete characterization to date of the time-dependent response 
of PEEK and  u nidirectionally reinforced APC-2 coupons was obtained by Xinran [ 1] 2• 
A substantial amount of experimental creep data and other supplementary experimental 
resu lts enabled Xinran to represent the time- depen dent response of PEEK and APC-2 
by means of the nonlinear viscoelastic model of Schapery [2]. However, it is important 
to note that creep data in Reference [1 ]  were collected under isothermal conditions and 
are limited to the temperature range of 20°C: < T < 200°C:.  However, it was shown in 
Reference [3] that the full implementation of S chapery's model requires a dditional creep da ta  
under transient t emperature conditions. Consequently, Xinran's characterization contains 
an u ncertain component . This issue is clarified in Sections 1 .2 . 3  and 1 .2.4 of the current 
chapter. 
1 Note that the propertic� of unrcinforced PEEE do not carry oYer to fiber reinforced layers since in the 
presence of fibers the semicrystalline microstructure of PEEl\ changes to a transversely crystalline array. 
Consequently, it is incorrect tc, employ rnicrornechanics concepts to predict the properties of A PC-2 from 
bulk properties of unreinforced PEEE. 
2!'\umbers in brackets iudicate Reference listed at the end of this work. The reference list is representative 
only and is not intended to be comprehensiYe. 
Residual TheriJlal Stresses .j 
The t ime-dependen t  response of APC-2 lam inates caJt be predicted from the behavior 
of a single ply by means of classical laminat e theory [4]. 
\\'hen linearly viscoelastic materials undergo a prescribed geometrically constrained t em­
perature drop m·er a fi11ite, predetermined, t ime imerval it is possible to find an opt imal 
cool- dowu path Tn (t) which result s  in minimal resi dual stresses . Such paths were found for 
either thermorheologically simple [.S]- [I] or complex [S], linear viscoelastic responses . How­
ever, those results do not apply to A PC-2 composites because of t he substantial nonlinearit y  
which occurs during their cool-down. Consequent]�·. t he extension of the previous optimiza­
tion schemes t o  circumstances w hie h account for nonlinear behavior forms the subject of 
t hi s  part of the disser ta t ion. 
Thi s  part of the dissertation presents a computational scheme for the the optimal tem­
perature pat h  for APC-2 composite laminate ,  modeled as nonlinear, thermorheologicall:.· 
complex, viscoelasti c  material . The lamina 1 e is assumed to be sufficiently thin to obviat e 
the accounting for temperature nonuniformities across the thickness .  An iterative numerical 
scheme is developed for t he particular case of a cross-ply laminate, but can be generalized 
to other symmetric lay-up with minor modifications .  As prototype cases , analytic  solutions 
are developed for two idealized relaxat ion models .  These cases provide guidance , as well as 
verification checks ,  for the iterative numerical scheme. Some computat ional results for the  
APC-2 are presented and discussed for those two specific cases .  
The brief outline of the Part I i s  as follows .  Analyti c  solutions ,  developed for the optimal 
cool-down in  the linear case, are briefly reviewed in  Chapter 2 .  Chapter 3 presents analytic 
solutions and numerical iterative schemes for the optimal cool-down paths which correspond 
to two idealized nonlinear viscoelasti c  responses . Also ,  comparisons are provided between 
the analytical results and the results of the i terative schemes. Finally, the nonlinear iterative 
scheme was applied to the APC-2, employing the nonlinear viscoelastic data available for 
this materiaL This scheme, together with computational result s ,  is presented and discussed 
in Chapter 4. Also, computer code developed for the computat ions i s  li sted in Appendix A .  
Residual Therm<d Stresses 
The remainder of t hio chapter provides some background  information related  t o  the 
current work . This includes an overview of vi�coelastic constit utive equations i n  Sect ion 2, 
including Scha]Jery's nonlinear viscoelast ic coit�t i tutivc model. Subsequently, some discus­
sion is provided concerning the experimental viscoelastic characterization schemes associ­
ated with Schapery's model and t hermorheologically complex response. Section 3 present s 
the experiment al results [ 1 ]  which were adapted to the computations in this study. 
1 .2  Viscoelast ic Const itutive Equations 
1.2.1 General 
The term '·viscoelastic response'· refers to a material behavior which combines both t he 
viscous and elastic phenomena .  Many materials exhibit a characteristic viscoelast i c  behav­
ior. Prominent among them are polymers, especially at elevated temperatures and/or in 
the  presense of moisture. 
The stress-strain relatioHs of viscoelastic materials may be either l inear or nonlinear . 
A behavior i s  ddined to be linear if, and only if, it satisfies the following two properties : 
lwmogencity and superposition. The first property states t hat a proportional change in 
input causes the same proportional change in response (e.g . ,  if the input is doubled ,  the  
response doubles ) .  The second property states that the  response due to the simultaneous 
or sequential application of multiple inputs is equal t o  the sum of the responses due t o  
each input acting separately. \iVhen the mechanical behavior of a material i s  linear, as 
defined above, and when strains are sufficiently small to preclude geometrical nonlinearity, 
the mathematical t heory of viscoelasticity yields explicit single integral expressions relat ing 
any viscoelast i c  response to any inpu t .  
Several mathematical formalisms were employed t o  express nonlinear viscoelastic re­
sponse. In most cases these formalisms employ multiple integral representations, with 
multiple-parameter kernel s ,  to  represent the nonlinear behavior. In addition to the exces­
sive computation al work associated with multiple integrations, the main drawback in the 
Hesidual Thermal Stresses G 
a b o w  represen ta t i on is due to the impract ical amount of experiments  that a re ne cessar y  to 
char a ct eri?c the mul t i-parameter kernel s .  In contrast . Schapery 's nonlinca r viscocla st i c i  ty 
mod e l .  wlt i ch is b ase d upon fundamental concept s of continuum mechanics and irreversible 
tltC'rrnocly namics. employs a single integal representat ion, whi ch is easier to compute ,  and 
involH·s c Lara c tcri sti c nonli near material functions which ca n be characterized experimen-
tally b y  mea ns of a manageable test program . 
One purpose of this chapter is to give a brief overview of viscoelast ic constitut ive mod-
elillg. For simplici ty a nd clari ty. the next section i s  concerned with one-dimensional l inear 
and nonl i n('ar viscoela st ic comt i tu t ive models .  
1.2.2 Linear Constitutive Equation 
One dimensional response 
(\msider a one-dimensional quasi- stat ic case m which the s t ress and s train depend on a 
sillgle mater ial coordinate X and on time t .  If the materia l  is linear-elastic solid ,  we h an' 
u(X, t) = EE(X, t) ( 1 . 1) 
111 which E is You ng's modulus. Similarly, if the material i s  linear-viscous liquid, the 
const i tutiw equation which relates shear stress and shear strain rate reads 
(y t) _ a1(X,t) 
T j-., -f-L !'l · ut ( 1.2) 
where JL denotes viscosity. Thus a viscous fluid "remembers" the past h istory of deformation 
only to a extent which can be expressed in terms of the current strai n  rate .  The two simple 
cases described in Equat ions 1 . 1  and 1 .2 provide the b asis for the classical mathemat ical 
t heories of viscoelasticity, and also suggest t hat viscoelast ic materials  remember in a more 
general manner previous deformations to which they have been subjected .  Thus i t  can be  
postulated t hat the  response of  viscoelastic materials , R(X, t), depends  on the i nput I( X, r) 
at all t i me T up t o  and including the current time t .  Formally 
R(X, t) = F[I(X, r)], -oo < T < t ( 1 .3 )  
Residual Thermal Stresses 
where F is a functional of I. The brackets [ ]  are used to denote the fact t hat the curre11t 
value of R depends on the history of I instead of just its current value . Equation 1 .3 i s  the 
starting point for the mathemat ical theory of one-dimensional viscoelastic i ty. 
Hereditary integrals 
In the case of linear viscoelastic ity [ 1 7] ,  the functional F IS expressible m the form of 
superposition i ntegral such that 
The type of relation connecting input and response in Equ ation lA i s  called a hereditary 
integral or hereditary law.  Equation 1.4 allows for the possiblity of material aging s ince t he 
response R to a giV('n iHput I depends separately upon both t, the time of measurement. 
and r, the time of input . If , i nstead of t and r separately, R depends  on elapsed time, 
t- r ,  since application of the input I, the viscoelastic behavior i s  called non-aging. For a 
non-aging material ,  the hereditary integral Equation 1 .4 becomes 
jt di(r) R(t) = �;(t- r)-d-· dr -oo T 
In the sequel non-aging material behavior will be assumed . 
One-dimensional viscoelastic response functions 
( 1..5) 
The linear i sothermal viscoelasti c  constit utive relations relating current response, stress 
cr(t), and intput history of strain f(r), for a nonaging material follow immediately from 
Equation 1 .5, namely jt dE(r) 
cr(t) = E(t- r) -- dr 
-oo dr 
The function E is known as the relaxation modulus function. 
( 1 .6 )  
Residual Thermal Stresses 
EquiHlent ly, the cur rent strain can also be related to  the past history of st ress . The 
explicit linear form of t his relat ion for a non-aging viscoelastic material is 
jt da(1) c(t) = . D(t- T) --dT 
-80 <iT ( 
1 ./) 
The funct ion D is known as the creep compliance of the material. The relaxation modulus 
or creep compliance nEJst be obtained from experiment or from the physics of the material 
structure. 
The linear one-dimensional constit utive relation (Eq. 1 .6 )  can be rewritten in  an alter-
nate form as 
( 1.8) 
\vhere Eoc = E (  x, ) .  and 
6E(t) = E(t)- Eco ( 1.9) 
denotes the transient component of the s tress-relaxation function. An analogous alternate 
expression can be wri t t en in place of Equation 1.7. 
1.2.3 Nonlinear Consitutive Equation 
A formulation which extends Equat ion 1 .8 to nonlinear response has been developed by 
Schapery [9] on the basis of considerat ions of the thermodynamics of i rreversible processes 
([10] - [ 12] ) .  Introducing special forms of entropy production and the Gibbs free energy, he 
derived the following consit i tutive equation 
( 1 . 1 0) 
where the reduced time pis defined by 
p p(t) (1 . 11)  
where to  is an arbitrary t ime prior to the application of strain and p'  = p( T ) . In Equa-
tion 1 . 1 0  Vco and v1 are functions of c(t), while v2 and a, are functions of c(1 ) during 
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-ex: < T < t. The linear form Equa t ion 1.6 i s  recovered when L"c:.: = u1 = 1·2 = a, 1. 
which are the l imi t ing values of these fuuctions as strains become sufficiently small. 
Schaper;.• [2] provided the stress formulation analog of Equation 1 . 1 0 .  which reads as 
foJlO\VS: 
t ,, 
E(t) = goDoiT(t) + .rfl Ix 6.D(�- ()  (;�[.rJ21T(T)jdT 
where the reduced time �is defined by 
�( t) Jl dt' to ac[a(t')]. a7 > 0 
Also. t0 is an arbitrary time pnor to the first appl ication of s tress and C 
Equation 1 . 1 2  Do and 6.D are given by 
D0 = D(O). 6.D(t) = D(t)- D0 
(1 . 1 2) 
( 1 .13) 
�(T). In 
(1 . 14) 
where D(t) is t he creep function for stress levels which are suffic iently small to assume linear 
behavior, go and g1 are functions of a (t), and g2 and  aa are functions of a ( T ) . The functions 
go, g1, gz and aa tend to un ity as stresses t end to zero, in which case Equation 1. 1 2  reduces 
to the linear form given in Eq nation 1.1. 
Thermoviscoelasticity The thermoviscoelastic behavior of polymeric materials has been 
characterized by assuming either a thermorheologically simple or a thermorheologically 
complex response. In thermorheologically simple material (TS�1) elevated temperatures 
reduce the viscosity of the polymeric material, resulting in an acceleration of the creep 
process. Experimentally this phenomenon is observed by rigid horizontal shifts of isothermal 
data parallel to the logt scale. H owever, i n  thermorheologically complex material (TC:t\1) 
modulus softening as well as the reduction of t he viscosity complicate the creep process so 
that both the vertical and horizontal shifts of isothermal data are required parallel to both 
the log t and, say, the log D axes . 
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It is instructiYe to note that both TS).I and TC).l responses can be obtained from 
Schaper:.:'s nonlinear viscoelastic model by considering that 9o· 91, 92. a11d the reduced time 
1 are excl usively fun ctiollS of temperature .  In tlti� ca5c Equation 1.12 becomes the general 
linear noni:oot ltermal constitutive equation, 
' ' jt () E(t) = 9o(T)Doa(t} + 91(1') -o:: ::.,.[)(�·- ; ' ) (}T [gJ('i(T))a(T)jdT. (1.1.S) 
involving temperature-dependent material properties . In Equat ion l.l.S the reduced time�� 
is defined by 
r't dt; 
t �(l,-) ., OJ > 0 ' 0 Cl} (1.16) 
Materials for \Vhich a smooth mast er complia11ce curve may be obtained by horizontal 
and wrtical shiftings of isothermal creep data will be referred t o  as a thermorheologically 
complex material (TCI\1 ) . If all curves arc shifted towards the reference curve 3, which is 
obtained at certain reference temperature I�ef: the amounts of vertical and horizontal shift 
along two coordinate directions determine log 91g2 and log ay respectively. 
\Yhen g0 = 91 = 92 =1, Equation 1.15 reduces to the linear nonisothermal constitutive 
equation for a thermorheologically simple material (TSI\1), for \vhich a master compliance 
curve may be obtained by horizontal shifting p arallel to the log t axis alone. In the contex: 
of Schaper.{s model, nonlinear thermoviscoelast ic response is expressed by go, g1, and 92 
as well as ay, which depend on both T and a. However, in many circumstances it suffices 
to consider only ay = ay (T, a) to account for nonlineari ty .  In particular this is the case for 
APC-2 material. 
1 .2.4 A Simple Illustration of Thermorheologically Simple and Complex 
Responses 
A simple explanation of the essential features of thermorheologica l y simple and complex 
responses is provided by considering the creep of a Kelvin model subjected to a unit step 
stress input, shown in Firgure 1.1. 
3The temperature dependent parameter' are normalizEd at a certain reference temperature Tref, namely 
g!(Trcf) = 92 (Tref) = go (Tref) = ay(Tref) = l. 




Figure 1.1: The Kelvin Model 
Basic con5iderations give 
1 _ c(Eo/rJo)t c(t) = E = D(t ) ·a (1.11) 
where D( t) denotes creep compliance. 
A schematic plot of log D( t) vs . log t is shown in Figure 1 .2. 
Consider now temperature effects . If all temperature effects are confined to t he viscous  
elemenL whereby reducing the viscosity 7Jo to a value 7J(T) = a(T)1Jo (where a(T) decreases 
with r ising temperature) then D(t) in Equation 1.1 I becomes 
D(t; T) = �0 [1- exp (-(Eo/ry0)t/a(T))] (1.18) 
Therefore. the plot log D(t: T) vs. log twill appear the same as logD(t) vs. logt except 
for a horizontal shift parallel to the log t axis by an amount of log a(T). The shifted plot i s  
shown by tlte dashed l ine in  Figure 1.2 (b). 





log a( T) 
log t 
Figure 1.2: l'nit step stress input and the creep compliance D(t; T) for a thermorhcolog­
ically simple response. Creep compliances at distinct temperatures are related through a 
horizontal shift funct ion only. 
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In such circumstances the viscoelast i c  re:::ponse is said to  be thermorheologi c ally simp>·. 
If temperature  affects both spring and dash-pot elements of the Keh·in modeL namely 
when E = E(T) = £0r(T) and 17(T) = 7)oa(T), the creep compliance in  Equation 1. 18 read s 
D(t; T) = 
= 
1 [ ( Eo v(T) )] 
Eor( T) 1 - exp - r70 a(T) t 
1 r ( £0 t )] 
Eov(T) l1- exp -� a(T) ( 1 . 1 9 )  
I n  this case the plot of logD(t:T) v s .  log t will appear the same as logD(t) v s .  log t 
except for a horizontal shift by an amount of log a(T) parallel to the log t axis and a vert ical 
shift by an amount of log v(T) parallel t o  t he log D axis ( see Figure 1.3). 
In such circumstances the viscoelas t i c  response is sai d  to be thermorheological ly com-
plex. 
1.2.5 Creep and Recovery tests 
In a creep test ,  for which cr(t )  = cr0H(t), with H(t) d(euoting the Heaviside uni' step funct ion 
Equation 1 .12 simplifies to 
( 1 .20) 
where the superscript denotes that cr0 is the argument of the specified fun ction, for example, 
gg = g0( cr0) .  By definition, Equation 1.20 shows t hat the nonlinear creep compliance Dn i s  
given by 
(1.21) 
which depends on cro i n  the nonlinear range. 
Schapery [9] proposed to determine the material functions by the following graphical 
method. From Equat ion 1.21, we have 
log(D� - ggDo ) = logg�g� + log6.D(tja�). ( 1.22) 
Hence, plots of log( D� - ggD0) against log t for different stress levels cro should yield a set 
of curves which can be superposed by suitable translations in  the coordinate directions .  If 





lorr t b 
Figure 1.3: Unit step stress input and the creep compliance D(t; T) for a thermorheologically 
complex response. Creep compliances at distinct temperatures are related through both 
horizontal and vertical shift functions .  
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all cnrves are shifted toward s  t he creep curw which applies in t he linear range ( whi ch, 
st rict]�· speaking, i s  val id for ao = 0) so as t o  form a smooth and continuous "master  
curw". then t h e amounts of  t hese shift s  are log 9i19� and log a�. res pectively. wh ich enables 
the determinat ion of 9?9� and a�. To determine tlte ind i vid ua l functimts g? and ll it is 
necessary to conduct  creep and H'cover�· tests .  
Peret z  and Weitsman ([3],[13]) characterized the nonlinear viscoelastic response o f  a 
technical adhesive by means of creep and recm·ery tests employing the nonlinear viscoelastic 
constitut i \·e model of Schapery. The data base for a mat erial characterization required 
the imposition of transient t emperature conditions to separate nonline<H functions. The 
characterization scheme is briefly out lined belm\·. 
Assuming a pown law creep response .  t he Schapery's nonlinear Yiscoelastic constit utive 
equation (Eq .  1.12) becomes 
( 1.23) 
For the special purpose of sPparation of g1 and 92· t he fol lowing load and temperature 
histories were considered: 
(J 
T 
ao[H(t)- H(t- tl)], ao/ault � 1 
T2- (12- TI)H (t- ti), T2 > T1 
During the loading stage Equation 1.23, therefore, reads 




The primary significance of Equations 1.25 and 1.26 lies in t he fact t hat they relate 
the recorded creep data to d i s t inct  values of g1 (T1 ) and g1(T2), ·whereby providing a way 
to determine 91 (T). More complete details are given in t he works by Peretz and Weitsman 
( [3],[13]). 
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1.3 Characterization of APC-2 
1.3 .1 General 
Xinran [1] char<tr:terized thP vi�coelastic response of the APC-2 composites in the cont ext of 
Schapery's nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive model. The linear thern1oviscoelastic response 
was invest igated b�- couducting isothermal creep t ests at various levels of temperature un­
der sufficiently low stress levels. Creep response, at reference temperature TR and wit h in 
linear range, was modeled by a general power law. with t he attendant material con stant� 
determined by curve fit ting techn iques . :\onlinear effects \\·en· determined by conducting 
isothermal creep tests at various levels of stress and temperatu re. Master compliaHce curv-es 
were const ructed from the experimental data by horizontal and vertical shifts using a graph­
ical method. The no11linear parameter 00 was obtained by numerical fitting of the creep 
data .  
1.3.2 Experimental Procedure 
Specimens 
As recommended by the ICI corporation, APC-2laminates were fabricated in  an autocl ave. 
The prepreg roll was 14  em wide with nominal t hickness of 0. 1 2.5 mm. All specimens 
consisted of uni-directionally reinforced flat coupons. These included goo and 15° (off-axis ) 
coupons of nominal dimensions of 2 . 1  X 14 X 1 30 mm and 1 .6 X 14  X 340 mm, respectively. 
The goo coupons were cut from a 1 6  ply panel of dimensions of 2 . 1  x 1 30 x 3400 mm, and 
off-axis coupons from a 1 2  ply panel of  dimensions of  1 .6 X 2600 X 3400 mm. 
Creep-recovery tests 
The thermoviscoelastic characterization was cast in the context of an assumed power-law 
creep response and Schapery' s  nonlinear viscoelastic constitu tive model. Therefore, it was 
necessary to determine the constants which prescribe the gener al power law as well as the 
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stress and t emperatlHP dependence of the functions, g0, g1, g2 and a(JT, lis ted m Equa­
tion 1.12. 
The li ucar tlti'rntm· iscoelastir hrhavior was characterized by conducting creep and re­
con'ry t est unckr suflicient l:> low applied stresses a t  various constant levels of tem perature. 
These da tCJ  de termirwd the values of Ao, C, nand the funrtions g0(T ) and aT(T) as well as 
the product of !J1(T) and g2(T) for describing the transverse compliance of APC-2 in the 
form of Equation l . 2:3. As notrd previous])' these isothermal creep data did not suffice to 
oht ai11 gdl) and !h(l) iudivi dual ly. These isothermal creep tests were conducted on creep 
frames a t  fix0d tcmperat ures which ranged from 24°C to 180°C. Creep time was 20 min 
and recon'r)· wa� rrte<tsured over a period of 200 min .  The values of the above-ment ioned 
p arameters aud funct ions were determined by curve fitting techniques . 
The nonliuear aspect s of tbe response of A PC-2 were evaluted from isothermal creep and 
recovery t es t s  whi ch were conduc ted at several stress levels . These stresses ranged between 
10 and 40 Jf l'a and  the temperatures ranged between 24° and 180°C. Creep time was 60 
min for 90° coupons and  50 min for 15° off-axis coupons. Recovery strains were recorded 
over periods of 600 m i n . The nonlinear parameters of Schapery 's constitutive model were 
subsequently determined from creep-recovery data by means of curve fitting techniques .  
1 .3.3 Results of t he C haracterization 
Master Curve and Temperature-dependent Shift Functions 
Creep data within the linear range, plotted at various  levels of temperature, are shown i n  
Figure 1.4. These experimental creep dat a demonstrate a three-fold increase i n  compli­
ance over the range of time and temperature recorded therein. This increase is an order of 
magnitude larger thall the comparable rise in the compliance of epoxy matrix composites , 
demonstrating the importance of time dependence in the response of thermoplastic com­
posites . The transverse creep compliance master curve in Figure 1.5 was constructed by 
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Figure 1.4: Temperature dependence of transverse creep compliance of APC-2 unidirectional 
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Figure 1.5: Master transeverse creep compliance curve of APC-2laminate (Tref = 119° C). 
pp 116 Ref. [1] 
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Figure 1 .6 :  Horizontal shift versus t emperat ure for creep compli ance master curve . pp 1 1 7  
Ref. [1] 
horizontal shifting of the dat a in F igure 1 . 4 .  T he corresponding horizontal shift factor a y  
i s  related to  the temperature T in Figure 1 . 6  by means of t he familiar Arrhenius relat ion :  
locr a - - - -D.H ( 1 1 ) 
o T - 2 .303R T TM ( 1 .2 1 ) 
where R is the universal gas constant and D.H is the activation energy per gram mole with 
R = 1 .981 (caljg - mole0k ) .  
The plot of log ay against t he  reciprocal o f  absolute temperature consisted of two straight 
lines above and below 97°C .  The activation energy, which was estimated from the slope of 
line , was about 86.8kcaljmol at above T9 . Kote that the compliance in Figure 1 . 5  ranges 
between value of 0 . 1 1  and 0 . 1 8  (GPa)-1  in contrast with the range of 0 . 1  t hrough 0 .29  
(GPa)-1  in Figure 1 .4 .  The discrepency is t aken up  by the vertical shift factor ,  which 1 s  
drawn vs . temperature in  Figure 1 . 1  
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Tempe r a ture ( 0 C )  
Figure 1 . 1 :  Vertical shift versus temperature for creep compliance master curve .  pp 111 
Ref .  [ 1 ]  (where 9 = 9192 )  
It is noted that the slope changes of the vertical shift factor .  shown in Figure 1 . 1 ,  
occurred at about 129°C' and 160°C' . The former could be attribut ed to the glass tran-
sition. and the latter to the further crystallization. The vertical shift factor , provided in 
Reference [1 ] , consists of the product g1 (T)g2(T ) of the individual functions expressed in 
Equation 1.12 . 
Nonlinear Response and the parameter aa 
Creep data which were recorded at various levels of stress and temperature demonstrated 
that both factors accelerate and accentuate the deformation of A PC-2 composites. The 
general trend is shown in Figure 1 .8 .  
The nonlinear parameter aa , obtained by fitting the above-mentioned creep data t hrough 
a least square numerical method. was characterized in terms of t he octahedral shear stress 
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F igure 1 .8 :  Transverse t ensile compliance -s t ress-time· relationship of typical APC-2 com­
posite laminate. pp 124 Ref. [ 1 ]  
T in the matrix according to 
exp ( - (i( T - fo ) )  for T > To 
1 T :::; 70 
( 1 .28 )  
for the case of  uniaxially app lied loads ,  T in Equation 1 . 2s;; i s  equivalent to -/2a /3 where a 
i s  uniaxial stres s .  In addition, 7'0 i s  an experimentally determined threshold value , and o 
an experimental factor .  In Figure 1 . 9 ,  the open circles give discrete values of a(J obtained 
by numerical fitting of tensile creep data for 1 5° off-axis coupons .  The solid l ines are then 
drawn to obtain the best fit with Equation 1 .28 .  
The temperature dependence of the parameters o and To i s  shown in F igure 1.10 and 
1.11 respectively. It can be seen that o i s  temperature-independent below 9 1°C. The 
temperature dependence of o above 91 °C is  pronounced , but due to an insufficient number 
of  data points ,  it was not possible to express o mathematically for this range . The parameter 
i0 , the threshold value of 1, falls on two straight lines below and above 9 1°C.  (Figure 1. 11) 
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Figure 1 . 9 :  Time scale sh ift factor aa \·ersus shear stress obtained by numerical method . 
pp 138  Ref. [ l ;  
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Chapter 2 
Linear Optimization Schemes 
2 . 1  Introduct ion 
The issue of optimal cool-down can be stated as follows :  given an initial temperature. T1 , 
where the material is stress-free , a final temperature, TF (1j < T1 ) , a finite t ime interval 
for cooling, t f ,  and a thermoviscoelastic stress-strain relation (e .g .  Equation 2 . 3 ) ,  find the 
"best" time-temperature history. T = To. (t) , which minimizes the residual thermal stresses 
cr( t J )  at time t = t 1 . 
During a finite cool down time interval, the time and the temperature introduce two 
contradictory effect s on the relaxation process .  Let us consider two extreme cases to i l lus­
t rate these two effect s .  In the first scenario let the temperature drop immediately from T1 
to TF at t = 0 .  In this case the largest possible residual stresses are established i nstan­
taneously and the largest amount of real time, namely t f .  is available for their relaxation . 
However, relaxation takes place entirely at the low temperature level of TF and thereby t o  
the smallest effect . O n  the other hand ,  consider the second scenario where one allows only 
a small temperature drop prior to t =  t f .  In this case the relaxation t akes place at a tem­
perature near Tr - whereby at a most significant amount .  H owever, the smal l  temperature 
drop activates only small residual stresses . Since, by hypothesis ,  i t  i s  necessary to reach 
the temperature TF at time t f ,  this s tate of affairs forces a large temperature change to  
occur at  t = t 1 ,  yielding large residual stresses without any spare t ime for relaxation . In the  
25  
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second scenario t oo much time is · ·\vasted" to relax too small stresses and not much ti i i ! C  
remains to  relax large stresses. The actual optimal t ime-temperature path achieve� t he best 
interplay bet\wcn tl te�c two compel ing effects �u as to minimize the residual thermal s1 ress 
at the terminat ion of the cool down phase. In the past ,  analytic  solutions were developed 
for optimal coni- down in t he v iscoelactic linear case [5] - [8] . 
The next section provides a brief overview for these analytic solu t ions . These concern 
three specific material rcspomes ;  a Thermorheologically Simp le Material with t emperature-
independent coefficients of thermal expansion , a Thermorheologically Simple �Jaterial wit h 
temperature-dependent coefficients of t hermal expansion, and Thermorheologicall:-· Com-
plex \Iat erial . 
2 . 2  Formulation 
2.2. 1 Basic Equations 
\Vhen elastic materi als undergo cool- down against geometric constraint s .  the residual t her-
mal stresses are given by 
a(t) = -Eo(T1 - Tp ) ( 2 . 1 ) 
where E and o denote Young's modulus and the coefficient of thermal expansion respec-
tively, and T1 and TF are the initial and final temperatures (for cool- down, TI > TF ) .  
Denote TI - TF = D..T and assume an elas t i c  geometric constraint , related by a factor 
r ,  then 
a(t) = - TEo.6.T ( 2 . 2 )  
In  t h e  thermorheologically simple viscoelasti c  case,  Equation 2 .2  i s  modified to read as 
follows [7] : 
where 
it dD..T a(t) = - r o  E(p(t) - p(T) ) -d-dT o- T 
p (u ) = fo" dpja(T(p) ) 
( 2 . 3 )  
( 2 .4 )  
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In Equation 2 . 4  a (T )  i :o  the h orizont al sh i ft fac t or requ ired t o  coalesce isotl 1ermal d a t a  ( say 
creep ) to form a " m ast er curve .. , 
For t he t hermorheologicall�· com plex response. employment of Schapery"s  vi scoelast ic  
const i t u tive model modifies Equa t ion 2 .2  to  yield 
. . . [,t . . d( r2( T P T J  a( t ) = -ror1 (1 ) L ( p( t ) - p ( T ) )  d dT • 0 T (2 . 5 )  
where t h e  product  v (T) = r1 ( T ) 1'2 ' T )  i s  t h e  \Utica] shift w h i c h  i s  required t o  coalesce  
isothermal d a t a  ( sa�· creep) t o  form a '·m aster  curve"' 1 i n  a d d i t ion t o  a (T) .  
2 .2 .2 Case of Thermorheologically Simple Material 
Wei t s m alt [S] and C urtin and ?ll urphy [6] h ave proposed a varia t i on al met hod to determine 
optimal cool down pat h s  t hat  minimize thf' t h ermal residual st ress in l inearly viscoelas t i c  
materials .  
In all previous s t u d ies [;") ]  - [8] . which concerned linear v iscoelast i c  behavior . namely 
a = a (T ) but  not a = a(T. a )  in Equat ion 2 .4 ,  i t  was found t h at T<J ( t ) undergoes sharp 
drops at  t = 0 .  from 1] to T0 ancl a t  t 1 .  from T<J( t 1) to Tr. and i t  decreases monotonically 
and smoothly over the range 0 < t < t f .  
Let T(t ) be the  opt imal p a t h  ( u nknown yet ) ancl i'(t) be an adjacent path which 1 s  
defined by 
i'(t )  = T( t )  + Cf)( t )  
Substit ution of Equation 2 . 6  into Equation 2 .3  yields 
where 
. .  j· t . d�t 
a(t ) = - ro E (p( t ) - p(T)) -d- dT o- T 
p( 1L) = lu dpja('l(p)) 
( 2 . 6 )  
( 2 .  7 )  
1 It  i s  obvious from Equation 4 . 3  that for T =  constant. a(t)  depends only on v ( T) and not on v1 (T) a n d  
v2 (T) separately. This n o  longer holds for fluctuatin g temperatures. 
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Applying the fundamental primiples of variat ional  calculus that the Euler's equa t ion 
can be obtained from the stationary value  
( 2 . 8 ) 
to Equation 2 . 7 ,  an optimal time-temperature path was deri\·ed . 
The derivation showed that the optimal cool-down path contains an instantaneous tern-
perat ure drop from T1 to T0 at t = 0. Th(· m agn i t ude of temperature drop (To - T1) is 
expressed by 
o ( T ) T - T = ..:__o_ 0 I ' ( 1 . . ) (l (J ( 2 . 9 ) 
which is a t ranscendental equation i n  the unknown T0 . Beymtd the initial drop. the opt imal 
path Tn ( t )  is governed by the integra-different ial equa t ion 
where 
dTn ! t )  
dt 
E"( t . l r )  a ' ( T ( t ) ) - --� 
E'( t . t f )  a(l (t) )a"( T(t ) )  
( 2 . 1 0 )  
I n  Equation 2 . 1 0  primes denote derivat ives with respect to  the argument . I\ote that Equa-
tion 2 . 1 0  must be solved "backwards"' from t = tf . towards t = 0 since E(t, tJ ) cannot be  
evaluated without a-priori knowledge of  the solution , with exception of E(tf ,  t1) = E(O) -
which is known.  The procedure i s  to guess Tn (tj ) , solve Equation 2 . 1 0  numerically and 
evaluate T(O) ,  then adjust the guess nlue of To ( tj ) i teratively until T(O) = T0 which 
matches the root of Equation 2 .9 .  
These analytic methods have been applied to  obtain optimal cooling paths for graphite/ epoxy 
cross-ply composites and adhesive join t s [/] . Weitsman [.5] also obtained analytic solutions 
for optimal cooling in the special cases of a t h ree element model and a "power law" response. 
The latter case corresponds to a wide range of real material s .  
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The T hree Element Model 
Consi der a t ! t rec clerncl!t  model for which the relaxation funct ion is given by 
- t  
E (t) = Co +  D0 exp ( T ) 
where C0 = E,., , D0 = E0 - Ee0 . Assume now 
a (T) = exp (- � + B) 
<md r1 = c·2 = 1 .  S t raightforward manipulations yield [5] ; 
Tr. ( t) = A( B  - ln q1(t)) 
where o( t )  = * + <c· . C = B + 1 - lj- . 
The i n i t i a l  and  t he final  temperature drops in  Tr. a.re given by 
T(tj ) - T(tj ) = A [B - ln ¢(tJ)J - TF 
The residual t hermal s t resses during optimal cool-clown are given by 
( 1 - u)a(t ) 
= A (co (ln ¢(t ) + �  - B) + no) 
(} 
Co(TI - Tp) + Do (A(B + 1 - ln ¢(tJ)) - Tp) 
( 1 - u)a(t T )  J 
(} 
"Power Law" response 
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( 2 . 1 1 )  
(2. 12) 
(2 .13) 
(2 . 1 4 )  
(2 . 15) 
A power law representa t ion of relaxation and creep data is frequently adapted for a broad 
range of material s  from metals  to polymeric composites , since it enables the fitting of data 
over a l arge t ime scale. For relaxat ion , the  general power law has the  form 
(2.16) 
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where To . n .  E0 all d Ex are non-negative constants .  A simple form of power law . which i s  
a special case o f  1 he general power law is expressed by 
( 2 . 1 / )  
For s impl i c i t y, re-writ e Equat ion 2.16 in the following form : 
( 2 . 1 8 )  
Assuming t l 1 a t  a ( T )  i s  gi ven hy Equation 2 . 1 2 ,  straightforward manipulations yield [5] : 
To 
To ( t )  
...!._ In L 
(\ ]�-
...!._ In 1 L ,  K > 0 c1 11· + C1t ( 2 . 1 9 )  
where C\ = ,,�1 . ]{ and L are const allt s ,  which can be  determined by solving the following 
� imultancous transcendental equations 
L 
L 
[ t 0 ( I{ + C1 tf ) ; exp B ] n�l 
(n + 1 ) 11  
I\' exp(C1 To) (2 . 20 )  
The residual  t herm al stresses during optimal cool-down are obtained by direct substitut ion 
of Equat ion 2 . 19 into Equation 2 . 3 .  After several manipulations we get 
\vhere 




for the case of n = � ' Equation 2.22 can be reduced to 
I b Q
-n ( . -1 ( I{ +  C1 t ) . _ - 1 (]{) )  2 = C\ Slll b - Sill b 
( 2 . 2 1 )  
( 2 . 22 )  
(2 .23) 
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where 
2.2.3 Case of Temperat ure-dep endent Coefficie nts  of Thermal Expan­
siOn 
\Veitsman and Harper [7] modified expressions 2 .9 and 2 . 1 0  to  account for t he effects of t he  
temperature-dependence of the  t herm al expansion coefficicent s .  S uch temperature depen-
dence, namely o = o: (T ) ,  was observed in the the data of the graphitejepox�· composi tes . 
For this specific case t he opt imal path contains an ini t ial drop which i s  gi\·en by 
T _ T _ 
o(T( , )_a(_T,_o_) __ 0 1 - o (I0)a ' ! To ) - o ' (T0)a(1o)  
\vhile the Euler 's equation of optima l  path To ( t )  i s  given by 
dhz( t )  
dt  
2.2.4 Case of  Thermorheologically Complex M aterial 
(2 . 23 )  
Harper [8] extended the  previous works and derived a scheme to  predict optimal tempera-
ture paths for a class of thermorheologically complex m aterial s ,  where effects of temperature 
may be accounted for by both vertical and horizontal shift factors .  For this class of ther-
morheologically complex viscoelastic response, the initial drop is given by 
T, _ 
T 
_ v2 (To)a(To) 
0 
1 - a'(To)vz (To ) - v; (To)a (lo )  
The Euler's equation of  optimal path To ( t ) i s  given by 
dTo (t ) 
dt 
E"(t , t J )  a' (r� (T - T1 )  + vz )  
E'( t , tJ ) a ( a"( v� (T - T1 ) + v2 ) - a' ( v� (T - TI ) + v2 )') 
( 2 .2G )  
( 2 . 27)  
Chapter 3 
Nonlinear Op timization 
3.1 Introduction 
Problems of finding the optimal cool -down temperature path are directly related to t he 
minimization of the final residual stress a( t 1 ) .  In general , when dealing with optimization 
problems which have no known analytic solut ions , i t  is 11ecessar:> to  resort to approximation 
procedures by means of the i terati \·e methods .  In this chapter such an iterative convergent 
numerical scheme is developed to obtain the optimal cool down-path for simple ,  hypotheti-
cal nonlinear viscoelastic responses . Two prototype cases, the three element model and the 
"power l aw" response, are considered .  Besides t heir relative simplicity, these prototypes 
have the distinct advantage of possessing complete or partial analytic solutions. In this 
manner some basis was made for comparisons between optimal paths \\ ·hich could be oh-
tained numerically from the i terative scheme and corresponding paths derived analytically. 
3 . 2  Formulat ion 
Problems of finding zeros of a function are closely associated \vi th minimization of a function 
f(X) ( 3 . 1 )  




( 3 . 2 )  X = 
X n  
32 
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For if f has a local minimum a t  X = x � .  t hen \W must ha\'C 
g := v f(X ' ) = 0 ( 3 . 3 )  
where g is t h e  gradient of f .  
Let us consider the i terat ive schemes t o  fi nd t he :::crurs of a g iven fn nct ion r such that 
r (T0 ) = 0 
where 
l'fl = 
I n  the above expression T; represents  T ( t ; ) ,  where T ( t )  c a n  lw obt ained by interpolation . 
Beginning wit h  an in i t ial set of values ( 1(1 )0 , snw:ssi ve approxim ates ( I(! ) ;  ( i = 0, 1 ,  2 ,  . . .  )
t o  (7�1 r are computed wi th  t he aid of a su itable i terat ion fu n c t ion <1> :  
(To )i+I · - <1> [(To ) , ]  i = 0 ,  l .  2 . . . .  (3 .4 )  
I f  (To t i s  a fixed point o f  <1> ;  that i s  (To )* = <I> [ (To t] , and i f  all fixed poiuts of <I> are also  
zeroes of  r and i f  <1>*  i s  continuous i n  the neighborhood of  each of  i ts  fixed point s ,  then 
(To t  i s  a zero of the given function r [ 1 -1] . 
The important key to the success of the iterative scheme is to obtain a suitable iteration 
function <1> . In this dissertation it i s  suggested t h at such a function for t he nonlinear 
optimization problem at  hand can be  obtained by the formul ation which is based upon the  
known explic it linear solution . In the  l inear viscoela� t ic case  the  fina l  stress and the optimal 
path  can be expressed by 
a ( t f )  
Tk(t )  ih * (E' E" I I I  .' ) '±' , , a . a . 1  
( 3 . 5) 
( :� . 6 )  
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where \lJ and  <fJ• are expressed by i nt egral equa t ion s .  In t he present case t bese cqu a t iom are 
given in  Equ il t ion s 2 . 5  and 2 .21.  In nonlinear vi scoelast ic i ty t he most sign ifica n t effec � ,  of 
nonlinearity i n  stress - s t raiH behavior Gill he incorporat ed into the s t ress-afrected horizontal  
shift -factor funct ion a lone sucl t  tha t :  
a =  a (T( t ) ;  rT( t ) )  ( 3 . 1 )  
I t  i s  now hypothesized t ha t  t he optimal nonlinear temperatu re path can be construc ted in  
an iterative manner by incorpora t i n g the stresses a( t ) which arise along the opt imal path a t  
t h e  very samf i teratio11 into Eq u at ion 3 . / .  Furt b ermorc, s ince those st resses a ( t )  correspond 
to the opt ima l t emperatur e  T( t )  at ead1 gin'n i t er ation . elimination of t between a ( t )  nnd 
T(t ) yields a relat ion IT =  a(T) ,  whereby Eq u a t ion 3 .7  can be  rewrit ten as 
a =  o (T ( t ) : a(T( I ) ) ) - a (T ( t ) )  ( 3 . 8 )  
The primary significance of Equation 3 .8  is t h at shift -fact or funct ion a no longer contains  
a explicitly ; therefore , t he opt imal t emperature path To ( t ) and s t ress his tory a(t )  along 
the t emperature path  can be obtained by using Equation 3 . 6 .  Consequently <I>* satisfies 
the qualification of heing a suitable i terative function if (Tn)*  i s  a fixed point of <I>* , that i s  
(To )" = <I>* [ (To )*] , and if <l>" i s  continuous in  t he neighborhood of  each of  i t s  fixed points .  
These conditions are assumed t o  hold. 
3 . 3  The Three Element Model as a Prototype Case 
3.3 . 1  A n  A nalytic Solution for t he Optimal Path 
In this sub-section an  analytic  solution is derived for the optimal cool-down path for a 
special form of nonlinear behavior. The analytic solution i s  obtained iteratively. The 
analytic expression for the the optimal temperature path for the linear case (Eq.  2 .10) 
senes as an iteration function for t he nonlinear i terative scheme. Sin ce i t  i s  possible to 
obtain  an analyt ic solution in  t he present case, t hi s  circumstance provides at least a part ial 
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t es t  for t h e i t e ra t i w n u m er i c a l  scheme, which will be extended in the next chapter t o  t h e  
more com nli cat ed c a c;e of A PC-2. 
Con s i d er t he t h ree elenwn t  m odel, w i t h  response as prescribed in Equation 2 . 1 1 ,  and 
a shift fa ct or as gin'n in  Eq u at ion 2 . 1 2 .  The corresponding optimal cool-down path and 
resid ual s t resses arc l is t ed i n  E q u a t ions 2 . 1 3  and 2 . 1 4  
The  kc:> s t e P  in  our  approach calls for relating the temperature and stress along t h e  
opt i m al t em p c r a t u rP p a t lL which are expressed in the time domain .  Thus, combining 
Equ at ion 2 . 1:3  i n t o E q u at i on 2 . 14 lea d s  to t he following expression : 
�(t ) = -kTn( t )  + kT1 + rnA ( 3 .9 )  
\vhere k = o £,) ( 1 - 1/ ) ,  a n d  m = o £0/( 1 - 11 ) . Note that Equat ion 3 . 9  i s  expressed in  
term s of  t empera t u re onlr. 
::\ o n l i nearit y  i�  introdu ced by considering 
a =  a ( T, � )  = exp (- � + B - {3a) , /3 > 0 ( 3 . 1 0 )  
HoweYer .  i n  view of Equation 3 .9 the st ress along the optimal linear path is  i n  t h e  form 
of � =  a ( T L  
The optimal cooling-path can b e  obtained by iteration, using linear results Equations 2 . 1 3  
and 2 . 14 as initial guesses \Vhich are denoted b y  A0, B0,  TA0) , a0. Namely, by inserting the 
linear results ,  Equations 2 . 1 3  and 3 .9 ,  into Equation 3 .10 .  After straightforward manipu­
lations we obtain 
a = a(T, � ) = exp (-:�:; + B(l )) ( 3 . 1 1 )  
where A ( l )  = A(O) / ( 1 - {3kA(0l ) ,  B( l )  = B(0l [ 1 - {3(kT1 + mA(0l )j B (0)] with A(O) = A ,  
B (0) = B .  A s  intended, the Expression 3 . 1 1  n o  longer contains the stress a explicitly, hence 
i t  is possible to write a(T, � )  = a ( l l (T) and ,  most fortuitously indeed, a(1 l (T) happens  t o  
be o f  t he wry same form as a (T ) .  Consequently, Tg ) ( t )  and a(l l (T) will retain t h e  same 
l u rn 1 s  as Eqna t io l l s  2 . 1 :3 ,  and  '2 . 1 1 but  w i t h A ( l ) ;md fl( l ) repl a c i J 1 g . 1  a n d  B .  At t h i �  
s t cJi!- 1 ' .  (T ( J 1 (  1 1  i s  ,; u b , t i t n t e d  i n t o  E q u a t ion :� . 1 0 a 1 1 d  a revised a ( T,  {T J . a s  rea cl ily �('� l l .  l c  
JJ i li ) : J  � 3 ( 1. 1 1  + m . 1 ( 1 l J / f3 ( liJ j .  wh i ch i s  s t i l l  o f  the same for m  a :"  t h e  l inear a ( T ) .  :\11 
a d d i t i o n a l  s u b s t i t u t iOIJ  yiel d s  A('\ )  cc: A ( 2 l  and f3(3 )  = f]\ 2 ) ind ic a t i ng co11n� rgellce after  t hH·• · 
i t era t io n � .  Co11 sequ c ntly, t he opr i rn a l  pat h for the three element model wit l 1  viscoel a s t i c  
n u rdin ro ri ly i n t rod u ced t hrough expression ( Eq .  3 . 1 0) is 
To ( t ) 
3 .3 .2 A ); u merical S olution for t h e  O ptimal Pat h 
l 11  t he compu t a t ioHS. expresswm :2 . 1 1 ,  2 . 1 :2 . and :t lO were emp loye d \\'itl1  A = 1 0 . 0 .  
B = 1 . 0 .  ('0  = 0 . 1 . Do  = 1 .0 . ,\ = 1 .0 .  as well a s  Ct = 10- -' , a nd  I '  = 0 . 2.) .  The i u i t i a  \ 
strcos-free tempera t u re . TJ . was  chosen to he 1 50° C,  the fin al t em perat ure . ][.- , � ."J0° C .  
and a cool i n g t ime. t f .  100 min .  T he control p arameter of nonlinearity /1 was comidcred 
1 000 .  
In th e n u merical .  i t erat ive op t imization scheme, t h e  first iterat ion consisted of  t h e  d eter-
mination of the optimal temperature pat h  which corresponds to the l inear viscoelastic case . 
The optimal t emperature path, To. (t ) ,  wa.s obtained numerically by s tep- by-step integrat ioll 
of E q u at ion 2 . 1 0  wit h t he i ntermediat e guesses of Tp until T(O)  was reached the pre�cr i 1wd 
val u e  of T0 , as determined from Equat ion 2 .9 .  The sequential values of T; were com p u t e d  
from T;_ 1  of t he previous step , backwards from t = t 1 tow ards t = 0 .  according t o  
( :) .1 :) I 
w hrre dT/ dl w a s  eva lu ated by means of Equat ion 2 . 1 0  and �t, denot es t he wicl t l 1  of i :  '. 
t ime  i ncrem e n t . To ach ie\·e both accuracy and efficiency in  determ i nr; t h e  opt i m a l  p;lf l : .  
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nonuniform time in ten·als 6t i  were selE'C t ed .  a ccording t o  con siderations discussed la ter in  
this sub-section. 
Once the optimal t emperature path To was determined numeri cally in a fairly efficient 
manner, the stress history 17 ( t )  along the Tn was obtained also numerically by solving the  
integral Equation 2 .3 .  For the  purpose o f  numerical correlation 17 = F(T ) ,  \·alues o f  !7( t )  
were obtained so as to establi sh  a list of numerically corresponding values of Ti and 17; 
along the linear optimal path ,  result ing in 17; = F( T; ) at n discrete locations .  \Vit h  t hese n 
sets of data ( 17; ,  T; ) the i nterpolating function of 17 = F(T)  was generat ed by means of the 
D.ISL routine "CSCO?\" . This rou tine created a shape-preserving cubic spl ine interpolant  
which is consistent with these n sets  of  dat a ,  obtained from t he previous i teration. The 
consequent interpolating functions of derivatives of F(T) were also generated by means of 
D1SL routine "CSDER, '' which evaluated t he derivati\·es of the s ame cubic spline function 
for 17 = F(T) .  
Generating a relation of  17 = F(T) and , therefore , preparing for the evaluation of  nu-
merical values for a modified shift factor function ii(T) is the starting point of the next 
i teration. A revised optimal path was to be generated with ii(T) = a(T, F(T ) )  replacin g 
a(T) in Equations 2 .9  and 2. 10 .  Upon obtaining a modified optimal path  i n  any given 
iteration, the whole procedure was repeated until the following convergence criterion was 
satisfied: 
(3 . 14 ) 
In computing the intermediate temperatures T; according to  Equation 3 . 1 3 ,  it was nee-
essary to pay ongoing attention to t he retention of numerical stability at all i ntermediate 
times t;. In particular , the slope of the optimal path  underwent extreme changes in the 
vicinity of t = 0 so that even very small variations in the guess values of the temperature 
Tt at t = tj resulted in substantial d iscrepancies in T(O) .  Consequently, i t  was necessary 
to develop several specific trial-and-error tests to get a value of Tt which yielded T(O) at 
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least in the neighborhood of 10 ,  as given by Equation 2 .9 ,  within t he comput able range 1 of 
t erHperatures. In spi te of those careful improvements ,  the values of T(o+ ) and T0 , as det er-
miw:d b)· our computational scheme and Equa t ion � .9 ,  respectively, could not be matched 
accurately in some circumstances. Fortuitously, these uncertainties had very li tt le sign i fi -
cance in det ermining the  opt imal p aths for times beyond some fractions of a second from 
onset of cooling. The reason for t he trivial effect of having T(O+ ) :f- To is that the opt imal 
temperat ure  paths contains precipitous drops from Tr to T0 at t = 0 which were followed 
by extremely steep drops during 0 < t < f ( v,:ith t: amounting to jus t  fractions of a sec-
ond ) .  Therefore, exact matchings of T ( o+ )  and To were of lit t l e  consequencr' for the overall 
dependence of Tn on time. 
\Vhen optimal t emperature paths  were computed by usmg the numerical , iterative 
scheme, all optimal paths reached convergence within about four iterations in  computa-
tions .  
Comparison between results from the  analytic solution and the predictions from t he 
numerical , iterative method are provided i n  Figures 3 . 1  - 3 .4 . Figures 3 . 1  and 3 .2 show 
the optimal cool-dO\vn paths ,  To (t )  vs .  t ,  for the linear and nonlinear cases respectively. 
And Figures 3 .3  and 3.4 exhibit residual stress build-ups during optimal cool-downs ,  
which correspond to the two cases shown in  Figures 3 . 1  and 3 .2 .  Al l  figures show very 
good agreement between these two approaches. Also, a comparison between values of fina l  
stresses , provided in  Table 3 . 1 ,  shows very good agreement between the computat ional 
and analytic resul t s .  The discrepancies between numerical and analytical approaches were 
about 0 .69% for the linear case, and 0 .57% for the nonlinear case. It i s  also noted that the  
predicted nonlinear effect , which was about 9 .3%,  was almost the  same for both methods .  
It is observed that, for the three element model considered here, there were no  noticeable 
differences in the optimal temperature paths between the linear and the nonlinear cases .  
1 The first j u m p  i s  always directed downward. By hypothesis, the temperature T is assumed to d r o p  mono­
tonically over the time period (0 ,  t1 ) . Therefore, it is appropriate to require t h at none of the intermediate  
temperatures Ti should exceed T1 during the computation. 
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figure 3 . 1 :  Opt imal temperature paths for t hree element model ( li near case) 
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Figure 3 .2 :  Optimal t emperature pa th s  for three element model (nonlinear case )  
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Figure 3 .3 :  Stress histories along optimal temperature paths for three element model (linear 
case)  
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Figure 3 . 4 :  Stress histories along optimal temperature paths for three element model ( non­
linear case ) 
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Table :3 . 1 :  Comparison of final stresses for a prototype case of three element model betv,:een 
analyt ic sol u t ion aHd iterat ive scheme 
I 
Description Final St ress 
analytic solution numerical scheme 
I 
Linear case � s � g--o o-3 l . .5893.53( 1 0-3) • .  "J,  � �  I t • 
.:\ onlinear case . .53.5630( 1 0-3) . .539:362( 10-3)  
L 
Both optimal temperature paths underwent very rapid temperature drops at t he in i t i al 
cool-down stage. but soon followed distinct slower temperature variation. This phenomenon 
suggested that  subdivision of the t ime span i J  into equal time sub-intervals D.t = t 1  jn was 
unsuitable for performing the numerical integrat ion.  It was deemed advantageous to select 
unequal t ime intervals D.tk which assured equal t emperature drops D.T. The determination 
of the unequal sizes of 6tk required an i terat ive process . It was found that sufficient 
accuracy was obtained with fewer than 300 intervals. 
The satisfactory agreement ,  exhibited in th i s  section , b etween the i terative, numerical 
results and the analytical solutions encouraged us to employ the numerical scheme in  more 
complicated circumstances, when analytical solut ions were not available. 
3 . 4  A Further Prototype Case ; "Power Law" Response 
The second case study involves the "power law" response, given in  Equation 2 . 1 8 . For t hi s  
case analytic solutions for Tn ( t ) ,  and for a( t ) along the optimal path  were derived for the  
linear case with a s hift factor function given in  Equation 2 . 12 .  However , for a nonlinear 
shift factor , such as occurs in Equation 3 . 1 0 ,  no analytical result for Th( t )  i s  available. The 
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Table 3 . 2 :  Comparison of fina l  stresses for a prototype case of power response law model 
between analytic solu t iCJn and i terative scheme 
i i ' i 
Description I Final S t ress 
anal:-· t ic  solut ion numerical scheme 
Linear case . 00 1 629 . 0016228 
I\' onlinear case not avail a hle . 00 1 5 1 4.5 
"power law" case provided an opportunity to check the numerically attained To ( t ) ,  with 
the corresponding values of a(t ) ,  agains t  analytical results for the linear case only. 
In the computations ,  Equations 2 . 1 8 and 3 . 1 0  were employed with A =  1 0 .0 ,  B = 2 . 0 ,  
A 1  = O .L  lb  = 0 .03 1 623, t0  = 0 . 0 0 1  , n  = 0 .5  as well a s  a = 1 0- 5 ,  and z; = 0 .2.5 .  Also, 
the i nitial s tress-free temperature, T1 , was chosen t o  be 1.50° C, the final t emperature,  TF. 
- 150° C ,and a cooling time, t f ,  1 00 min . The control parameter of nonlinearity, f] , was  
considered 1 500. 
The computational scheme followed the previously outlined approach . Optimal tem-
perature paths in  the "power law" response, determined by means of the i terative s cheme ,  
converged within less than four i terative steps.  Computational result s  are plotted i n  Fig-
ures 3 . .5 - 3 .8 .  The linear and nonlinear optimal cool-down paths for the power law model 
are shown in  the Figures 3 . .5 and 3 .6 .  Figures 3 . 7  and 3 . 8  exhibit residual stress build-ups 
during optimal cool-downs which correspond to the path s  shown i n  Figures 3 .5 and 3 .6 .  
The results for the  linear case, s hown in  Figures 3 . 5  and 3 . 7 ,  afford comparisons between 
analytical predictions and numerical values . These results s how good agreement b etween 
two approaches . Also, results of the final stresses are listed in Table 3 . 2 .  For the linear 










Figure 3 . 5 :  Optimal temperature paths for power law model ( linear case ) 
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Figure 3 . 6 :  Optimal temperature path  for power law model in nonlinear case ( Computa­
tional result ::: only ) 
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Figure 3 .  'i :  Stress histories along optimal temperature paths  for pmver law model ( linear 
case) 
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Figure 3 .8 :  Stress history along optimal temperature path for power law model in  nonlinear 
case ( Compu t at ional results only ) 
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case, the numerical scheme and t h e  analyt ic solut 10n yielded values for t lw res idual t her­
mal stresses a t  t = t 1 ,  which are in very good agreement. The discrepancy betweert two 
approaches was a bon t 0 .3.5 /( .  
The optimal temperature paths  for t he ' 'power law" response possess some charact eri s­
tics which resembles t hose for the prototype case of the th ree element model , n amely 
• no noticeable changes were observed between the optimal paths for the non li near and 
linear casrs .  
• t he opt imal t emperat u re paths  underwent very rapid drops at the initial cool-dowll 
stage , but .  thereafter ,  followed a continuous and dis tinct ly slower temperature varia­
t ion . 
It is also n oted that for the present choice of material par ameters the nonlinear effect 
on a(t j )  is  about 6 . 67% .  
Chapter 4 
Op timal Cool-Down of [0/90] 3 
APC-2 Composites . 
4 . 1  Introduction 
This chapter present s a convergent , iterative , numerical scheme to  determine t he optimal 
cool-down temperature path ,  which minimizes residual thermal stresses . in symmetric, bal-
anced , cross-ply 1 APC-2 composite laminat e at the termination of cool-down .  The response 
of the APC-2 composite laminate was modeled as that of a nonlinear , thermorheologically 
complex, viscoelastic material 2 • 
Computations were conducted based upon the experimental data obtained by Xinran 
[ 1 ] ,  as outlined i n  Chapter 1 .  These data were reduced to  forms \vhich can be fitted to the 
constitutive model of Schapery [2] , which i ncludes the following components :  
1 .  a horizontal time-temperature shift-factor funct ion 
2. a vertical t ime-temperature shift-factor function 
3. a stress-affected horizontal shift-factor funct ion 3 . This effect accounts for the nonlin-
earity i n  the stress-strain behavior . 
1 A cross-ply laminate consists of a lay-up of 0 and 90 degree plies. 
2It was also assumed that the laminate is sufficiently thin, so that thermal transients across its thickness 
may be disregarded . In other words the termperat u re T is spatially u niform throughout the laminate, with 
a temperature variation T = T(t) matching the fluc 1 u a tions in the ambient temperature. 
3 In principle, the vertical shift-factor can also depend on stress, but it appears that for A PC-2, as well 
as many other resins, it is possible to account for nonlinear behavior by confining the st ress effects to the 
horizontal shift function alone. 
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:L a non-recoverable component of st rai 1 1 . w h i cl1 depends on t h e  st re:-;� and temperature 
The  l att er component appears to play a minor role i 1 1  t h e response of A FC- 2  and is negl ec ted 
in  t he pre�cn t study. 
It should be noted that t he da ta  base of Heference [ 1 ]  dcwo; not suffice for our present 
purpose. s ince it covers the temperature range 20°C < T < 200°C .  while acut al cool-
clown occurs between TM � 400°C and TR � 20°C. It was .  therefore , necessary to employ 
"reasonable" extrapolat ion s of the data base to accom pli s h  ou r comput a t ional  tasks .  
ThP brief outline of the current chapter is as fol lows .  Sect ion 2 ] i :-;t s  t h e  basic equat ions 
related t o  t he current work and re-s tat es t he basic algor i th m of the i t cra t i n'  scheme for 
obtain i ng the optimal cool- down path with the nonl i n ea r viscoeJaqJc  response at hand . Sec-
tion 3 presents the experimental data in forms which are reduced to su it  t he computat ional 
scheme .  That section also explains  t h e procedures used for t he d at a  reduction. Fin ally, the 
computational scheme and results for A PC-:! are presented and cl isnJ ssecl in section 4 .  The 
discussion focuses on several problems and d ifficulties which \\'ere encountered during the 
computations . 
4 . 2  Analytic Background 
The linear thermo-elastic response of a uni- directionally reinforced ply undergoing a tem-
perature excursion D.T = T - Tr from some stress-free reference temperature , 1] (say) ,  is 
given by [4] 
Ey - o:y tlT ( 4 . 1 )  
In Equation 4 . 1  E and a denote strain and stress .  Also o ,  E,  and v denote coefficient 
of thermal expansion, Young's modulus , and Poisson's ratio, respectively. Subscripts L 
and T indicate longitudinal and transverse directions . These notations will be employed as 
standard symbols throughout this section. 
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In the particular rasP of a symmetric  balanced cross-ply lay-up consis t ing  of an equ a l 
number of 0 and  90  d ·�grec plies ,  we lun·p following rel at ion s ;  
A straightforward employment o f  l aminate theory yield5 t he following expression fur t h e  
laminate-level t hermal st resses 
where 
and 0 = 07 - G [ .  
a =  - rEyn!:::..T 
1 ( 1 + VLT ET \ - = ( l + ZJy L ) 1 + _ ) r l + IJyLE L  
( 4 .2 )  
l\ote t h a t  t he form o f  Equation 4 . 2  remains valid for ot her symmetric lay-ups ( i n  p ar-
ticular, quasi-i sotropic lay-ups ) but with different expressions for r. In the case of A PC-2. 
the most pronounced t ime dependence occurs in the transverse modulus Ey, as can be seen 
from Figure 1 .4 .  The remaining quantities in Equat ion  4 . 1  are [ 1 5] 
EL = l l 2GPa. VLT = 0 . 3 1 ,  un = 0.0083 
The values of OT and aL are stated in Section 4 .3 . 4 . Therefore , since Eyj EL � 1 ,  we 
may ignore the t ime depedence of r and for the specific Graphite/PEEl\ lamina under 
consideration let r = 0 .9 125 to within ±2 % error. 
For the t hermorheologically complex respome, employment of S chapery 's nonlinear vis-
coelast ic  model modifies Equation 4 . 2  in  a manner which resembles Equat ion 1 . 10 to yield 
(t . d( v2(T)6.T) 
a( t ) = -rav1 (T) J0 
E (p(t ) - p(T ) )  dT dT 
with t he "reduced times," p(t )  and p(T) , i n  Equ at ion 4 . 3  given by 
p(u) = 1u dp/n (T;  a(p) ) 
In Equa t ion 4 .4 a(T;  a )  is t he stress-affected horizontal shift factor. 
( 4 . 3 )  
( 4 . 4 ) 
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Though bot i t  I' a J H : n may. i n  principle, depend on a - it appears that t l t e  non linear i ty  
of t he response can be  expressed th rough a (T: a ) a.lone. Under fluctuating temperatu res , 
witl t  T = T( t ) .  i t  i s  nece�c;ar�· t o  re-write Equation 4.3 with v1 (T(t) ) and  r2(T(T) ) .  In t his 
case we a l so han· :::.1 = ..':J.l( T) in Equat ion 4.3 and a = a(T(p); a(p) ) in Equation 4 .4 .  
4 .3  Reduction of A PC- 2 Response Data 
4 . 3 . 1  Relaxat ion M o d ulus 
The i sotherma l  creep compli<:t Jl ce data shown in Figure 1 .5 were reduced by Xinran [ 1 ]  to  
expressions which fi t S ch<qwry's model. However, present analysis requires val ues v.:hich 
involve t l w  relaxat ion modu lu s E ( t ) ,  rather than creep compliance D(t) .  For this purpose 
E (t) was deri\·ecl from JJ (t ) b�: the well known relation [ 1 7]: 
where p( t )  = d log D( t ) /d log t .  
F t _ _ 1 _ s in( rtp ( t ) ) 
� ( J - D(T) 1rp(t) ( 4 . . 5 )  
From t he experimental creep data 14 data points were selected,  and then converted 
to the relaxat ion modul i using Equat ion 4 . 5 .  \Vith this data set , piecewise interpolat ing 
polynom i als \\'ere generat ed using least square error fits ,  and combined in a \vay that assured 
the continuity of the E ,  E' an d £".  It is also noted that for the data at hand the cruder 
approxim at ion E ( t )  >::: 1 /D (t) did not deviate by more than 2% "' 3 %  from Equation 4 .5. 
In view of the fact  that the actual creep data were coalesced into a master compliance 
curve which gaw D ( t )  Y s .  log t ,  rather than vs. t, it was decided to utilize a log t scale for 
E(t )  and for the int erpolat ing functions of E as well. This necessitated the employment of 
the following relations : 
dE( t )  
dt 
d2 E( t )  
dt2 
l 
dE(log t) 1 
og E 
d log t t 
l 
dE(log t )  1 
(l )2
d2 E(log t )  1 
- og e + og e -d log t t2 d log f2 t2 
( 4 .6 )  
(4.7) 
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F igure 4 . 1 :  \\'eight i ng factors used to  smooth out knots of piecewise polynomials , generated 
for fit t ing the curn· of relaxation modulus E 
In view of the noticeable variations in the curvatures of E(t) ,  it was divided into four 
parts .  Each part was expressed separately by a third order polynomial employing a least 
square error fit .  The distinct parts were overlapped smoothly over a range of two decades 
of times (namely two units along the log t scale) .  This smooth joining was accomplished 
by forming E( t )  within the overlapping range as a weighted average of the distinct parts as 
follmn : 
(4 .8 )  
where 61 and 0 2  are the  weighting factors , shown in Figure 4 . 1 .  Similar operations were 
made for E' and £" with the derivatives of the piecewise polynomials obtained for E,  
result ing in the continuous and smooth functional values o f  E,  E '  and E" t hrough the 
curves .  The result ing E(t) vs .  log t ,  obtained from above above process ,  i s  shown in 
Figure 4 . 2 .  
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Figure 4 .2 :  The relaxation modulus E ( t )  vs.  log t .  reduced from experimental data (Ref. [ 1 ] ) .  
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It turned out t hat for the real istic cooling times, namely tr ::; 1 000 m i n .  all t h e  requ i red 
values of E ( t )  were provided by t he actual experimental dat a and tl 1ere \\·as no  need for 
extrapola t i on .  HoweHr,  we note that while Figure 1 .4 indicates a three-fold in crease i n  
compli ance ,  t h e  modulus in Figure L2 drops by  only half t ha t  amount over the same rang(' 
of t ime.  This dispari t y  i ndicates that in the case of APC- 2 the format ion of a m as t n  
curve through a horizontal  shifting of i sothermal data is  remarkably in adequate an d t h a t  
factors li ke vertical shift and nonlinear effects must be  considered in  bo t h  formu l at ion a n d  
computat ions .  
4 .3 .2 Horizontal and Vertical s hifts 
The horizonta l  shift fa ctor a T ( T )  \vas determined from a set of values which were obt ai ned 
by Xinran [ 1 ]  for the t ransverse complia nce master curve .  These values corresponded to  t h e  
following sets of paired values : 8 1  = 3 . 3 ,  Jog ay1 = 6 . 0 ;  82 = 2 . 6 9 .  log ay2 = 2 .5 :  83 = 2 . L  




a c .  Intermediate values 
were obt ained by linear interpolation . The result s are p lotted in  Figure 4 .3 .  Note that . for 
temperatures above 202°C, Figure 4 . 3  contains values which were extrapolated beyond the 
experimentally reduced results .  These values are shown by dashed lines . 
Since the experimental data points are reduced on p lots which have log ay as an ordinate 
and k = 27\���T for an abscisa, i t  was necessary to employ the following relations t o  express 







log ay d]( 
ln ( 1 0 )--- a7' 
dli dT 
log ay  ( d2]( . dK 2 d log ay ) 
ln ( lO ) �ar dP 




d]{ 1 000 
dT (273 .3  + T)2 
d2 ]{ 2000 
dT2 ( 273 .3  + T )3 
( 4 . 9 )  
(4 . 10 )  
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Figure 4 . 3 :  Horizontal shift fac tor for transverse compliance of A PC-2, reduced from the 
experimental da t a  ( Ref. [ 1 ] )  
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and d log a y jdA- i s  the slope of lines in Figme -U . 
Furthermore, i t  can be readily shown that 1 he components of the vertical shift factors 
for relaxation modulus v1 ( T )  and r2 (T)  are the reciprocal s of tbe opposi te components of 





Y 1  
Since Reference [ 1 ]  provides only the product  g ( T )  = g1 ( T) g2 ( T ) .  r (T) is taken to be  
g (Tr1 . The vert ical shift g (T )  shm\'11 in Figure · U- corresponded t o  log g( 40 )  = 0 .02G .  
log g ( l29 . 4 )  = 0 . 003 1 ,  and log g ( 200) = -0.21  wi t h  linear interpolat ion for intermediate 
values .  For our computational purposes , the vert ical  sh ift factor at above 1 80 ° C, shown 
by t he dashed line in Figure 4 . 4 ,  was extrapolated from the original data due to the lack of 
experimental data .  
4 .3 .3 Nonlinear Parameter a(J 
Konlinear v iscoelast ic  effects were considered in t h e  present calculations by means of stress-
affected horizontal shift factor fun ction ( a (  T: IT ) )  expressed in  a produ ct form as  follows:  
( 4 . 1 1 )  
where a y  i s  horizontal shift factor shown i n  Figure 4 .3 .  The  fun ction a(J (IT )  i s  expressed 
in the form given in Equation 1 .28 .  The nonlinear function a (J , shown in F igure 4 . 5 ,  i s  
plotted i n  relation to the un iaxial stress a within the matrix .  A s  shown in Figures 1 . 1 0  
and 1 . 1 1  both t he parameters a and i depend upon temperature. For computational 
purposes, the parameter Ci = Ci(T) was expressed by spline function fit  of data points 
corresponding to 0: ( 24 .4 1 )  = 0 . 1 1 8 ,  a (44 .26)  = 0 . 1 18 ,  0 ( 74 , 4 1 )  = 0 . 1 1 8 ,  Ci ( 9 1 .32) = 0 . 146 ,  
0 ( 1 03 . 1 )  = 0 . 1 7 1  and Ci( 120)  = 0 .239 .  Xinran ·s experiment al data ,  shown in Figure 1 . 1 0 ,  
i ndicated a substantial increase o f  Ci with temperature. However, the data are restricted t o  
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Figure 4 . 4 :  Vert ical shift factor for transverse compliance of A PC-2, reduced from the 
experiment al data ( R ef. [ 1 ] ) .  
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Figure 4 . 5 :  :\onlinear function aa vs. uniaxial s tress, reduced from the experimental data 
( Ref. [ 1 ] ) .  
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tem pera tures u p  t o  1 20°C .  For our comput ational purposes i t  was necessary t o  extrapola t e  
r:i a t  temperat u res abow 1 20°C .  T his somewh a t  arb i trary extrapolat ion i s  shown b :.:  t h e  
d ashed line i n  Figure 4 . G .  
The parameter i (T ) i s  the nonlinear threshold of r .  I t  i s  shown i n  Figure 1 . 1 1  t h a t  
Xinran 's  data for i(T)  followed two st raight lin es at below a n d  above 9 1  °C .  For o u r  
computational purposes i(T)  was expressed b y  a spline function fi t  t hrough t h e  d a t a  point s  
T- ( 20 )  = 31 . 42 ,  i ( 2G )  = 31 .3 .  T-(38)  = 3 1 .03 ,  T- (50)  = 30 .8 ,  T- (86 .2 )  = 30 , T- ( 1 08 )  = 22 . 1 6 .  
T-( 1 14 )  = 20, and T- ( 120 )  = 1 7 .86 .  B eyond the experiment all�· available i n for m a t ion,  i .e .  
for T above 1 20°C i(T)  was assumed t o  be con stant up t o  T = 300°C.  T h i s  arbit rary 
extrapolation i s  shown by the d ashed line in Figure 4 . 7 .  
4 . 3 . 4  Coefficients of  Thermal Expansion 
In accordance with R eference [ 1 6] , the coefficients of thermal expansion were t aken to be  
0:£ = 0 .5  X 10-6 / 1  °C,  O T  = 30 .0 X 1 0-6 / 1  °C,  for T < 125  °C and 0£ = 1 .0 X 10-6 / 1  ° C ,  
o: y  = 7 5  x 1 0-6/1  ° C ,  for 125°C < T < 300°C . To avoid non-essent i al comp u t ational 
difficulties at T = 125 °C,  smoo t h  transitions 4 were assumed i n  values of o:L and o:y t o  
occur over 124°C < T < 126°C .  The coefficients of t hermal expansion i n  0°  direction and 
90° direction are shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. 
4 .4 The Numerical Evaluation of Optimal Paths 
4 . 4 . 1  Algorithm for the  Iterative scheme 
The optimal temperature path was  obtai ned numerically and i teratively, by means of  a 
special-purpose, custom-made computational subroutine.  Guided by t he considerations 
and results presented in  Chapter 3, t he steps employed in t he computat ional procedu re 
were restated . These are: 
4 The function a'J'l + bT + c  with dn/dT = 0 at T = 1 24° C and 1 2 6° C was used to provide slope cont inuity 
at the transition points.  
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Figure 4 .6 :  Nonlinear function 0:, reduced from the experimental data  ( Ref. [ 1 ] ) and ex­
tended by extrapolation (extrapolated values shown in  dashed line ) .  
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Figure 4 .7 :  :\onlinear fu n ct ion 7' .  redu ced from the experimental d at a  ( H ef. [ 1 ] ) and  ex­
tended by extrapolatiort ( extrapolated values shown in da�hPd li liE' ) .  
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Figure 4 . 8 :  Thermal expansion coefficients m 0° fiber d irect ion . reduced from the experi­
mental data ( Ref. [ 1 ] ) .  
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Figure 4 .9 :  Thermal expans ion coefficients in 90° fiber direction , reduced from t he experi­
mental dat a ( Rt�f. [ l] J .  
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Step 1 Cons ider li 1 1 ear v iscoelas t i c  beha\·ior. \Vi th  response functions E( t ) ,  o .  r( T )  a 1 1d  
a( l )  det errn i ne d  fro m  reduced experimental data  and with prescribed T1 . Tr and t f .  
Employ Equ a t ion 2 .2G  to determine 1o = T( o+ ) and solve Equation 2 . 27  numeric ally 
t o  o b t ai n  Tn ( t ) .  where Tn ( tj )  is  chosen iteratively until a solution of Equation 2 . 27  
yiel d s  Td o..L ) = To . denote  Tn ( t l  by  Tg ) ( t ) .  
Step 2 F rnplo�· E q u at ion 2 . .5 to compute the residual thermal stress a( t ) ,  denoted by 
a (0l it ) .  due to cool-down along T(�o) ( l ) .  
Step 4 Consider  t he nonli n ear shift factor function a ( T ;  a )  which corresponds to the re­
d uced data  for A PC- 2. Along the linear optimal path a (T(0l ; F(0l (T (0l ) )  can be ex­
pressed as a ( l l ( T ) . 
S tep 5 H Ppeat st ep s  1 .2 ,:L and ·± with a(T)  replaced by a ( l l (T)  to obtain T�1 ) with Tg\ t ) ,  
a ( l l ( t ) . a ( l l = F(1 l ( T( 1 l )  and a (2l (T) ,  respectively. 
Cont inue unt il the attainment of a prescribed convergence, say rAn+l ) (t) = TAn ) ( t ) + c ( t ) ,  
where ! E ( t ) i  i s less than a given tolerance . 
4 .4 . 2  Computational Details 
In the nonlinear iterative optimizat ion scheme, the first iteration consisted of the determi-
nation of the l inear viscoelast ic optimal path .  The computations employed Equat ions 2 .26 
and 2 .27 t o  obtain the optimal path Tn (t)  numerically, according to  t he previously outlined 
procedure in Section 3 .3 .2 .  
In accordance with step 2 of the computational Algorithm,  cr( t )  are evaluated along the 
optimal path Trz (t)  and correlated to the optimal path Trz (t )  to form F(T) .  Subsequently, 
it is necessary to form a(T, a )  = a(T, F(T)) = a(T) associated with To( t ) .  The path Trz (t ) 
v s .  t .  de11 oted by "A," is sketched in Figure 4 . 10 with initial and final values ( To)A and 
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Figure 4 . 11 :  The function F(T)  modified to cover the extended temperature region 
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( TJ )A ,  whi le t h e  corresponding F(T)  n. T.  dPnotcd h�· A· ,  is sketched i ll Figure 4 . 1  J .  It i �  
im portan t  t o  recognize that Tn ( pa th  A i n  Figure 4 . 1 0 ) and F( T ) ( pa t h A* ill Figure 4 . 1 1 
) arc defi ned only over tl1e range (1j )A < T < ( To L1 .  This limited range of def1n it ion 
confines our abi li t y  to express of a (T )  to  within t he same range of t empera t ures . 
Turning t o  the next it erat ion , i t  i s  nece�sary t o  init iate thP  comput <1 t ion by select ing a 
new guess value  of 1] , s ay (Tj )B ·  "Cnfor tuna tely. it becomes impossi b l e  t o  coll s t ruct  a ne\\' 
opt i m al path from ( 1j )B by means of Equa t ion 2.27 with the above ii (  T ) .  The  cause of the  
difficulty i s  tha t , for ( TJ)B < (Tj ) A ,  a ( ( Tj ) H )  i s  no t  defmed and .  for ( Tj )B  > ( Tj ) A ,  i t  i s  
impossible t o  construct a n  optimal p a t h  b y  means of Equa t ion 2 .27  beyond ( T(J ) .c� . A sketcl 1  
of such a path . denoted by B. i s  shown in Figure 4 . 1 0 . The pa t h B c ;mHot be e;; t ahlished 
for t imes t < tB .  
In order t o  surmount the abon� obstacle .  Equation 2 .27 is  J lOW tem porarily abaitdoned 
and ,  s t i l l  us ing Tn ( t )  and a( t ) at hand ,  fun ctions F(T)  and ''pseudo·' opt imal paths T( t )  
are const ruc ted , which enable us  to  p roceed wi t h  t l te current i t erat ion .  
For t hat purpose, a guess value of TJ i s  selected , accompo n ir:d by a g u css value of 
T0 . These values , denoted by ( TJ )c and  (T0)c i n  Figure 4 . 1 0 ,  are t hen connected by a 
continuous pa t h  T( t ) ,  denoted by C i n  Figure 4 . 1 0 .  The i ntermediate temperat u res (Ti )c 
along C are rela ted to  (To)A . ( T0 ) c ,  (TJ )A ,  ( TJ )c and  (Ti)A according t o  
(T; )c = (Ti)A + 6Ti ( 4 . 1 2) 
where the intermediate values of 6T; were det ermined from the following  relat ionship based 
on similar tria ngles 
6To - D..TJ 
to - t1 
6T; - 6T1 
t; - tf 
( 4 . 13 ) 
In Equation 4 . 1 3  D..T0 and D..TJ refer to the differences between the end values of paths  "A'' 
and  "C" Figure 4 . 1 0 ,  n amely 
Sio = (To )c - ( To)A ,  D.TJ = (TJ )c - (1] )A 
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A modifi ed funct ion Iff) i s  now cons t ru cted by rel at ing the values of a(  I) .  whicl t  were 
computed along Tn ( t )  of the previous i t eration ( which are available to u s )  w i th  T(t ) given 
by Equ at ion 4 . 1 2 .  Such a func t ion F(T) ,  sket ched b\· the curve C¥ in Figure ,t l l .  is defmed 
over the appropri t a t e  rangf' ( 1 f  )c < T < (To )c wlt i clt . in turn .  en ables the establi shment  
of  a ( T )  = a (T ,  F(T ) )  over the  same range With the above ,  i1 d l 10c ,  values of a ( T ) . and 
for the  above selected guess value of TJ , Equat ion 2 .27 i s  now employed to genera te  an 
opt imal path To ( t ) .  Obviously, t lt i s  Tn ( t )  cannot rise above ( To )c  s ince a (T )  is  undefmed 
for T > ( 70)c .  Therefore , if s uch a c ircumstance i s  forced hy Equat ion 2 . 2 7 ,  t he guess val ue  
of  ( T0)c i s  abandoned in favor of  a revi sed , h igher vahw .  Subsequent guess values o f  (T0)c 
are in t roduced i t eratively unt i l  ( T0 )c Il!atcbes Tn ( O )  to \Vi t hi n  a given tolerance. When t hi s  
mat ch i s  achieved . t h e  residual st ress a ( t� ) i s  compu ted according to Equation 4 .3 ,  due to  
cool-dO\vn along t he path To ( I )  which ends  a t  t he above guess value of 1j and is generated 
tb rough E quation 2.27 with the abovement ioned .  ad hoc, a ( T ) . 
A t  t his stage another guess value of TJ i s  selected and the procedure is repeated ,  ob­
t aining a corresponding value for t h e  residual s t re�s a( t j ) .  
I n  such manner a sequence o f  values a (  t j )  are obt a i ned corresponding t o  various guess 
values TJ . I\'ote t hat all these values are derived from a procedure that uses st resses a(t) 
along the  opt imal path of the previous iteration as "guide posts·· for t he formation of F(T) 
and a(T). No up-dating of these "guide posts" i s  affected during the current process . 
It i s  now necessary to search for the value of TJ which yields a minimal a(tj ) .  This 
search was performed by means of the IMSL subroutine "U?\[CGF," which uses a conjugate 
gradient algorithm and gradient s evaluated through finite d i fferences to locate minima of 
funct ions . 
The conjugate gradient method i s  closely related to t he method of steepest descent . 
Both methods employ gradients to locate the minima of funct ions using sequences of linear 
searches along successive d i rections unt i l  meeting a prescribed convergence condit ion.  In 
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the met hod of s t eepest descent . t he search from a current point is carried ou t along the 
neg a tiw gradient at t lta t poin t .  I n  contras t , i n  the conjugate gradient method the search i �. 
carried out along m u t u al l y  ccmjuga t e  or ort hogonal directions ,  which tends to yield better 
resul t s  for search ing for a opt imal  point .  I t  is , howewr, noted that for a one-dimensional 
minimization problem such as our present case, the same results may be expected from all 
methods ,  since all would employ i dentical search directions . 
In this maHner the ''Lest .. 1j  is selected as the end point for the current iteration. For 
this ''best "  value of TJ . Trz ( t )  and t h e  corresponding stress a(t )  along To (t )  are computed . 
These two funct ion s are correlat ed to form re\'ised F(T) and a( T ) .  The revised ,  above­
mentioned , values of a( t )  and F! T )  form the ··guide posts" for the new i terat ion . This 
completes the current i terat ion . whicb is now used as the beginning step for t he following 
iteration . The proced1w2 is repeated unt i l  attaining t h e  prescribed convergence criteria ,  as 
expressed i n  Equat imt  :) . 1 -1 .  !\ o t e  t h a t  i ll  the numerical scheme, as outli ned just  above , 
the use of Equat ion 2 .26 was abandoned an d the value  of To was determined by the search 
method ,  which was subst ituted in its plan'. As will be noted below, the evaluation of F(T) 
and hence a ( T )  and , in particular - a ' (T) , near To is not sufficiently reliable to permit the  
use  of  Equation 2.26 .  
The sele ction o f  nonuniform D..t ; ,  adopted for the numerical integration of Equation 2 .27 ,  
was motivated by  t he results from t he previous "prototype cases" . In  these prototypes the  
quantities of  dTI d t  varied most significantly over certain short time-intervals . Consequently, 
at each time step t; the size of the t ime interval D.. ti was determined by regulating the  
temperature increment . It was necessary to  regulate the temperature increment not  only 
because dT I dt along the optimal path To ( t )  varied from extremly large to extremely small 
value  over 0 < t < t f .  but also because dT I dt changed very rapidly in relatively s hort time 
spans . On  the other hand the time increment was also regulated to avoid undesirably long 
time intervals when dTI dt was extremely small . It was found that with an appropriate 
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c;e]ec t ion  of unequ al t ime in tervals ,  suffi cient a ccuracy was obta ined for al l T11 ( t )  when the  
t ime i n t r'rval t ,' v;as d ivided i nto no more than 500 unequal subint ervals .  
The solut ion of Equat ion 2.27 i s ,  in  general. unstable numerically. The cond i t ion 
dTI dt  < 0 i s  req u ired i f  the temperature T cont inues to drop monoton ical ly over the t ime 
in terva l ( 0 . t j ) .  Th is condit ion also serves as  a requirement for the convergence of the Tn . 
Therefore . several corrections were necessary t o  avoid the computational i n st abl i ty which 
occmrcd when t h i s  condition was violat ed .  The solution of Equation 2 .21 required the values 
of  J: ' . E", o ' , o" ,  and r', which were evaluated by means of interpolat ing funct ions .  Hmv­
ewr. i n accu rat e funct ional values were i nevi table at certain locat ions for two reasons :  ( 1 ) 
t h e int erpola t ing: funct ions were generated from a l imi ted number of experimental dat a  and 
( 2 )  Equa t ion 2 .27  involved the evaluation of the first and second derivat i ves of functions. 
T ltu s  cer t a in t ypes of in terpolat ion errors as well as truncat ional errors \Vere i nevi table . 
O n  sewral o ccasions changes of the sign in dT ldt were encountered during the computa ­
t ion s .  Thes(' were corrected simply by  replacing an ''unacceptable" value o f  ( dT  I dt ) ;  with 
( dT  I dt ) ; _ 1  of t he previous time step, and continuing t he computation accordingly. N umer­
ous trial- and-error tests and the need for ongoing corrections required v igilant attention 
an d judgemen t during  the computation of Tn . This requirement for ongoing intervention 
in the computational process precluded its full automation and ruled out the use of the 
opt imization rout ines developed as commercial software packages ( e .g .  IMSL and NAG ) . 
I\ evert heless , i t  was possible to accomplish steps 1 and 2 of the computational algorit hm 
in a fairl:v· efftcient manner . 
The numerical correlation a = F(T) and its incorporation into the horizontal shift 
fac t or o ( T ;  a) -+ a(T;  F(T) ) -+ a(T) ,  which is indicated in steps 3 and 4 in computational 
algori t hm .  required smoot hing operations to provide resonable values for the derivatives of 
ii(T ) to  be used i n  Equation 2 .27 .  The interpolating function of a = F(T) was generated 
with  t he n sets of paired values (a; , Ti ) obtained from the previous steps by means of 
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t he DI S L  rout ine '·CSCOK.'' a shape-preserving i nterpolat ion routine .  The cortsequent 
derivat i n' of F(T) was also generated by means of ni S L  routine '·C S D E R . "  
I t  is also noted t hat F( T)  varied significant l .v with T near t = 0 ,  and ,moreover , the  
change of  sign of dF(T) /dT occurred due to  the in i t ial temperature drop in the  immediate 
vicinity of t =  0. Insufficient number of corresponding set s of values (a; , T; )  to account for 
this fluctuation with suffi cient accuracy resulted in an erroneous value for first derivative 
of F( T )  with respect to T at the vicinity of t = 0. Subsequently, additional intermediate 
values of o; were evaluated at refined time steps t ;  until reli able first derivatives of o = F(T) 
were obtained near t = 0. These procedures resulted in reasonable and consi stent values 
for a(T ) and all its various derivati ves which were needed in the computational scheme for 
To( t ) .  
It should b e  noted that t here i s  n o  mathematically grounded proof that t he i terated 
optimization scheme must converge, and obviously no proof of uniqueness .  ::\'evertheless ,  it  
is interesting to note that for the APC-2 data at hand, the i terative scheme converged after 
about five to six iterations. 
Efforts to verify our results at least partially were made in two ways .  The first attempt 
at validation was made by introducing several arbitrary. small disturbances in the optimal 
path and comparing the ensuing values of o(tJ ) ·  An upward or a downward perturbation 
in Tn was introduced at  the selected locations of the  optimal path  Tn . A total of  three 
such locations were examined along Tn - at early, intermediate ,  and late stages in  the t ime 
interval ( 0 ,  t 1 )  respectively. In all cases the resulting values of o( t 1) exceeded the optimal 
value. 
Next , continuous paths in the neighborhood of the optimal path  Tn were examined, in  
contrast to the previous perturbations which occurred at localized neighborhoods of  T n .  
Several such neighboring temperature paths were constructed and the consequent values of 
o( t f )  were compared. In some circumstances slightly lower values of o( tj ) were obtained 
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for t l1ese neighboring temperat ure paths. However, the results at t ained m t he pn'sent 
computat ions were deemed a ccept able with in  t he numerical accuracy. 
4 . 4 .3 Numerical Results 
The reduced aJ J d  ext rapolat ed dat a ,  as  expressed i n  Section 4 . 3 .  were u t ilized in t ] J (' enl­
uation of optimal cooli1 1g paths for A PC-2 composite material . I n  th'' computations two 
cases of initial s tress-free t emperatures were employed, namely T1 = 250C' C an d 300° C .  
In all cases , a final cool-down temperature, TR, was considered 30° C and a cool ing t ime , 
t f ,  1 0 0  min . With those two set s of values ,  computations were performed for t he following 
three thermorheological sub-cases :  
case a the thermorheologicall:.· simple case ( v = v 1  = v 2  = 1 )  
case b the thermorheologically complex case with ·v = v2 , and v 1  = 1 .  
case c the thermorheologically complex case with L' = v1 , a n d  v 2  = 1 .  
The results are shown in  Figures 4 . 1 2 - 4 .27 .  I n  all t hose figures the temperature T is 
in ° C , the stress a is in ksi, and the time t is in minutes. Results for optimal cool-down 
paths, Tn(t)  vs . t ,  are shown in Figures 4 . 1 2 - 4 . 1 9  and results for stress histories along 
the optimal temperature paths, a ( t )  vs. t, are plotted in Figures 4 . 20 - 4 .27 .  
To demonstrate the effects of  nonlinearity, for each type of thermorhreological behavior , 
the linear and nonlinear optimal cooling paths are paired against each other in Figures 4 . 1 2  
- 4 . 14  for T1 = 250°C and i n  Figures 4 . 1 .5 - 4 . 1 7  for T1 = 300°C . Figure 4 . 18 combines 
the results for optimal cool-down paths with initial stress-free t emperature, T1 = 250° C ,  
for the all three thermorheological sub-cases , the "simple" case (v = v1 = v2 = 1 ) ,  and two 
"complex" cases ( v = v2 , v1 = 1 and v = v1 , v2  = l ) , as well as three analogous nonlinear 
cases with a (T; a ) . Analogous results are combined in Figure 4 . 1 9  for T1 = 300° C .  
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Table --! . 1 :  Comparison of final stresses for A JY'-f! composit e  laminate bet ween l i near and 
non lin ea r case.o, 
I F i n al stress 
Descript ion TI = 300'� C T1 = 2)0'' C ! 
l in ear I nonl inE'ar linear I nonliHe:1 r I 
case a I 1 :3 . 1 � 6  12 . 390 1 0 .670 I 10 . ·1 0  I case b 1 0 . 65.� 9 . . )50 10 . 000 9 . 1 1  case c I P � - 2  1 1. 721' I 10 . 3.)4 1 0 .09 i '.. . I (l 
The correspond ing tl 1crrn<tl t; tresses along the optimal paths are s hown i n  F igures -1 .20 -
4.22 for T1 = 2.10°C an d in F i g u res 4.23 - 4 .25 for T1 = 300°C. Comb ined plot s a re s hown 
in Figures 4 . 26 and 4 . 27 .  
For case a.  the therrnorheologi call:v· s im ple case, the major differences between the 
opt imal temperature paths .  as shown in Figures 4 . 1 2  and 4 . 1 5 ,  was that t h e  nonlinear 
temperature path resembled a st epwise pattern , while the Enear case corresponded to more 
gradual temperat ure variat ion . For case b. the thermorheologically complex case with 
v = v2 , shmvn in Figures 4 . 1 3  and 4 . 1 6 ,  both lin ear and nonlinear optimal temperature 
paths followed stepwise patterns .  with the nonEnear paths falling belmv the Enear paths .  
Figures 4 . 14 and 4 . 1 7  exhibit the opt i m al tem perat u re p aths for the case c .  It is n oted t hat 
Enear optimal paths for the case c are identical with those of the case a since, in case c ,  
the vertical shift factor is  located entirely outside the superposition integral. However, the 
nonlinear optimal paths corresponding to cases c and a differed from each other since 
the vertical shift ,  though outside of the integral, depended now on stress .  
Final residual thermal stresses at t = t 1  for various cases are shown m Table 4. 1 .  
Note that the highest final stress a 1 occurred in the En ear case a which entails horizontal 
shift only, while the lowest final stress a 1 corresponded to  the nonlinear case b which 
incorporates the entire vertical shift factor inside the superposition integral. 
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Figure 4 .20 :  Stress histories along optimal temperature paths for APC-2, assuming T1 
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Figure 4 .22 :  Stress histories along optimal temperature paths for A PC-2. assuming T1 
250° C - case c 
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Figure 4 .23 :  Stress h istories along optimal temperature paths for A PC-2, assummg T1 
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Figure 4 .24 : Stress histories along optimal temperature paths for A PC-2, assuming T1 
300°C - case b 
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Figure 4 .25 :  Stress histories along optimal temperature paths for APC-2, assuming Tr 
300°C - case c 
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Figure 4 . 27 :  Stress histories along optimal temperature paths for A PC-2, assuming Tr = 
300°C 
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For all ca' ( ' �  not e the jump d i s cont inu i t ies at  t = 0 and t = t1  in both t emperat ures 
and s t resses . Tlte m agnitude of t he first jump in t ('m perature, which occurs t = 0. depends 
stri c t ly on t he shift - fac t or f<I uction a ( T ) and the vertical shift factor v 2  ( T) an d i s  obsenecl 
to be directed downward for <til cases in our computat ions. The second jump,  which o u ur 5  
at the termillal t = t 1 ,  depend s on t he prescribed final temperature T}- as  well a s  on t = t 1 .  
It is noted that  t hose paths terminate at levels above the room temperture Tu, requir ing 
an downward jump at t = t .r .  If 1j > Tp, t hen obviously a(t) < a( tj) for t >  t 1  because 
the stresses conti nue to  relax with t ime .  
It c an be noted from Table 4 . 1  that nonlinearity can provide up to 31% redu ct ion 
m the final res idual s t resses , beyond the predict ions of linear viscoelastic response ,  for 
T1 = 300° C .  For T1 = 250° C nonli neari ty can yield a 17% advantage . Figures 4 . 1 8 - 4 .25 
demonst rate t lte detailed roles played by the various material functions which relat e the  
thermoviscoelastic behavior of A PC-2. 
4.4 .4  Conclusions 
This part of t he dissertation presented an i terative method for predicting optimal cooling 
paths that minimize residual t hermal stresses at time t = tj , i . e . ,  immediately aft er t errni­
nation of cooling in A PC-2 composite laminate .  The response of the material was described 
by a nonlinear, thermorheologically complex, viscoelasti c  model .  
Based upon t he experimental dat a  obtained by Xinran [1] and S chapery 's nonlinear 
viscoelast ic model [2] , computations were m ade for two specific cases of init ial stress free 
temperatures T1 = 250°C and T1 = 300°C .  From the computational results it is important 
to note the followings: 
• the i terative scheme typically converges with in five to  six iterations .  
• all computed optimal temperature p aths , Tn (t ) ,  were shown to possess both  i nit ial 
and final jump discontinuities, with continuous ,  monotonicall:.· decreasing, grad u al 
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varia t ion between t = o+ and up  to t = r; . and rapid variat ion a t  w�ry shor t period 
just  before t = t j .  
• for a l l  t he cases considered herein both t he first and final t emperat ure jumps were 
d i rected dowmvard .  The residual  t hermal s t resses will cont inue to relax at t iTllPS 
beyond the fina l  t ime t j .  
As verifi c at ion checks for t he i t era t in' numerical scheme, prototype solut ions were con­
sidered for t he simpler cases of a th ree element and "power law" model s .  Ill the case of t h e  
t hree dement model i t  was possible t o  obtain an  analytic solution for To ( t )  and . t herefore . 
verify the  val idi ty of our numerical scheme. 
In the absence of any mat hematical proof of convergence for our optimizat ion scheme. 
it was necessar�· to  provide severa l  ad-hoc numerical verifications .  These were obtained by 
introducing several kinds of pertu rbations into the optimal path Tn ( t )  and com put ing t h e  
residual t hermal s t ress a( tj ) which corresponded t o  those perturbed path s .  It was found  
that cooling along the optima l  p<tt lt , indeed , gave a( tj ) below the  o ther values .  
The results of th i s  s t udy show that t he residual thermal stresses t ha t  develup in t her­
moplastic resin composites , such as A. PC-2, are affected most subst ant ially by the t ime­
dependent material response of the res in .  In addition . i t  was observed that these stresses 
reach magnitudes which approach the level of the ultimate t ransverse strength of the com­
posi te  ply. Consequently, it is essential to account for nonlinear effects in t he evaluation of 
those stresses and in the determination of optimal t emperature paths.  Variat ions among 
the various viscoelastic material response functions ,  as well as uncertainties concerning the 
stress free temperature lead to predictions of residual thermal stress which range between 
9 . 1 ks i  and 1 3 . 1 5  ksi. This  unsat i sfactory variation in our predictions s tems from the in­
complete data base for A PC-2, which exists at the present time, not from weaknesses i n  
our  computational scheme. It i s ,  therefore, desirable to extend the experimental character­
izat ion work of Xinran [1] to inc lude a higher range of temperatures as well as transient 
temperat ure response to distinguish between the  functions v1 (T) an d t.·2 ( T ) . 
Part II  
Effects of Non uniform 
Crystallinity 011 Stress 
Distributions in Cross-Ply 




Abstract This part of t h e  d i s �ert a tion presents analytical/computat ional resul t s  for the 
inp lane s tresses in a modera t ely t hi ck .  cross-ply, graphi t e/PEEK (A PC-2) laminate ac­
count ing for effects of non lllliform PEEE cryst allinity across the plate · s  thickness.  These 
effect s  are i ncorporated as crys t a l l in i ty- indured variat ions in the longitudinal modulus EL , 
includ ing  i t s  nonlinear dependence on s t ra i t • .  
I t  i s  well known  t ha t  polyeth eretherketone ( PEEK ) possesses a semi crystalline s tructure 
[ 1 9] - [23] . The crystalline microstructure and degree of cryst allinity depend in  a complicate d  
manner on t emperature history, [24] - [30] . Furthermore, it has been noticed t h at t h e  
character of the  semicryst alline microstructure o f  P EEE in  the presence o f  carbon fibers 
differs significan t ly from the random dispersion of spheroidal cryst alline regions which occur 
in  bulk resin .  Specifically, it is thought that the fibers provide profuse sources for the 
nucleation of crystalliuity with in the P EEK resin , which thereby result i n  transcrystalline 
microstructure [29] - [33] . 
The mechanical response of graphite- PEEK (APC-2) composites at various levels of 
crystallinity was examined by several investigators [34] - [36] . Distinct degrees of crys­
t allinity were att ained by cooling t he composite at different rates, down from the melt 
temperature. 
It appears that t he  most comprehensive study to date concerning the effects of t h e  
degree of cryst allin i ty  on t he mechanical p roperties of  APC-2 was conducted by Crossman 
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Figure .5 . 1 : _:..,l a t rix percent weight crystallinity vs .  cooling rate in  ° F/min According to 
Ref. [ 3 1 1 . 
and Am a t ea u  [ l .S] .  A ccordingly, Figure 5 . 1  shows a typical relationship among the degree 
of crys t allinity (in percent weight ) \'S .  cooling rate ( in °F per minute) ,  while Figure 5 .'2  
exhib its  typical ten sile stress- strain curves for unidirectionally reinforced coupons that 
were cooled at  various rates  and loa.ded parallel to the fiber direction . It  is argued in 
Reference [ 1.5] that the effect of modulus stiffening observed in  Figure 5.2 is due to t h e  
init i al misalignments ,  kinks and wobbliness induced i n  the fibers during processing . These 
imperfections are ' 'straightened out'' under increasing tension , thus magnifying the tensile 
modulus EL . This dissertation appears to be corroborated by the wide scatter observed in 
the measurements of t he transverse modulus Er and Poisson 's ratios VLT and VTL shown 
i n  Figure 5 . :3 .  It i s  indeed reasonable to expect that the latter properties would vary 
substan ti ally along a specimen reinforced by misaligned fibers . It is interesting to not e 
that all a n alogous explanation was provided for t he modulus stiffening that was observed 
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Figure 5 . 2 :  Longitudinal stress-strain data for specimens cooled at distinct rates . According 
to Ref. [31] . 
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Figure 5 .3 :  The Transverse Modulus Ey and Poisson 's Ratios VLT and IJTL for specimens 
cooled at distinct rates . According to Ref. [31] . 
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in t endons [Til 
Tlte variations in the stress- strain response of coupons cooled at different rates ( t hereby 
with d i s t inc t  degrees of cryst al lin i t y ). which are shown in Figure .5 . 2 .  suggest that the t ran ­
scryst alline microstructure ac t s  as  a "brace'' which enhances the alignment of the graphi t e  
fibers \Vithin the composite .  I t  fol lows that a vari ation in  the degree of crystallinity across  
the thickness of  an A PC-2 plate would resu l t  i n  a corresponding nonuniform stress-st rain 
response of the l aminate. Substant ia l  spatial  variations in  the degree of crystallin ity are 
possible within t hi ck laminat es. Several predictions and measuremen t s  of crysta lUne nonuni­
formity  are given in  Reference [26] . 
Finally. it should be noted that if tl te proposition of fiber m i sa.lignment � as forwarded in  
Referen ces [ 15 ]  and [37] � is indeed  correct, t hen the effect of degref.' of crystallill ity should 
be much more noticeable in compression than  under tension , as has been obsened for some 
thermoset-resin composi tes [38] . Howen:r. no such experimental  information seems to be 
available at t he present time on the compressive response of A PC-:J. Consequent ly, t he 
analysis an d  computations presented in  this paper are restric ted to  tl tE' t cmi le range. 
Chapter 6 
Formulation 
The nonlinear , long i tudi nal . s tress-strain response exh ibited in Figure .5 .2  can he expressed 
as follows: 
( 6 . 1 ) 
In Equation 6 . 1 ,  EL denotes the longitud inal modulus of . !PC-2 parallel to  the fiber direc­
tion s .  x is  the  degree of crystallini ty (in fractional weight ) and f t he longitudinal s t rain .  
To obt ain  Equation 6 . 1  from Figure 5 .2 ,  t he cooling rates were converted to value of  x 
(ranging between 0 and 1 )  with t he aid of Figure .S . l .  
The numerical values of E£ and A; ( i = 0 . . . . , 4 )  were determined by a least error 
numerical rout ine .  The values obtained through t his curve ft t ting approach . were found to  
be :  
E£ 1 6 .22 M .s i  
Ao 0 .00 13 
A1 - 18 .4 1 1  
A2 600 .61  
A3 1 . 1 4 85 
A4 - 37 .0 18  
Since cross-ply laminates develop second ary compressive stresses i n  directions normal 
to  the tensile load even under uniaxial extension , an excursion in to  the compressive r ange is  
1 00 
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unaxoidahlt'. I n  \ i ( ·W of the  fa ct that Equat ion 6 . 1  is der iwd st rictly for t he t ensile range , 
i t  has  been mod i fied t o  read EL = Ej: ( 1 + Aox) v.:i th in the compress ive range. This ad 
hoc modifi c a t ion p roved to hetve only a m inor effect on the results compu ted in the present 
work , in view of the rel a t ivC'ly small amplitudes at t ained by the compressive s tresses . 
A somewhat more seriou�  approxima t ion in the formulat ion has been necess i tat ed by 
the \vide scatter i1 1  t h e  experimen tal values for the transverse modulus Er and the Poisson's 
ratios ZIJ] and  l!TJ, rep orted in  Reference [15] .  Th is scatter precludes the formulation of 
an  analy t i c  expression for a non l inear elastic strai n  energy function for the material .  O n  
t he ot hf'r h a n d .  i n  v iew of t h e  rclatinly small magnitude of Er I EL and the secondary 
effects of z;L T a nd  Z'TJ. on laminate st ress ana lysi s , we shal l  assume that Er , l!LT and z;TL 
are const ant� ,  of  m agn itudes t ha t  correspond to the average of all their exper imentally 
recorded values .  \Ye t ake 
Er = 1 .4 Jf s i ,  l!LT = 0 . 3 1 , z;TL = 0 .0083 (6 .2 ) 
Following s tandard notat io11 [4] , the stress-st rain relations for an individual. 0° ply are 
wherf' 
Q L ( \ : tL) 
Qy 
QLT 
r EL (x ,  t:L ) 
rEy 
l l ( l - l!LTiJTL) · 
( 6 .3 ) 
In Equation 6 .3  subscripts L and T denote longitudinal and t ransverse directions ,  re­
spectively. 1\"ote that in view of Equation 6 . 2 ,  both Qr and Q LT are constants ,  and the 
thermodynamic requirement fJar) 0(]' = oar I fhL i s  satisfied .  It i s  worth noting t hat the 
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expression Q LT = 7 ' 1/ LT Ft , which i s  a \·a lid alternat ive for the l inear case,  does not satisf :-· 
the abm e t hermod:-·namic requirement when EL = EL ( EL ) and is therefore unaccept able i n  
the  p resent casP .  
For a cross -p ly l ay-up under i nplane loads and moments ,  upon assuming 
f, = t.? + f{y Z • !! ( 6 .4 ) 
\\·e haw t he following expressions for the inplane force resultants  Nn l\ry and the  moments 
( 6 . .5) 
I [ . 6 � Q( i l Q f 11 li I · 1  Q( i) Q Q ( i) Q f l 0 1· n · quatwn . o ,  . 1 2 = LT or a p e s ,  w ll e 1 1  = L ,  22 = T or t 1e 0 p Jes 
( i )  l Q ( i ) Q f 0 l " and Q 1 1  = (T ,  2 2  = L or the 90 p 1es .  
Chapter 7 
Analysis 
To calculate the stresses w i thin  a cross-ply laminate under }Jl'escribed values of 1\rx • :Yy , jfx 
and "\JY , i t  i s  necessary to first determine t h e  s trains in Equat ion 6 .4 ,  hence the midplane 
values f�, f� and the curvat ures Kx , l{y · 
It should be noted t h at departures from classical laminate analysis occur in the present 
work due to two causes in Er = EL(x,  EL ) .  The spa t i al dependence of t he degree of crys-
t allinity, namely x = X(z) , induces a material inhomogeneity, while the strain-dependence 
of Er introduces response nonlinearity. 
Substitution of Equations 6 .3  and 6 .4  into Equation 6 . 5  yields four nonlinear Equations 
in E� , f� , Kx , Ky of t he form 
( 7 . 1 )  
Consider a given distribution o f  x(z) and  some guess values s ,  � ,Rx and il."y with Nx = Nx , 
Ay = f\ry , Mx = A?x ,and My = Afy determined from Equation 6 . 5 .  ObYiously, these values 
are unlikely to correspon d to t he prescribed loads .  whereby 
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( 7 . 2 )  
Increment E� and R, to � -t- b.c; and E."; + b.K;. respect ivdy, aiming at 
( 7  . 3 ) 
To determine D Ei and 611; expand ./\·; and .(f; in Taylor series. t erm inat ing after the 
linear terms , namely 
u sing Expressions 7 .2  and rearranging \Ve obtain 
af'lx a Fix oRr aRx 
af'i (J-O a1\x aKy (_y 
( �'� ) ( ) 
aRu aNy aR afVu b.J\':r· � 
b. E
o af'i as; oKx 8Ky y b.JYy ( 7 .5) DMx aM .. 8Afx 8Afx 61\':r b.Mx Df'i, as; 81\x aKy b.Ky b. My alvfu 8Mu & aMu 8f'j, ()[1! y f-(x aKu 
The above scheme is known as the Newton-Raphson method .  It can be repeated until 
the increments D E; and D11; attain desired small values .  The detailed expressions for fY :r :  
fi/y , Mx , My and their derivatives with respect t o  E� , E� , Ex , and Ky are given i n  the 
Appendix B .  
Chapter 8 
Computations and results 
Computa t iom were performed for a 4 P - ply thick laminate of a [( 0 2/ CJO  lay- up .  The 
degree of  c rystall in i ty  \ was assumed to  vary nonuniformly acros� the t hi cknes s .  G ui ded 
by l{eference [26] we chose ox. ( Z )  = 0 .4 - 0 .3 ( I Z I / h )  where Z is t he thi ckHe�s coordinate 
measured from t he cent er of the laminate  and h is h alf  the plate"s th ickness . The quant i ty 
h corresponds t o  an assumed ply-thickness of 0 . 1 4  X 1 0-3m (f>.:> X l 0- 3 i n c /t ) .  
C alculat ions were performed for twenty loading cond i t ions . consisting of a un iaxia.l in­
plane load Sx of several magnit udes, and of various combinations of Sl" and a bend ing  
moment 1\Jx . In all these computations,  the init ial guess values for E� , c� . l\-x and A"y \Vere 
obtained from the l inear results .  Convergence was achieved after a bout three s t('ps .  The 
convergence criterion was ( LE�/  E� )2 + ( 6.E�/ c� )2  + ( 6.]( 1"/  X x )2 + ( 6.1{ y /  ky )2  � l o - s .  All 
cases involn�d low-level compressive stresses along the fiber d irections in the 90° plies . when 
Equat ion 6 . 1  no longer applies .  As stated earlier t he response in compression was described 
by selecting A; = 0 i n  Equation 6 . 1 ,  with i = 1, 2 ,  3, 4. It was observed t hat  for the relatively 
low levels of ay the results were insensitive to t he uncertainty in the compressive values of 
EL . 
Result s are li s ted in Table 8 . 1 .  where comparison i s  provided between values of maximal 
stresses . A detailed comparison between t he present results and predict ions of classical 
laminate theory is given in Figure 8 . 1 .  where t he distribut ion of ax across the t hickness of 
the laminat e  is shown for t lie  load i ng  coudi t ion �'�"x = 25 J\" ipsj in  and Ml" = 0 .  
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Tahle 8 . 1 :  Maximal  st resses i n  ks i  i n  t h e  0° pl ies ax and the 90° pli 1�s ay of a [ (02/90)8 ] s  
laminate u nder several load ing condi t ions .  Comp arison is provided between the present 
resu l t s  which a ccount for nonuniform cryst allinity x \Vi th  strain-dependent modulus  EL 
and pred i c t ions of l inear lamina t e  t lwory. 
Load ing Cond i t ion \Iax imal  S t ress Value .  ks i  
iYx 
I 
J [". I ax I ay I 
( k ip.sj i  n )  (k ips/in / in)  I Present i Linear present I Linear I work I I theory work t heory 1 
0 . 1  I I 0 . 5.56 0 . . 545 0 .0446 I 0 .0400 I 1 .0 5 . 58() .5 . .±82 0 .4455 0 .4005 
1 0 .0 58 .04 1 54 .820 4 . 3.565 4 .0050 
20 .0  1 1 9 .600 109 .600 8 .5530 8 . 0 1 00 
25 .0  1 5 1 . 1 ()2 1 3 1 .000 1 0 . 6 1 50 1 0 . 0100 
0 . 1  0 . 1  1 1 .896 1 1 .860 0 .9 1 36 0 .  7935 
0 . 1  1 .0 1 1 0 .5 1 3  1 1 3 . 100 8 . 7330 7 .5740 
0 . 1  1 . 1  1 2 1 . 1 89 12.5 .000 9 .6009 8 .3280 
0 . 1  1 .2 1 3 1 .834 136 .300 1 0 .4670 9 .0810  
0 . 1  1 .3 1 42 .453 147 . 700 1 1 .3340 9 .8350 
1 .0 0 . 1 1 6 . 6 4 1  1 6 . 800 1 .3 1 40 1 . 1 .540 
1 .0 o . .  s 60 .991  62 .060 4 .7870 4 . 1680 
1 .0 0 .8  93 .509 96 .0 1 0  7 .3920 6 .4280 
1 .0 1 .0 1 14 .932 1 1 8 .600 9 . 1 260 7 .93.50 
1 .0 1 . 2  1 36 . 2 1 4  1 4 1 .300 1 0 .8.590 9 .4420 
1 0 .0 0 . 1 62. 1 .52 66 . 1 30 .5 .2210  4 . 7.580 
1 0 . 0  0 . 2  72 .996 77 .4.50 6 .0860 .5 . .5 1 20 
1 0 .0 0 .5  105 . 1 63 1 1 1 .400 8 .6760 7 .7720 
1 0 .0 0 .8  136 .961 14.5 .300 1 1 .2630 1 0 .0300 
20 .0  0 . 1 1 20 . 5 1 2  120 .900 9 .4 1 .50 8 . 7630 
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Figure 8 . 1 :  T lte distribution o f  the s t ress ax across the thickness of a [(0�/90°)s] s APC-2 
laminate subjected to a u niaxial load X, = 2:SJ,· i p8 / i n .  Results of present analysis ( solid 
lines ) and of classical lamil!ate t heory ( dashed lines ) .  R esults shown for 0 ::;  z ::;  0 . 1 3211• In 
view of symmetry aJ. ( - : )  = ax ': : ) . 
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:'\otP  tha t  for t he loading combina t ion� l i s t ed in Table 8 . 1  the l argest d i screpancy lH> 
1 \H'C'll l inear pred i c t ions and EL = Ed \ . ( J  effects i s  about 1 0% i n  values of a�na:r and 1 5Sfc  
m . Furt hermore, J i uear t heory appears to under-predict these values .  More signifi c an t  
d i s crepau cies are J i  kcly t o  occ ur when nonli ncar , crystalli n ity affect ed ,  com pressi \'e response 
i s  to be considered . H owever ,  as noted in  the in t roduction t o  this work ,  this a spect of A PC-2 
response s t ill awai t s  experimenta l  characterization .  
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To predict the opt imal cool ing t emperature paths whi ch * 
minimizes res idual thermal stre s s e s  at t ime  t = tf * 
immediately aft er t erminat ion of c o o l ing in APC-2  compos i t e s  * 
l aminat e ,  modelled as nonl inear , thermorheolog i cally  c omplex , * 
v i s coelast i c  thin plat e ,  and also comput e s  s t r e s s  h i s t ory * 
along the t emperatur e path . * 
* * 







IMPLI CIT REAL*B (A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NM=5000) 
PARAMETER ( IDATB=9 , IDATR= 1 0 , I DATP= 1 1 , IDATI= 1 2 , IDATD = 1 9 , 
+IDATC=39 , IDATW=3 0 , IDATX= 3 1 , IDATY= 3 2 , IDATZ=33 , IDATV=34 , 
+ IDATA=20 , IDATE=2 1 , IDATS=22 ) 
PARAMETER ( NDEG=3 , NOBSA=5 , NOBSB= 8 , NOBSC=9 , NOBSD= 1 7 )  
PARAMETER ( NDATA = 6 , MDATA=3)  
REAL*B BREAKN ( 2*NDATA ) , CSCOEFN ( 4 , 2*NDATA ) 
REAL*B BREAKM ( 2*MDATA ) , CSCOEFM ( 4 , 2*MDATA ) 
PARAMETER ( M= 3 )  
REAL*B ATLG ( M ) , TRCP ( M )  
COMMON/VATDATA/ATLG , TRCP 
COMMON/STRDATA/TO , SLOPE , TG , R , I TERATION 
COMMON/CSN/CSCOEFN , BREAKN , IBREAKN 
COMMON/CSM/CSCOEFM , BREAKM , IBREAKM 
REAL*B T ( O : NM) , OPTEMP ( O : NM ) , STRESS ( O : NM)  , OPTSTR ( O : NM ) , 
+ TEMPSTR ( O : NM ) , STEMP (O : NM ) , 
+ DERZER ( NM) , DERFI R ( NM) , DERSEC ( NM ) , SX I ( NM)  
COMMON/EBB/ TIMEF , TI , TF , TOL 
PARAMETER ( ND=5000) 
1 1 5  










REAL*8 T I ME ( N D ) , TEMP ( ND )  , TDELT ( ND )  , SDELT (ND ) 
COMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTM I N , CHKMIN , 
+ IADP , IANS , IH 
COMMON/CISML/ERRABS , ERRREL , IRULE 
EXTERNAL DQDAG , DQDAGS , DZBREN 
EXTERNAL DU4INF , UMACH , DUMINF 
PARAMETER ( NNDATA=5000 ) 
REAL*8 BREAK ( 2* NNDATA ) , CSCOEF (4 , 2*NNDATA ) , STR ( N NDATA ) , 
& TEM ( NNDATA ) 
COMMON/CCC/ BREAK , CSCOEF , N I NTV , JDBUG 
COMMON/TDROP/ TEMP I , TEMPF , NSTEP 
COMMON/CURV/B , CSB , STIME 




B ( NDEG+ 1 ) , SSPOLY ( NDEG+ l ) , STAT ( l O ) , CSB (4 , ndeg+ 1 )  
tlga ( NOBSa) , edat a ( NOBSa) , tlgb ( NOBSb ) , edatb ( NOBSb ) ,  
t lgc (NOBSc ) ,  edat c (NOBS c ) , t lgd ( NOBSd ) , EDATD ( NOBSD ) 
CHARACTER CLABEL ( 1 1 ) * 1 5 ,  RLABEL ( 1 ) *4 
EXTERNAL DCSCON , DCSVAL , D C SDER , DRCURV , �RRRL , WRRRN 
DATA RLABEL/ ' NO NE ' / ,  CLABEL/ ' ' ,  ' Mean of X ' , ' Me an of Y ' , 
& ' Varian c e  X ' , ' Var ian c e  Y ' , ' R- s quared ' ,  
& ' DF Reg . ' ,  ' SS Reg . ' ,  ' DF Error ' ,  ' SS Error ' ,  
& ' Pt s . w it h  NaN ' /  
DATA EDATA/9 . 17 , 9 . 1 3 , 9 . 1 0 , 9 . 06 , 9 . 02/  
DATA EDATB/9 . 13 , 9 . 1 0 , 9 . 06 , 9 . 02 , 8 . 98 , 8 . 77 , 8 . 44 , 7 . 89 /  
DATA EDATC/8 . 77 , 8 . 44 , 7 . 89 , 7 . 32 , 6 . 76 , 6 . 37 , 5 . 98 , 5 . 74 , 5 . 70/  
DATA EDATD/5 . 98 , 5 . 74 , 5 . 70 , 5 . 65 , 5 . 60 , 5 . 40 , 5 . 1 0 , 4 . 60 ,  
+ 4 . 2 0 , 3 . 70 , 3 . 20 , 2 . 70 , 2 . 30 , 1 . 80 , 1 . 35 , . 80 , 0DO/ 
DATA TLGA/-6 . , -5 . , -4 .  , - 3 . , -2 . /  
DATA TLGB/-5 . , -4 .  , -3 .  , - 2 . , - 1 .  , ODO , 1 . ,  2 . /  
DATA TLGC/Od0 , 1 . , 2 .  , 3 .  , 4 .  , 5 .  , 6 .  , 7 .  , 8 . /  
DATA TLGD/6 .  , 7 .  , 8 .  , 9 .  , 1 0 .  , 1 1 .  , 1 2 .  , 1 3 , 14 .  , 15 .  , 16 .  , 1 7 .  , 18 . , 
+ 1 9 .  , 20 .  , 21 .  , 22 . /  
COMMON/WORKSP/ RWKSP 
REAL R�KSP ( 1 1 6 1 6 )  
CALL IWKIN ( 1 1 6 1 6) 
OPEN ( UNIT=IDATD , STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ' , FILE= ' DBGTEM . D AT ' )  
OPEN ( UNIT= IDATS , STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ' , FI LE= ' DBGSTR . DAT ' )  
OPEN (UNIT=IDAT I , STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ' , FI LE= ' DBGOPT . DAT ' )  
OPEN (UNIT= IDATB , STATUS= ' UNKNO\�N ' , FILE=  ' DBGOPT . LUK ' )  
OPEN ( UN IT=IDATR , STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ' , F I LE= ' DBGOPT . RCD ' ) 
OPEN (UNIT= IDATP , STATUS= ' UNKNOWN ' , FILE= ' DBGOPT . PLT ' )  
l l fi 
Effect s  of non u n iform cry;; t a llin i ty  
c 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 
P i e cewi s e  least  s quare curve f it t ing 
CALL dRCURV ( NOBSa , tlga , eDATA , NDEG , B ,  SSPOLY , STAT) 
c 
C print * , ' First curv . . . .  ' 
C CALL WRRRN ( ' B ' , 1 ,  NDEG+ 1 ,  B ,  1 ,  0 )  
C CALL WRRRN ( ' S SPOLY ' , 1 ,  NDEG+ 1 ,  SSPOLY , 1 ,  0 )  
C CALL WRRRL ( ' %/STAT ' , 1 ,  1 0 ,  STAT , 1 ,  0 ,  ' ( 2 W 1 0 . 4 ) ' ,  RLABEL , 
C & CLABEL) 
C READ ( S , * )  ICON  
c 
D O  1400 K = 1 ,  NDEG + 1  
1400 CSB ( 1 , K ) =B ( K )  
c 
CALL dRCURV ( NOBSb , t lgb , eDATb , NDEG , B ,  SSPOLY , STAT) 
c 
C PRI NT* , '  Se cond curv . . . .  ' 
C CALL WRRRN ( ' B ' , 1 ,  NDEG+ 1 ,  B ,  1 ,  0 )  
C CALL WRRRN ( ' SSPOLY ' , 1 ,  NDEG+ 1 ,  SSPOLY , 1 ,  0 )  
C CALL WRRRL ( ' %/ STAT ' , 1 ,  1 0 , STAT , 1 ,  0 ,  ' ( 2 W 1 0 . 4 ) ' ,  RLABEL , 
C & CLABEL ) 
C READ ( 5 , * )  ICON  
D O  1 450 K = 1 ,  NDEG+ 1 
1450 CSB ( 2 , K) =B (K )  
c 
CALL dRCURV (NOBSc , t lgc , eDATc , NDEG , B ,  SSPOLY , STAT) 
c 
c PRINT* , '  Third curv ' . . . .  
c CALL WRRRN ( ' B ' '  1 ,  NDEG+ 1 ,  B '  1 '  0 )  
c CALL WRRRN ( ' SSPOLY ' , 1 '  NDEG+ 1 ,  SSPOLY , 1 '  0 )  
c CALL WRRRL ( ' %/ STAT ' , 1 '  1 0 ,  STAT , 1 '  0 '  ' ( 2W 1 0 . 4 ) ' ,  RLABEL , 
c & CLABEL) 
c READ ( 5 , * ) ICON 
D O  1500 K = 1 ,  NDEG + 1  
1 5 0 0  CSB ( 3 , K ) =B ( K )  
c 
CALL dRCURV ( NOBSD , t lgD , eDATD , NDEG , B ,  SSPOLY , STAT) 
c 
c PRINT* , '  Fourth curve . . . .  ' 
c CALL WRRRN ( ' B ' , 1 ,  NDEG+ 1 ,  B ,  1 '  0 )  
c CALL WRRRN ( ' SSPOLY ' , 1 '  NDEG+ 1 ,  SSPOLY , 1 '  0 )  
c CALL WRRRL ( ' %/ STAT ' , 1 '  1 0 ,  STAT , 1 '  0 ,  ' ( 2W 1 0 . 4 ) ' ,  RLABEL , 
c & CLABEL) 
c READ ( S , * )  I CON 
D O  1550 K = 1 ,  NDEG + 1  
1 5 5 0  CSB ( 4 , K ) =B (K )  
c 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 6 6 )  
PRI NT* , ' + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  ' 
PRINT* , ' + + '  
1 1  I 




PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PP.INT* , ' +  
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* , ' + 
PRINT* . I +  
PRINT* . I +  
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  
PRINT* , '  
PRINT* , '  
READ ( 5 , * ) 
+ + 
I NPUT 
I H  
+ + 
1 : 
2 :  
3 :  
NONL INEAR VISCO-ELASTIC ANALY S I S  
+ 
NL = EXP ( -A* ( B -C ) ) 
Program 4 :  revi s ed on 4-25 - 1 9 9 1  
Program 3 :  revised  on 3-28- 1 9 9 1  
Program 4 :  
3 :  
2 :  
1 :  






( DBUG ) 
+ + + + + + + + 
H 1  1 ) 
H2 1 )  
Simpl e mat erial ' 
+ 
I F ( IH . EQ . 1 . 0R . IH . EQ . 2 ) THEN 
PRINT* 
+ )  
+ ' 
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ '  
+ '  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ )  
+ + + + + 
PRINT* , '  Suppl y  and change dat a f or vertical s hift f actor ? ' 
PRINT* 
PRINT * •  ' I NPUT 1 :  
PRINT * ,  ' 0 :  
READ ( 5 , * ) JVAT 
I F ( JVAT . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
DO 678 MMM= 1 , 3 
PRINT* 
For Y e s  ' 
N o  ' 
PRINT* , ' ATLG ( ' , MMM , ' ) = ? ' , ' TRCP ( ' , MMM , ' ) ? ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) ATLG ( MMM ) , TRCP (MMM)  
6 7 8  CONTINUE 
ATLG ( 1 )  
TRCP ( 1 )  
ATLG ( 2 )  
TRCP ( 2 )  
ATLG ( 3 )  
TRCP ( 3 )  
END I F  
END I F  
-0 . 2 1 
200 . 0  
-0 . 0 0 3 1  
1 29 . 375 




c - - - - - - - - - > Creat e int erpolat ion funct ion f or nonl inear funct ion ALPA 
1 1 �  
Effect .' of n on u niform cryst ailiu i t) '  
c 




Create int erpolat i on f unct ion for nonl inear funct ion OCTA 




Initial izat ion 
c 
c 
R . 9 1 25 
TG = 1 2 5 . 
ULTSTRL=325 
ULTSTRT= 1 1  
ULTSTNL=0 . 0 1 5  
ULTSTNT=0 . 008 
CHKMI N= 1 . 0  
PRINT* , '  Input curing Temperatur e ,  TI = ? >  
READ ( 5 , * )  TI  
PRINT* , '  Input room t emperature , TF = ? >  





Comput e opt imal t emperature path us ing 
s t ep-by-step int egrat ion : 
c 
ITERATI O N  1 
c 
c ---------> 




S e t  dummy NSTEP for s t art ing : 
Input data n e c e s s ary f or numeri cal s cheme : 

















Algorism for numerical it erat ive method 
1 .  calculate opt imal t emperature path for linear v i s co el a s t i c ity  
2 .  c ont inue it erat ive method unt il e ither 
t o leran c e  in stre s s  reaches pres cribed tol erance  (TOLS ) 
or 
number of it eration reaches pre s cribed maximum number 

















Effect:; of n on u n iform cryq aJJin i ty 1 :!0 
* * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
c 
PRINT * I Do you want to debug ? I 
PRINT* 
PRINT * ,  I INPUT 1 : For Yes  
PRINT * ,  ' 0 :  No 
READ ( 5 , * ) IDBG 
c 
PRINT * , '  Input t o l erance , TOLS ? ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  TOLS 
c 
PRINT * , '  Input max imum number of it eration ? '  
READ ( 5 , * ) ITERMAX 
c 
C PRINT* , ' DO YOU WANT TO READ FILE ? ' 
C PRINT* , ' YES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1  
C PRINT* , ' N O  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 '  







C - - - - - - - - - > Generat e stre s s  function of t emperature 





I F ( IDBG . EQ . 1 . AND . ITERATION . NE . 1 ) THEN 
INTV=6 
WRITE ( 6 , 60 2 )  ITERATION , NSTEP 
CALL PDBGFILE ( T , TEM , STR , 6 , INTV , NSTEP) 
PRINT* , '  Input any number t o  cont inue ' 
READ ( S , * ) I RESUME 
END IF 
C ALL STRFUNC (TEM , ST R , ITERATION , NSTEP , IFILE) 
I F ( ITERAT I O N . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
T ILIM  =TI 
TILIM  
END IF  
PRINT* 
TEM ( 1 )  
PRINT* , '  N ew TILIM i s  1 , TILIM 
PRINT* 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  input 1 t o  change N ew TILIM . ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  ITL 
I F ( ITL . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
READ ( 5 , * )  TILIM 
PRINT* 
ELSE 
* * * * * * 
Effects of n on u niform crys t allin i t.1· 
c 
c 
PRINT* , '  NEW TILIM I S  I , TI L I M  
PRINT* 
END IF 
IF ( IDBG . EQ . l . AND . ITERATI O N . NE . l ) THEN 
I NTV=6 
WRITE ( 6 , 60 3 )  ITERATION , NSTEP 
CALL PDBGFILE ( T , TEM , STR , 6 , INTV , NSTEP) 
PRINT* , '  Input any number t o  cont inue ' 
READ ( S , * ) IRESUME 
END I F  
PRINT* , '  To compute Init ial Drop Temperature , 
PRINT* 
PRINT * > I I NPUT 1 :  
PRINT * > I 0 :  
READ ( S , * )  IW 
IF ( H! . EQ . 1)  THEN 
PRINT* 
For Yes ' 
No ' 




CALL TIDROP ( TZERO) 
PRINT* 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Init ial Drop Temp erature from anal y s i s  is 
PRINT• 
END IF 
I >  TZERO 
C ---------> Comput e optimal t emperature path us ing s t ep-by- s t ep 
C integrat ion : 
c 
c 
CALL OPTPATH (TIME , T , TEMP , TEM , STR , TDELT , TILIM , NSTEP , 
+ ITERATION , IKCON , IDBG , IFILE)  
c ---- -----> 
c 
Comput e opt imal t emperature path u s ing analy t i c  
solut ion for three  e lement mode l : 
c 
D O  1 0  ID= 1 ,  NSTEP 
T ( ID ) =TIME(NSTEP-ID+ 1 )  
TEMPSTR ( ID ) =TEMP (NSTEP-ID+ 1 )  
TEM ( ID ) =TEMP (NSTEP-ID+ 1 )  
SDELT ( I D ) =TDELT ( NSTEP-ID+ 1 )  
1 0  CONTINUE 
c 
c 
DO 20 ID= 1 , N STEP 
TDELT ( ID ) =SDELT ( ID )  
20  CONTINUE 
T ( O ) =ODO 
T (NSTEP+ 1 ) =TIMEF 
1 2 1  
}�!Teets of IlOIJ UI J i fcnm crys ta llini ty 
c 
c 
TEHPSTR ( O ) =TI 
TEHPSTR ( NSTEP+ l ) =TF 
DO 25 K= 0 ,  NSTEP+1  
STEHP ( K )  = TEMPSTR ( K )  
25 CONTINUE 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 





PRINT* , '  . . . .  check if conv ergence i s  made . ' 
PRINT* 
CALL VSTRESS ( !�STEP , T ,  TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , TDELT , S X I , STRTF) 
D O  5 0  I = 1 ,  NSTEP 
STR ( I )  =OPTSTR ( I )  
5 0  CONTINUE 
I F ( IDBG . EQ . 1 . AND . ITERATION . NE . 1 ) THEN 
INTV=6 
WRITE ( 6 , 604)  I TERAT I ON , NSTEP 
C ALL PDBGFILE ( T , TEM , STR , 6 , INTV , NSTEP) 
PRINT* , '  Input any number to  cont inue ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I RESUHE 
END I F  





WRITE ( IDATD , 65 0 )  ITERATION 
CALL PFILE ( T , TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , IDATD , I NTV , NSTEP ) 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Do you want t o  plot int erim result s ? ' 
PRINT * •  ' I NPUT 1 :  For Yes  ' 
PRINT * •  ' 0 :  No ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I PLT 
I F ( I P LT . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
I NTV=500 
WRITE ( IDATP , 60 1 )  ITERATI O N  
I F (N STEP . LE . INTV) INTV=NSTEP 
CALL PFILE ( T , TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , IDATP , INTV , NSTEP ) 
END I F  
c - - - - - - - - -> Check convergenc e  here : 
c 
I F ( ITERATION . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
I F ( IKCON . EQ . 3) THEN 
DO 3000 I = 1 , N STEP 
X =TEMPSTR ( I )  
DERZER ( I )  = DCSDER ( O ,  X , N INTV , B REAK , CSCOEF) 
1 2 2 
Lffccts  of n on u n iform cr.n t a llin i ty 
DERFIR ( I )  
DERSEC ( I )  
3000  CONTINUE 
I NTV=NSTEP 
D C SDER ( 1 ,  X , N I NTV , B REAK , CSCOEF ) 
DCSDER ( 2 ,  X , N I NTV , B REAK , CSCOEF )  
WRITE ( IDATW , 85 0 )  ITERATION , TR 
I F ( N STEP . LE . INTV ) INTV=NSTEP 






+ INTV , NSTEP) 
END IF  
S = 1D2 
SSTRTF=STRTF 
CALL STRCOMP ( S STRTF , STRTF , S , ITERATION ) 
PRINT* 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Number of It erat ion 
PRINT* , '  F inal Str e s s  (Previou s )  
PRINT* , '  F inal S t r e s s  ( N e w )  
PRINT* , '  D e v iat ion 
WRITE ( IDATD , 66 0 )  SSTRTF , STRTF , S  
I F ( IKCON . EQ . 3 ) THEN 
DO 3 5 0 0  I = 1 , N STEP 
X =TEMPSTR ( I )  
END IF 
' , ITERATION 
' , SSTRTF 
J I STRTF 
) , s  
DERZER ( I )  D C SDER ( O ,  X , N I NTV , B REAK , CSCOEF )  
DERFI R ( I )  DCSDER ( 1 ,  X , N I NTV , B REAK , CSCOEF )  
DERSEC ( I )  D C SDER ( 2 , X , N INTV , B REAK , CSCOEF) 
3 5 0 0  CONTI NUE 
I NTV=NSTEP 
WRITE ( IDATW , 85 0 )  I TERATI O N , TR 
I F ( NSTEP . LE . INTV ) INTV=NSTEP 
ELSE 
CALL PDFILE ( T , TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , DERZER , DERFIR , DERSEC , IDATW , 
+ I NTV , NSTEP)  
END IF  
I F ( IKCON . EQ . 2 )  G OTO 9 5 0  
I F ( I TERATI O N . LT . ITERMAX) THEN 
SSTRTF=STRTF 
ITERATION = ITERATI O N + 1  
DS=DABS ( S )  
I F (DS . GT . TOLS ) GOTO 9 0 0  
END IF  
c - - - - - - - - - > Post pro c e s s ing : 
c 
9 5 0  CONTINUE 
PRINT* , '  D o  you want t o  creat I NPUT RESTART F I LE 7 '  
PRINT * ,  ' I NPUT 1 :  For Y e s  ' 




PRINT * ,  ' 
READ ( S , * ) I CR  
I F ( I CR . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
0 :  
WRITE ( IDATA , * )  ITERAT I ON , KSTEP 
D O  96S I = 1 , N STEP 
WRITE ( IDATA , * ) TEM ( I ) , STR ( I ) , TDELT ( I )  
96S CONTINUE 
DO 96SS K=O , NSTEP + 1  
96SS WRITE ( IDATA , * )  T ( K )  
END I F  
CALL POSTPRO ( IDATB , IDATR) 
I NTV=20 
WRITE ( IDATB , 60 1 )  ITERATION 
CALL PFILE ( T , TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , IDATB , I NTV , NSTEP ) 
No ' 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 









WRITE ( IDATP , 60 1 )  ITERATION  
I F ( NSTEP . LE . INTV) INTV=NSTEP 
CALL PFILE ( T , TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , IDATP , INTV , NSTEP ) 
- - - - - - - - - > DATA FILE FOR RECORD I N G : 
I NTV=NSTEP 
WRITE ( IDATR , 60 1 )  ITERATION 
CALL PFILE ( T , TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , IDATR , INTV , NSTEP ) 
PRINT* , '  Output data f or STRFUN C ( TEMPERATURE) . . .  DBGDBG . DAT ' 
PRINT* , ' For int erim Temp . and s t r e s s  h i story . . .  DBGTEM . DAT ' 
PRINT* , ' For summary f i l e  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DBGOPT . LUK ' 
PRINT* , ' For record f il e  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DBGOPT . RCD ' 
P R I NT* , '  For plott ing f i l e  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DBGOPT . PLT ' 
- - -------> FORMAT : 
1 6 6  FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , // )  
602 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , / , 3X ,  ' Before STRFUN C  . . .  ' , / ,  
+3X , ' Number of I t erat ion = ' , I S ,  
+3X , ' Number of Steps = ' , I S , / ,  
+ 9 X , ' TIME ' , 1 1 X ,  ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9 X , ' STRESS ' , / ) 
603 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , / , 3X , ' Af t er STRFUNC . . .  ' , / ,  
+3X , ' Number of I t erat ion = ' , I S , 3X ,  
+3X , ' Number of s t eps = ' , I S , / ,  
+9X , ' TIME ' , 1 1X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9 X , ' STRES S ' , / ) 
604 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , / , 3X ,  ' Af t er VSTRESS . . .  ' , / ,  
+3X , ' Number of I t erat ion = ' , I S , 3X ,  
+3X , ' Number of Step = ' , I S , / ,  
+9X , ' TIME ' , 1 1X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9 X , ' STRESS ' , / ) 
Effects of n on u niform cr.n taJlinit\  
* 
SOO  FORMAT ( / , 1 0X ,  ' ITERATION ' , SX ,  ' AD INT ' , l OX , ' A ' , 12X , ' B ' , 
+ 1 0X , ' I . D .  TEMP ' , 1 4X , ' FI NAL TEMP ' , l OX , ' STRESS ' , / )  
SSO FDRMAT ( S X , I 1 0 , 3X , 6 (D 1 2 . 6 , 3X ) ) 
6 0 1  FORMAT ( ' l '  , /// , SX , ' NUMBER OF ITERATION = ' , I S , // ,  
+9X , ' TIME ' , 1 1 X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X ,  ' STRESS ' , / ,  
+24X , ' ( NUMERICAL)  ' , 8X ,  ' ( NUMERI CAL) ' , / )  
6SO  FORMAT ( ' l '  , /// , SX , ' NUMBER OF I TERATION = ' ,  I S , // ,  
+9X , ' TIME ' , 1 1X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X ,  ' STRESS ' , / ,  
+24X , ' ( NUMERICAL) ' , 8X , ' ( NUMERI CAL) ' , / ) 
660  FORMAT ( /// , SX , ' Final stre s s  ( previous ) = ' , D 1 6 . 6 , / ,  
+SX , ' Final s t r e s s  = ' , D 1 6 . 6 , / ,  
+SX , ' D e v iat i on ( % )  = ' , D 1 6 . 6 , /// ) 
7SO FORMAT ( // , SX ,  ' Init ial drop t emperature ' , D 1 6 . 6 ) 
8SO  FORMAT ( ' l '  , /// , SX , ' Number of 1terat ion = ' ,  I S , / ,  
+SX , ' TR = ' , F 12 . 3 , / / ,  
+9X , ' TIME ' , 1 1 X ,  ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X ,  ' STRESS ' , 9X ,  ' STRESS ' , 9X , 3X ,  
+ ' 1 S T  DERV . ' ,  9X , ' 2ND DERV . ' / ,  24X , ' ( NUMERICAL ) ' , 8X , ' (NUMERI CAL) ' , 
+ S X , ' ( GENERATED ) ' , 6X ,  ' ( GENERATED ) ' , 8X ,  ' ( GENERATED ) ' , / )  
STOP 
END 
* + + + � + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE TIDROP ( TZERO)  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 












( a )  f or thermorh eologically s impl e  mat erial , 
To -Ti = ( a ( To ) /  a ' ( To ) )  
( b )  f or thermorheologically complex mat erial : 
To -Ti  = h ( T o ) a ( To )  I ( a ' ( To ) h ( To )  -h ' ( To ) a ( To )  



















I MPLICIT REAL*8 ( A - H , O-Z ) 
COMMON/TDROP/ TEMP I , TEMPF , NSTEP 
COMMON/EBB/ T I MEF , T I , TF , TOL 
C OMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTM I N , CHKMIN , 
I ADP , TANS , IH 
I NTEGER ITMAX , NROOT 
REAL*8 ERRABS , ERRREL , ETA 
P ARAMETER ( NROOT= l )  
REAL*8 OPT , X ( NROOT) , XGUESS ( NROOT) 
EXTERNAL OPT , D ZREAL 
1 '2 :)  
L'ffcns of non u n if(mu cryst a llin ity 



















= i . OE-5 
l . OE-5 
i . OE-5 
i . OE-5 
ITHAX 500 
STZERO= TI 
XGUESS ( i ) = STZERD 
CALL DZREAL ( OPT , ERRABS , ERRREL , EPSS , ETA , NROOT , 
ITMA X , XGUESS , X ,  INFO)  
WRITE ( 7 , 60 0 )  X ( 1 )  , ITMAX 
WRITE ( 6 , 60 0 )  X ( 1 )  , ITMAX 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input any number to  cont inue ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I RESUME 
TR=X ( 1 )  
I F ( I H . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
AFUNCL= ATL (TR)  
AFUNC = AT ( T R , AFUNCL) 
ADERFL= ATFL ( TR , AFUNCL) 
ADERF = ATF ( TR , AFUN CL , ADERFL )  
EQLS=TR-TI 
EQRS=H T ( TR ) *AFUNC/ ( ADERF*HT ( TR) -DTDHT (TR) *AFUNC ) 
WRITE ( 7 , 66 0 )  EQLS , EQRS 
WRITE ( 6 , 66 0 )  EQLS , EQES 
ELSE 
EQLS=TR-TI 
EQRS=- ( TR+273 . 3 ) * (TR+273 . 3 ) / 1 000/DAT ( TR) /DLOG ( 1 0D O )  
WRITE ( 6 , 6 5 0 ) EQLS , EQRS 
WRITE ( 7 , 6 5 0 ) EQLS , EQRS 
END I F  
PRINT* , '  Want t o  change ; 1 . . .  F O R  YES ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  ICHG 
I F ( I CHG . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
PRINT* , '  I NPUT ITMAX ? •  
READ ( 5 , * )  ITMAX 
GOTO 900 
END I F  
c - - - - - - - - - > F OR!1AT : 
1 2(i 
Effects of n on u n iform crys ta llinity 
c 
* 
6 0 0  FORMAT ( /// , 5X , ' The best  approximat ion t o  z e r o  of funct ion i s ' , 
+ '  equal to ' , D 1 6 . 6 , / , 5X , ' The number of funct i on evaluat ions ' ,  
+ '  required was ' , I 1 0 , '  . ' , I! )  
660  FORMAT ( SX , ' TO-TI = '  , F 1 6 . 6 , / ,  
+ SX , '  h (To ) a (To ) / ( D a ( To ) h ( T o )  -Dh ( To ) a (T o )  ) = ' ,  
+ F 1 6 . 6  ) 
6 5 0  FORMAT ( SX , ' TO - TI = '  , F 16 . 6 , / , 5X , ' AT ( TO ) /AT ' ' (TO ) = ' , F 1 6 . 6 ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PREC I SION  FUNCTION  OPT ( T )  





IMPLICIT  REAL*8 ( A-H , O- Z )  
COMMON/EBB/ TIMEF , TI , TF , TOL 
COMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTM IN , CHKMI N ,  
+ I ADP , IANS , IH 
EXTERNAL DAT 
EXTERNAL ATL , AT , ATFL , ATF , HT , DTDHT 
I F ( IH . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
AFUNCL= ATL ( T )  
AFUNC = AT ( T , AFUNCL) 
ADERFL= ATFL ( T , AFUNCL) 
ADERF = ATF ( T , AFUNCL , ADERFL) 
EQLS=T-TI 




EQRS=- ( T+273 . 3 ) * (T+273 . 3) / 1000/DAT ( T ) /DLOG ( 1 0D O )  
OPT=EQLS-EQRS 
RETURN 
END IF  
END 
ELSE 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE STRCOMP (X , Y , S , ITERATION ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
* 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8 ( A-H , O-Z ) 
S = (Y-X ) /X * 1 00 . 0  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE STRFUNC ( TEMP , STRESS , I TERATION , NSTEP , IF I L E )  
1 2 7 
Effects  of non 1 1n iforlll cr.l·:, t allin i ty 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
* Purpo s e : correlat e t emperatur e and stre s s  along the t emperature path 





PARAMETER ( NDATA=5000 , MDATA=5 000)  
PARAMETER ( IDATC=39) 
REAL*S BREAK ( 2*NDATA ) , CSCOEF ( 4 , 2 * NDATA ) ,  STRESS ( NSTEP ) ,  
& TEMP ( NSTEP ) , SSTRESS ( MDATA ) , STEMP (MDATA) 
COMMON/CCC/ BREAK , CSCOEF , NINTV , JDBUG 
EXTERNAL DCSCON , DCSVAL , DCSDER 
N INTV=NSTEP- 1  
DO  10  I = 1 , NSTEP 
SSTRESS ( I ) = STRESS ( I )  
STEMP ( I ) =TEMP ( I )  
1 0  CONTINUE 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 





I F ( IFILE . EQ . O . AND . ITERATION . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
NTOT = 2 * NDATA 
DO  1 00 I= 1 ,  NTOT 
BREAK ( I ) = ODO 
DO  100 J = 1 , 4  
CSCOEF ( J , I ) =ODO 
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END IF  
50 N I NTV=NSTEP- 1  
CALL DCSCON ( NSTEP , TEMP , STRESS , I BREAK , BREAK , CSCOEF)  
C - - - - - - - - - > Evaluate f irst derivat e and el iminat e po s it iv e s  






DO  200 I= 1 ,  NSTEP 
X =STEMP ( I )  
DERFIR = DCSDER ( 1 , X , N INTV , BREAK , CSCOEF) 
I F (DERFI R . GE . ODO) ICHK=I 
200  CONTINUE 
I F ( I CHK . N E . O) THEN 
PRINT* 
1 2.\ 
Effec t s  of n on u ni form crys t a.lli n ity 
PRINT* , ' . . . STRFUNC 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , ' 
PRINT* , ' 
PRINT* 
D ( S I GMA) /DT > 0 ,  when t emperature i s  
I CHK/NSTEP = ) , I CHK , ' I ) , NSTEP 
PRINT* , '  To  s e e  result s , I NPUT 1 · ' 
READ ( S , * ) I S EE 
I F ( I S EE . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
WRITE ( 6 , 65 0 )  
NCHK = I CHK+S 
I F ( NCHK . GE . NSTEP ) NCHK=NSTEP 
DO 2 7 5  K = 1 , NCHK 
X=STEMP ( K )  
DERFI R  = DCSDER ( 1 ,  X , N I NTV , BREAK , CSCOEF ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 70 0 )  X ,  DERFI R  
, , X  












END I F  
PRINT* 
PRINT* , ) To r e c onstruct S I GMA Funct ion , I nput 1 ) 
READ ( S , * ) ICONST 
I F ( ICONST . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
I CHK = I CHK+5 
INUM=O 
DO  2 5 0  I = I CHK , N STEP 
INUM=INUM+ 1 
TEMP ( I NUM ) = STEMP ( I )  
STRES S ( I NUM) =SSTRESS ( I )  
2 5 0  CONTINUE 
NSTEP = I NUM- 1 
---------> M e s s age : 
PRHn *  
PRINT* , ' During evaluat ion of S t r e s s  Funct ion 
PRINT* 




- --------> FORMAT : 
6 5 0  FORMA T ( / / , SX , ' TEMPERATURE ' ,  1 0X , ' FIRST DERIVATIVE ' , / )  
7 0 0  FORMAT ( 5X , F12 . 3 , 5X , D 16 . 6 ) 
RETURN 
END 
Effi,c ts  of n on u niforn1 crystallin ity 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE TEMPAD J ( TEMP , TAD J , NSTEP , JHEADTA I L )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* + 
* Purpo s e : generat e new t emperature path bas ed on a g iv en t emperature + 
* path with required new new init ial and f inal t emperature s  + 
* us ing l in e ar int erpolat ion . + 
* + 




IMPL I C I T  REAL * S ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( ND=5000)  
REAL* 8  TEMP ( ND ) , RTEMP ( N D )  
I F ( JHEADTAI L . EQ . O ) THEN 
TMAX = TEMP ( NSTEP ) -TADJ 
D O  1 00 K = 1 , NSTEP 
ARGA = ( TEMP ( K ) -TEMP ( 1 ) ) / ( TEMP ( NSTEP ) -TEMP ( 1 ) )  
RTEMP ( K ) =TEMP ( K ) -ARGA*TMAX 
1 0 0  CONTI NUE 
TMAX = TEMP ( 1 ) -TADJ 
DO  200 K = 1 ,  N STEP 
ELSE 
ARGA = ( TEMP ( K ) -TEMP ( NSTEP ) ) / ( TEMP ( 1 ) -TEMP ( N STEP ) )  
RTEMP ( K ) =TEMP ( K ) -ARGA*TMAX 
200 CONTINUE 
END I F  
D O  300  K = 1 ,  NSTEP 
TEMP ( K ) = RTEMP ( K )  
3 0 0  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECIS I ON FUNCT I ON X I NT ( A , B , XK )  




I MPLI C I T  REAL*S ( a-h , o-z ) 
CON ST=dLO G 1 0 ( dEXP ( 1 D O ) ) 
UPP=-A*XK-B  
X I NT=CONST * 1 0 * *UPP / ( -A )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I S I ON FUNCTI O N  Q XI (XA , XB , A , B ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
IMPLICIT REAL * S ( A-H , O-Z ) 
c 
1 30 
Effects  or IJ Oll lliJ i{orm crys t allini ty 
* 
COMMON/STEP/TIMEA , TIMEB 
EXTERNAL X I NT 
UPER=X INT ( A , B , Xb )  
B OTT=XINT ( A , B , Xa )  
Q X I = ( UPER-BOTT ) * (TIMEb-TIMEa) / ( Xb-Xa) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I S I ON FUNCTION DAT ( T )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
IMPLICIT REAL* S ( A-H , O-Z ) 
CHG 
PARAMETE R ( M=4)  
REAL*S ATLG ( M ) , TRCP ( M ) , SLOPE ( M )  
DATA ATLG/6 . , 2 . 5 , - 8 . , - 1 0 . /  
D ATA TRCP/3 . 3 , 2 . 69 , 2 . 1 , 1 . 6/ 
CHG PARAMETER ( M=4)  
CHG REAL*S ATLG ( M ) , TRCP ( M ) , SLOPE ( M )  




DATA ATLG/6 . , 2 . 5 , -4 .  , -5 . 0/ 







Y= 1 000 . / ( T+273 . 3 ) 
D O  5 I = 1 , M - 1  
SLOPE ( I )  = ( ATLG ( I ) -ATLG ( I + 1 ) ) / ( TRCP ( I ) -TRCP ( I + 1 ) )  
5 CONTINUE 
I F ( Y . GE . TRCP ( 1 ) )  THEN 
DAT = SLOPE ( 1 )  
RETURN 
DAT = SLOPE ( M- 1 )  
RETURN 
END I F  
D O  1 0  I = 1 ,  M- 1 
ELSEI F ( Y . LE . TRCP ( M ) ) THEN 
I F ( Y . LT . TRCP ( I ) . AND . Y . GT . TRCP ( I +1 ) )  THEN 
DAT = SLOPE ( I )  
RETURN 
END I F  
1 0  CONTINUE 
I F ( Y . EQ . TRCP ( 2 ) ) DAT= ( SLOPE ( l ) +SLOPE ( 2 ) ) /2 . 0  
I F ( Y . EQ . TRCP ( 3 ) ) DAT= ( SLOP E ( 2 ) +SLOPE ( 3 ) ) /2 . 0  
RETURN 
Eff(Y ts  of n on u n iform crys t <t llinit.\' 
END 
* 
* t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t T t 
D OUBLE PREC I S ION FUNCTION cfit ( x )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
* 
IMPLICIT REAL• S ( A-H , O- Z )  
real*S  b ( 4 )  
COMMON/CURV/B , CS B , STIME 
cf i t =b ( 1 ) + ( b ( 2 ) + (b ( 3 ) +b ( 4 ) •x ) •x ) •x 
r eturn 
end 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PRE C I S I ON FUNCTION cder 1 ( x )  
* T t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t f t t t t t t t t t t t t t t f 
* 
* 
I MPLICIT  REAL•S ( A - H , O-Z ) 
real•S  b ( 4 )  
COMMON/CURV/B , CS B , STIME 
cder 1 = b ( 2 ) + ( 2 *b ( 3 ) + 3 *b ( 4 ) •x) * x 
r eturn 
end 
* + + + + + f + f + + T f f f f + f f + + + f + + + + + f f + + + + f + + 
D OUBLE P REC I S I ON FUNCTION cder2 ( x )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
* 
IMPL I C I T  REAL* S ( A-H , O-Z)  
real*S  b ( 4 )  
COMMON/CURV/B , CSB , STIME 
cder2=2*b ( 3 ) +6*b ( 4 ) * x  
return 
end 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE OPTPATH ( T I ME , TI M , TEMP , TEM , STR , TDELT , TILIM , NSTEP , 
+ ITERAT I O N , IKCON , I D BUG , IFILE) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* + 
* Purpo s e : comput e s  the int ermediate t emperatures Ti numeri c ally , + 
* and numerically ( but manually)  unt il we obtain T ( O )  TO + 
* + 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPL I C I T  REAL* S (A-H , O- Z )  
PARAMETER ( ND=SOOO)  
PARAMETER ( IDATD= 1 9 , IDATP= 1 1 , IDT=3 5 , IDATE=2 1 , IDAT�=30 , 
+ I D ATX=3 1 , IDATY= 32 , I DATZ=3 3 , IDATV=34) 
REAL * S  TIME ( ND ) , TEMP ( ND ) , TDELT (ND ) , SDELT( ND ) , DELTS (ND ) 
1 1:2 





REAL*E T ( O : ND ) , OPTSTR (O : ND ) , TEMPSTR ( O : ND ) , STEMP ( O : ND ) , TI M ( O : ND ) , 
+ TD ( 5 00 ) , ST ( 500) , SS ( 50 0 ) , FT ( 5 00 ) , 
+ DERZER ( ND) , DERFIR (ND ) , DERSEC ( ND ) , SX I (ND)  
PARAMETER ( NDATA=5000)  
REAL*S BREAK ( 2 *NDATA ) , CSCOEF ( 4 , 2*NDATA ) , STR( NDATA ) , 
& TEM ( NDATA ) 
COMMON/CCC/ BREAK , CSCOEF , N I NTV , JDBUG 
PARAMETER (M=3)  
REAL*S ATLG (M ) , TRCP ( M )  
COMMON/VATJATA/ATLG , TRCP 
COMMON/CISML/ERRABS , ERRREL , IRULE 
CDMMON/DA7A/TA , TE , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTK I N , CHKMIN ,  
+ IADP , I ANS , IH 
COMMON/PPP/EDERS , EDERF , TOP , BOT 
COMMON/EBB/ TIMEF , TI , TF , TOL 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 






ERRABS=O . DO 
ERRREL=lD-3  
NST=NSTEP 
DO 9999 K = 1 , NST 
9999 DELTS ( K ) =TDELT ( K )  
I F ( IDBUG . EQ . 1 . AND . I TERATION . NE . 1 ) THEN 
INTV=6 
WRITE ( 6 , 60 2 )  I TERATI ON , NST 
CALL PDBGFI LE ( T , TEM , STR , 6 , I NTV , NSTEP ) 
PRINT* , '  Input any number t o  cont inue ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I RESUME 
END IF 
I F ( I TERATION . GE . 2) GOTO 900  
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 




PRINT* , ' Choose integrat ion s ch eme f or reduced t ime ; IADP= ? ' 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , ' 1 For General Purpose  Adapt ive  Rul e ; DQDAG ' 
PRINT* , ' O For General Purpose  Adapt ive Rule and P o int ' , 
+ '  S ingularity ; DQDAGS ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  IADP 
PRINT* 

















PRINT* , ' Input Start ing I N I T I A L  T IME ; STIME=7 ' 
PRINT* , '  < r e commendat ion , STIME= 1D-5  > '  
READ ( 5 , * ) STIME 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , ' Input Final T ime ; TIMEF=7 ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  TIMEF 
PF.INT* 
PRINT* , '  Input Allo�ab l e  Temperature Gradi ent ; DTEGAL= 7 '  
READ ( 5 , * ) DTEGAL 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , ' Input Max imum Time S t ep S i z e ; DELTMAX= 
PRINT* , '  NOTE . . .  I NPUT 0 TO NO L I M I T ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) DELTMAX 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , ' Input Minimum Time S t ep Size ; DELTMI N  
PRINT* , '  NOTE . . .  I NPUT 0 TO NO L I M I T ' 




PRINT* , '  Input Number of S t eps for brief  report ; I CSTEP 
READ ( 5 , * ) I CSTEP 
900 I FLAG = 0 
ITD=1  
SS ( I TD ) =ODO 
6 PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Is this f or inv e s t igat ion s t age ? ' 
PRINT* 
PRINT * ,  ' I NPUT 1 :  For 
PRINT * ,  } 0 :  
READ ( 5 , * )  INV 
PRINT* 




N o  ' 
? ' 
PRINT* , '  Do you want to print data f o r < AT , ATF , ATS > ? ' 
PRINT* , } I NPUT 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FOR YES ' 
PRINT* , } 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N O  
READ ( 5 , * ) JDBUG 
JDBUG=O 
PRINT* , '  To change data f or c omput at ion , input 1 : ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) ICHG 
I F ( ICHG . NE . l ) GOTO 9 9 1  








PRINT* , '  Supply or change dat a  f or A l l owable T emp . Grad i ent ? ' 
PRINT* 
PRINT * ,  ' I NPUT 1 :  
PRINT * ,  ' 0 :  
READ ( S , * ) I C  
I F ( I C . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  OLD DTEGAL = ' DTEGAL 
For Yes ' 
N o  ' 
PRINT* , '  ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE GRADIENT ; DTEGAL= ? ' 
READ ( S , * )  DTEGAL 
PRINT* , '  NEW DTEGAL = ' , DTEGAL 
END IF 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Supply or change data f or M in imum t ime step s iz e ? ' 
PRINT* 
PRINT * •  ' I N PUT 1 :  
PRINT * •  ' 0 :  
READ ( S , * ) I C  
I F ( I C . EQ . 1 ) TH EN 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  OLD DELTMI N  = ' DELTMIN 
PRINT* 
For Yes ' 
N o  ' 
PRINT* , '  Input Minimum T ime Step S i z e ? '  
PRINT* , '  NOTE . . .  I NPUT 0 TO NO LIMIT ' 
READ ( S , * )  DELTMI N  
PRINT* 
P R I NT* , '  NEW DELTMI N  
E!W I F  
I F ( I H . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
P R I NT* 
' , DELTMIN  
PRINT* , '  Supply or  change data for  v erti cal s h i f t  f actor ? ' 
P R I NT* 
P R I NT * •  ' I NPUT 1 :  
PRINT * •  ' 0 :  
READ ( S , * ) JVAT 
I F ( JVAT . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
D O  8 7 6  MMM= 1 , 3 
PRINT* 
For Y e s  ' 
N o  ' 
PRINT* , ' ATLG ( ' , MMM , ' )  = ? ' , '  TRCP ( '  , MMM , ' )  = ?  ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  ATLG (MMM ) , TRCP ( MMM ) 
8 7 6  CONTINUE 
END I F  
END I F  
9 9 1  CONTI NUE 
} ;) ·"'I 
Effects of n on u n iform cryst allin i ty 
c 
c 
I F ( I NV . EQ . O ) THEN 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input l o�er bound o f  init ial gue s s  t emperature ; ATEMI= 7 '  
PRINT* , '  and f inal ending t emperature ; ATEMF= ? ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) ATEM I , ATEMF 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  I nput upper bound of  ini t i al gue s s  t emperature ; BTEMI=7 ' 
PRINT* , '  and f inal ending t emperature 
READ ( 5 , * ) BTEM I , BTEMF 
PRINT* 
; BTEMF= 7 '  
PRINT* , '  Input required Init ial Drop Temperature ; TDROP=? ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) TDROP 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 










TEMPF= ( BTEMI-ATEMI ) * (TDROP-ATEMF) / ( BTEMF-ATEMF) +ATEMI 
GOTO 1 6  
END I F  
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  
READ ( 5 , * ) 
- - - - - - - - - > 
1 6  TB=TEMPF 
X B =T IMEF 
Input Init ial gue s s  Temperature 
TEMPF 
Init ial izat ion : 
T I ME ( 1 )  =TIMEF 
TEMP ( 1 ) =TB 
X I = 1 D- 5  
KK=2 
I STEP = 1  
TEMPF= 7 '  
1 0  CALL CALTEMP ( DELT , XI , XTEMP , XTIME , DRVT , TILIM , IFLAG , NSTEP , ID B G )  
I F ( IFLAG . NE . O ) THEN 
I F ( I FLAG . EQ . l ) THEN 
PRINT* 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' Warning . . . .  D RVT becomes too  large . ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' BOT  = ' , B OT 
PRINT* 
END IF 
I F ( IFLAG . EQ . 2 ) THEN 
PRINT* 
C T I LIM=400 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' Warning . . . .  Temperature reaches ' , TI L I M  
PRINT* 
Efff'cls of n on li n if(mn c ry., t alli n i t.'· 
END IF  
c 
wRITE ( 6 , * ) ' Input 1 :  To 
PRINT* , 2 :  
cont inue to  comput e opt imal temp . path ' 
start with new STRESS FUNCTION (TEMP . )  ' 
c 
c 
READ ( 5 , * ) IKON 
I F ( IKON . EQ . 2 ) THEN 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input < 1 >  for HEAD . . .  <0> for  TAI L : JHEADTAIL 
READ ( S , • ) J HEADTAIL 
PRINT* , '  Input Temperature to  be  adj usted : TADJ = ? ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) TADJ 
CALL TEMPADJ ( TEM , TAD J , NST , J HEADTAI L )  
TEMPSTR ( O ) =TI 
TEMPSTR ( NSTEP+ 1 ) =TF 
D O  8888  K= 1 ,  NST 
TEMPSTR ( K )  = TEM ( K )  
8 8 8 8  CONTINUE 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  . . . .  check if convergence i s  made . ' 
PRINT* 
CALL VSTRES S ( NST , TIM , TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , DELTS , SX I , STRTF) 
D O  7777 I = l , NST 
STR ( I ) =OPTSTR ( I )  





I F ( IDBUG . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
I NTV= 6  
WRITE ( 6 , 60 3 )  NST 
CALL PDBGFILE ( T , TEM , STR , 6 , INTV , NST) 
PRINT* , '  I NPUT ANY NUMBER TO CONTINUE ' 
READ ( S , * ) IRESUME 
END IF 
CALL STRFUNC ( TEM , STR , ITERATI ON , NST , IFILE) 
I F ( ITERAT I ON . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
TILIM  =TI 
ELSE 
TILIM  TEM ( 1 )  
END IF  
PRINT*  
PRINT* , '  NEW  TILIM  IS  ' , TILIM 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  input 1 to  change N ew TILIM . '  
READ ( 5 , * ) ITL 
I F ( ITL . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
READ ( S , * )  TILIM 
PRI NT* 
? } 









PRINT* , I NEW TILIM IS I , TILIM  
PRINT* 
END I F  
I F ( IDBUG . EQ . l ) THEN 
DO 3000 I = 1 , NST 
X=TEM ( I )  
DERZER ( I )  = DCSDER ( O ,  X , NI NTV , BREAK , CSCOEF)  
LERF I R ( I )  = D CSDER ( 1 ,  X , N I NTV , BREAK , CSCOEF)  
DERSEC ( I )  = DCSDER ( 2 , X , N I NTV , BREAK , CSCOEF ) 
3000 C ONTINUE 
I NTV=6 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 8 5 0 )  
C A L L  P SCRFILE (TEM , STR , DERZER , D ERSEC , 6 ,  
+ I NTV , NST) 
PRINT* , ' Input any number to  cont inue . . .  1 
READ ( 5 , * )  ! RESUME 
I NTV=500 
WRITE ( IDT , 1 8 5 0 )  
I F ( NST . LE . INTV) I NTV=NST 
CALL PDF I LE ( TIME , TEM , STR , DERZER , DERFI R , DERSEC , IDT , 
+ I N TV , NST) 
I NTV=6 
WRITE ( 6 , 604)  ITERATION , NST 
CALL PDBGFILE (T , TEM , STR , 6 , INTV , NST) 
READ ( 5 , * ) I RESUME 
END I F  
END I F  
P R I NT* 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) 1 Previous gue s s  of f inal t emperature 
I FLAG = 0 
GOTO 6 
END I F  
TEMP (KK ) =XTEMP 
TIME ( KK )  =X TIME 
TDELT (KK ) =DELT 
I F ( TIME ( KK ) . GT . ODO) THEN 
I STEP = I STEP+ 1  
I COUNT= I STEP/ I C STEP 
I C OUNT=ISTEP-ICOUNT*I CSTEP 
I F ( I COUNT . EQ . O ) THEN 
PRINT* 
I ,  TEMPF 
PRINT* , 
\JRI T E (  
1 < < <  NUMBER O F  STEPS = 1 ,  I STEP , ' >>> 1 
6 , * ) ) TIME = I , TIME ( KK )  







WRITE ( 6 ,  * )  ' 
END IF 
KK=KK+ 1 
GOTO 1 0  
NSTEP=ISTEP 
TEMP ' ,  XTEMP 
ARGA= (TEMP ( KK ) -TEMP ( KK- 1 ) ) / (TIME (KK) -TIME ( KK- 1 ) ) 
XTEMP=ARGA* ( -TIME(KK- 1 ) ) +TEMP ( KK- 1 )  
TEMP (KK ) = XTEMP 
TIME (KK) =ODO 
PRINT* 
NSTEP=KK 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' 
\o!RITE ( 6 , * ) ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' 
685  CONTINUE 
PRINT* 
NSTEP= ' , NSTEP 
TIME= ' , TIME (KK ) 
TEMP= ' , XTEMP 
ELSE 
PRINT* , '  Do you want to adjust t emperature path ? •  
PRINT * ,  ' I NPUT 1 :  For Y e s  ' 
PRINT * ,  ' 0 :  N o  ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) IADJ 
I F ( IADJ . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input <0> for HEAD . . .  < 1 >  for TAIL : JHEADTAIL ? '  
READ ( 5 , * ) J HEADTAIL 
PRINT* , '  Input t emperature to  be adj us t ed ; TAD J = ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  TAD J 
CALL TEMPADJ ( TEMP , TADJ , NSTEP , JHEADTA I L )  
END IF  
DP  = 100 . 0  
IF ( INV . EQ . O ) DP= (TDROP-XTEMP ) /TDROP 
DP=DABS (DP ) * 1 00 
PRINT* 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' 
PRINT* 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' 
PRINT* 
PRINT* 
SEED TEMP . 
INITIAL DROP TEMP . 
PRED I CTED I . D .  TEMP . 
MINIMUM TIME STEP SIZE 
% D iff erence 
' , TEMP ( 1 )  
' , TEMP ( NSTEP ) 
' , XTEMP 
' , CHKMIN 
= ' , DP  
PRINT* , ' 
PRINT* , ' 
PRINT* , ' 
I NPUT 0 :  
1 :  
2 :  
To compute f inal stres s : 
cont inue GUESS AND SHOT : ' 
s t art new game : ' 
PRINT* , ' 3 :  print ' 
EfFects  of IJOil l l l l ifonn crystallin i ty 
c 
c 
PRINT* , '  
PRINT* 
READ ( 5 , * ) I CONT 
4 :  
IF ( I CONT . EQ . 4 ) THEN 
PRINT* 
compute new s t r e s s  function ( t emp ) : ' 
PRINT* , '  Input < 1 >  f or HEAD . . .  < 0 >  for TAIL : JHEADTAIL = ? '  
READ ( 5 , * ) J HEADTAIL 
PRINT* , '  Input f inal t emperatur e  t o  be  adj usted : TADJ = ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) TADJ 
CALL TEMPADJ ( TEM , TAD J , NST , J HEADTAIL)  
TEMPSTR ( O ) =TI 
TEMPSTR ( NSTEP+ 1 ) =TF 
DO 6666 K= 1 ,  NST 
TEMPSTR ( K )  = TEM ( K )  
6666 CONTINUE 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  . . . .  check if convergence is made . ' 
PRINT* 
CALL VSTRES S ( N ST , TI M , TEMPSTR , OPTSTR , DELTS , SX I , STRTF ) 
DO 5555 I = 1 , NST 







CALL STRFUNC ( TEM , STR , ITERATION , NST , IFILE)  
IF ( ITERATION . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
TILIM =TI 
TILIM = TEM ( 1 )  
END IF 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  NEW TILIM IS ' , TI L I M  
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  . . .  input 1 t o  change N ew T I L IM . ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) ITL 
IF ( ITL . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
READ ( 5 , * ) TILIM 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  N ew TILIM i s  1 , TILIM  
PRINT* 
END IF 
IF ( IDBUG . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
DO 3500  I = 1 , NST 
X=TEM ( I )  
DERZER ( I )  DCSDER ( O ,  X , N INTV , B REAK , CSCOEF ) 
DERFI R ( I )  DCSDER ( 1 , X , N INTV , BREAK , CSCOEF ) 
ELSE 
uo 
Effect ::: of n oiJ u n it'orw crys t a llin ity 
DERSEC ( I )  = DCSDER ( 2 , X , N I NTV , BREAK , CSCDEF )  









\o!RITE ( IDT , 1 8 5 0 )  
I F ( N ST . LE . INTV ) I NTV=NST 
CALL PDFILE ( TIME , TEM , STR , DERZER , D ERFI R , DERSEC , IDT , 
+ INTV , NST) 
I NTV=6 
�iRITE ( 6 ,  2850)  
CALL PSCRFILE ( TEM , STR , DERZER , D ERSEC , 6 ,  
+ INTV , NST) 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input any number t o  cont inue ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I RESUME 
INTV=6 
WRIT£ ( 6 , 60 5 )  NST 
CALL PDBGFILE ( T , TEM , STR , 6 , INTV , NST)  
PRINT* , '  Input an y  number t o  cont inue ' 




I F ( ICDNT . EQ . 3 )  GOTO 990  
I F ( I CONT . EQ . 2 )  G OTO 6 
I F ( ICONT . EQ . i ) THEN 
PRINT* , '  Do you want to print f or debugging ? ' 
PRINT * ,  ' I NPUT 1 :  For Y e s  ' 
PRINT * ,  ' 0 :  N o  ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) IDBG 
I F ( ID B G . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
\o!RITE ( IDATE , 59 0 0 )  ITERAT I O N , TEMPF 
WRITE ( IDATX , 60 0 0 )  I TERAT I D N , TEMPF 
\o!RITE ( IDATY , 6 1 00 )  ITERAT I D N , TEMPF 
WRITE ( IDATZ , 62 0 0 )  ITERAT I D N , TEMPF 
WRITE ( IDATV , 63 0 0 )  ITERAT I DN , TEMPF 
END I F  
END I F  
I F ( I CDNT . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
I F ( XTEMP . GE . TDRDP) THEN 









ELSEIF ( BTEMF . LE . TDRDP ) THEN 
ATEMI=BTEMI 
ATEMF=BTEMF 
BTEM I = TEMPF 
BTEMF=XTEMP 
ELSEIF ( BTEMF . GT . XTEMP ) THEN 
BTEMI =TEMPF 
B1 EMF= XTEMP 
END I F  
I F ( ATEMF . GE . TDRD?) THEN 










ELSEIF ( ATEMF . LT . XTEMP ) THEN 
ATEM I =TEMPF 
ATEMF=XTEMP 
END I F  
END I F  
TEMPF= ( BTEMI+ATEMI ) /2 .  
P R INT* 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' Initial gues s  c emperature 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' Lower bound of gues s  t emperatur e 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' and end 1ng t emperature 
P R I NT* 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' Upper bound of gue s s  t emperature 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' and ending t emperature 
P R I NT* 
P R I NT* , '  To  cont inue , input any number ' 
r e ad ( 5 , * )  
GOTO 1 6  
' ,  TEMPF 
' , ATEMI 
' , ATEMF 
= ' , BTEMI 
' , BTEMF 
ELSEI F ( ICON . EQ . 2 ) THEN 
GOTO 6 
ELSE 
c - - - - - - - - - > Cal culat e f inal stres s :  
c 
c 
D O  7 1 0  ID= 1 ,  N STEP 
T ( ID ) =TIME ( NSTEP-ID+ 1 )  
TEMPSTR ( ID ) =TEMP (NSTEP-ID+ 1 )  
SDELT ( ID ) =TDELT (NSTEP-ID+ 1 )  
7 1 0  CONTINUE 
1 - l :2 







T ( O ) =ODO 
T ( NSTEP + 1 ) =TIMEF 
TEMPSTR ( O ) =TI 
TEMPSTR ( NSTEP+ 1 ) =TF 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  . . . .  No Need to  check if convergence is made . ' 
PRI NT* 
CALL VSTRESS ( N STEP , T , TEMPSTR , OPTST R , SDELT , SXI , STRTF ) 
TD ( ITD ) = TEMP ( NSTEP ) 
FT ( ITD ) =TEMP ( 1 )  
S T ( ITD ) = STRTF 
I F ( ITD . GT . 1 ) THEN 
CALL STRCOMP ( S T ( ITD- 1 ) , ST ( ITD ) , S , ITD ) 
S S ( ITD) = S  
WRITE ( 6 , 85 0 ) ITD , ST ( ITD ) , S  
END I F  
PRINT* 
WRITE ( 6 , 8 00)  
D O  730 I = 1 , ITD 
WRITE ( 6 , 82 5 )  I , TD ( I ) , FT ( I ) , ST ( I )  
730 CONTINUE 
ITD = I TD + 1  
7 3 5  PRINT* 
PRINT* , ' Input 
PRINT* , '  
PRINT* , '  
PRINT* , '  
PRINT* , '  
PRINT* , '  
READ ( 5 , * )  IKCON 
0 :  
1 :  
2 :  
3 :  
4 :  
5 :  
To 
I F ( IKCON . EQ . 5 ) THEN 
C ALL SERCH 
GOTO 7 3 5  
END I F  
g o  for n e w  it erat ion without re cord ' 
s e arch f o r  new I . D .  Temperature ' 
print and stop ' 
go for new it erat i on with record 
cont inue adj ust ing temperature path ' 
s erch opt imal path by SERCH ' 
I F ( IKCON . EQ . 4 ) GOTO 6 8 5  
I F ( IKCON . EQ . O . OR . IKCON . EQ . 3) THEN 
I NTV= 1 0  
WRITE ( 6 , 6850)  
CALL PSCRFILE ( T , SXI , TEMPST R , DPTSTR , 6 ,  
+ I NTV , NSTEP)  
END I F  
c 
I F ( IKCON . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
GOTD 6 
ELSE 
Fff('c t .' o{ n o n u n ifonn cry8tallini ty 
RETURN 
END IF  
END I F  
END I F  
9 9 0  CONTINUE 
c 
c - - - - - - - - - > FORMAT : 
c 
602 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , / , 3X ,  ' In OPTPATH . . .  ' , / ,  
+3X , ' Number of It erat ion = ' , I S , 3X ,  
+3X , ' Number of s t ep ' , I S , / ,  
+9X , ' TI ME ' , 1 1 X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X , ' STRESS ' , / ) 
603 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , / , 3X , ' Af t er adj ust ing . . .  ' , / ,  
+3X , ' Number of s t eps = ' , I S , / ,  
+9X , ' TIME ' , 1 1X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X , ' STRESS ' , / ) 
1 8 5 0  FORMAT ( ' l '  , // ,  
+9X , ' TI ME '  , 1 1 X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X , ' STRESS ' , 9X ,  ' STRESS ' , 9X ,  
+ ' 1 ST DERV . ' , 9X , ' 2ND DERV . ' / , 24X , ' ( NUMERI CAL ) '  , 8X ,  ' (NUMERI CAL ) ' , 
+8X , ' ( GENERATED) ' , BX ,  ' ( GENERATED ) ' , 8X ,  ' ( GENERATED ) ' , / )  
2850 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , // ,  
+9X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X ,  ' STRESS ' , 9X , ' STRESS ' , 9X , 
+ ' 2ND DERV . ' / , 24X , ' ( NUMERICAL ) ' ,  
+8X , ' ( GENERATED ) '  , 8X ,  ' ( GENERATED ) ' , / )  
604 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , / , 3X , ' After STRFUNC i n  OPTPATH . . .  ' , / ,  
+3X , ' Number of I t erat ion = ' , I 5 , 3X ,  
+3X , ' Number of steps = ' , I S , / ,  
+9X , ' TIME ' , 1 1 X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X , ' STRESS ' , / ) 
PRINT* , '  Input any number to continue ' 
660 FORMAT ( / , 5X , ' EDERS = ' , D 1 6 . 6 , 5X , ' EDERF = ' , 0 1 6 . 6 ,  
+ / , 5X , ' TOP= ' , D 1 6 . 6 , 5X , ' BOT= ' , D 16 . 6 , / , 5X , ' DRVT= ' , D 1 6 . 6 ) 
6 0 5  FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , / , 3X , ' After  adj ust ing . . .  ' , / ,  
+3X , ' Number of steps = ' , I S , / ,  
+9X , ' TI ME ' , 1 1 X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X ,  ' STRESS ' , / ) 
850 FORMAT ( /// , 5X , ' ITERAT I ON ' , 5X ,  ' FINAL STRESS ' , 5X ,  
+ ' PERCENT DIFF . ' , / , 5X , I 5 , 5X , F 12 . 3 , 5X , F 1 2 . 6 ) 
800 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , /// , 5X , ' ITERATI DN ' , 5X , ' I . D .  TEMP ' , 9X , ' F . D . TEMP ' , 
+ 1 2 X , ' FI NAL STRESS ' , / )  
8 2 5  FORMAT ( 5 X , I5 , 5X , F1 2 . 3 , 5X , F 1 6 . 9 , 2 ( 5X , D 16 . 6) )  
6850 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , // , 1 1X , ' TIME ' , 5X , ' X I ' , 8X , ' TEMPERATURE ' ,  
+ l OX ,  ' STRESS ' , / )  
60 1 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , /// , 5X , ' NUMBER O F  I TERATION ' , I S , // ,  
+9X , ' TIME ' , 1 1X , ' TEMPERATURE ' , 9X , ' STRESS ' , / ,  
+ 24X , ' ( NUMERICAL) ' , 8X , ' ( NUMERI CAL) '  , / ) 
5900 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , /// , 5X , ' NONLINEAR PARAMETER = ' , F 1 2 . 6 , / ,  
+5X , ' I TERATI ON = ' , I 5 , / , 5X , ' SEED TEMPERATURE = ' ,  
+ F 1 2 . 6 , // , 5X , ' TIME ' , 1 0X , ' TEMP . ' , 1 0 X , ' D RVT ' , 1 2X , ' SDRVT ' , 
+ 1 0X , ' DELT ' , 10X , ' XI ' , 1 2X , ' X ' , / )  
6000 FORMAT ( ' 1 '  , /// , 5X , ' NONLINEAR PARAMETER = ' , F 1 2 . 6 , / ,  
+ 5X , ' ITERATI ON = ' , I 5 , / , 5X ,  ' SEED TEMPERATURE = ' ,  
+F1 2 . 6 , // , 5X , ' TIME ' , 5X , ' EDERS ' , 1 0X , ' ADERF ' , 1 0X , ' TOP ' , 
+ 1 2X , ' EDERF ' , l OX , ' ADERS ' , l OX , ' AFUN C ' , 1 2X ,  ' BOT ' , l O X , ' D RVT ' , / ) 
1 4 1 
Lflix t s  of n o n u niform cryc;tallin i ty 
* 
6 100  FORMAT ( ' l '  , /// , 5X , ' NONLINEAR PARAMETER = ' , F 1 2 . 6 , / ,  
+5X , ' ITERATION = ' , I 5 , / , 5X ,  ' SEED TEMPERATURE = I , F1 2 . 6 , // ,  
+SX , ' TIME ' , l OX , ' TEMP ' , lOX , ' SIGX ' , l OX , ' DUMMY ' , l OX , ' AFUNC ' , / )  
6200 FORMAT ( ' l '  , /// , SX ,  ' NONLINEAR PARAMETER = ' , F 1 2 . 6 , / ,  
+SX , ' ITERATION = ' , I5 , / , 5X , ' SEED TEMPERATURE = I , F1 2 . 6 , / / , 
+SX , ' TIME ' , l OX , ' TEMP I ,  lOX , ' CONSF ' , l O X , I AFUN C ' , lOX , I ADERF I , / )  
6300 FORMAT ( ' l '  , /// , SX , ' NONLINEAR PARAMETER = ' , F 12 . 6 , / ,  
+5X , ' ITERATI ON = ' , I5 , / , 5X , ' SEED TEMPERATURE = I , F1 2 . 6 , // ,  
+5X , ' TIME ' , l OX , ' TEMP ' , lOX , ' CONSTF ' , l OX , ' CONSTS ' , 7X , ' AFUN C ' , 
+ l OX , ' ADERF ' , lOX , ' ADERS ' , / )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE CALTEMP (DELT , X I , TEMF , TI M E , DRVT , TILIM , I FLAG , NSTEP , ID B G )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* + 
* Purpos e :  performs the integral to get ' ' reduced t ime ' '  along + 
* the t emperature at each t ime s t ep . + 
* + 








IMPLI CIT REAL*8 (A-H , O-Z ) 
COMMON/CI SML/ERRABS , ERRREL , IRULE 
COMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTMIN , C HKMIN , 
+ IADP , IANS , IH 
EXTERNAL CXI , DQDAG , DQDAGS 
COMMON/BBB/ TIMEF , TI , TF , TOL 
CALL TDER ( XI , TB , XB , DRVT , SDRVT , IFLAG , IDBG)  
I F ( IFLAG . EQ . l ) RETURN 
DELT=DABS (DTEGAL/DRVT) 
I F ( DELT . LT . CHKMIN) CHKMIN=DELT 
I F ( DELTMAX . EQ . ODO) GOTO 1 0 0  
I F ( DELT . GT . DELTMAX) DELT=DELTMAX 
1 0 0  CONTINUE 
I F ( DELTMIN . EQ . ODO)  GOTO 1 10 
I F ( DELT . LT . DELTMIN) DELT=DELTMI N  
1 10 CONTINUE 
XA=XB-DELT 
TA=TB-DELT*DRVT 





Eff(;c t s  of n o n u n iform crys t allin i t y  
c 
c 
IF (XA . LT . ODO ) THEN 
TA= ( TB-TA ) *XB/ ( XB-XA ) +TB 
XA=O . O  
END I F  
I F (XB . EQ . X A ) THEN 
PRINT* , '  ERROR . . .  XA=X B . AT ROUTINE CALTEMP ' 
PRINT* , '  XB ' , XB , '  XA ' , XA 
PRINT* , '  TB = ' , TB , '  TA = ' , TA 
PRINT* , '  X = ' , X 
READ ( 5 , * ) I CONT 
END I F  
I F ( IADP . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
CALL DQDA G ( CX I , XA , XB , ERRABS , ERRREL , IRULE , X , ERREST )  
ELSEIF ( IAD P . EQ . O ) THEN 
CALL DQDAGS ( CXI , XA , XB , ERRABS , ERRREL , X , ERREST) 




X I = X I +X 





600 FORMAT ( 7 ( 3X , D 1 2 . 6 ) )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE TDER ( RX , TEMP , TIME , DRVT , SDRVT , IFLAG , IDBG)  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 





* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*S (A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NDATA = 5000 ) 
PARAMETER ( IDATW=30 , IDATX= 3 1 , IDATY=32 , IDATZ=33 , IDATV=34)  
REAL*8 BREAK ( 2*NDATA ) ,  CSCOEF ( 4 , 2 * NDATA) 
COMMON/CCC/ B REAK , CSCOEF , N INTV , JDBUG 
COMMON/EBB/ TIMEF , TI , TF , TOL 
COMMON/PPP/ EDERS , EDERF , TOP , BOT 
COMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTMIN , CHKMI N , 
+ IADP , IANS , IH 
PARAMETER ( NDEG= 3 )  
REAL*8 B (NDEG+ 1 ) , CSB (4 , NDEG+ 1 )  
COMMON/CURV/B , CSB , STIME 
Effec t::: of n on u n i form cry., t allini ty 
c 
c 
EXTERNAL AT , DAT , DRCURV , CDER1 , CDER2 
C - - - - - - - > Evalu a t e  f irst and s e c ond derivat ives of modulus 




if ( xx . lt . STIME ) xx=STIME 
x=dlog 1 0 ( xx )  
C ONST=dLOG 1 0 ( dEXP ( 1 D O ) ) 
const= 1 . /const 
dxy= con s t * xX 
if ( x . ge . -6d0 . and . x . l e . -3d0 ) then 
do 32  k = 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b ( k ) =C sb ( l , k )  
32  cont inue 
Y=CFI T ( X )  
dy= cder l ( x )  
ddy=cder2 ( x )  
xk l = ( -4-x ) /2 
xk2= 1d0-xk 1  
d o  1 33 k= 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b (k ) =Csb ( 1 , k) 
1 3 3  cont inue 
Y 1 =CFIT ( X )  
dy 1 =cder 1 ( x )  
ddy 1 = cder2 ( x )  
d o  1 34 k= 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b ( k ) =  C s b ( 2 , k )  
e l s e if ( x . gt . -5 dO . and . x . le . -3dO ) then 
1 34 cont inue 
Y2=CFI T ( X )  
dy2= cder 1 ( x )  
ddy2=cder2 ( x )  
y = y 1 *xk1+y2*xk2 
dy=dy1 *xk 1 +dy2*xk2 
ddy=ddy 1 *xk 1+ddy2*xk2 
do 232 k= 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b (k ) = C sb ( 2 , k) 
2 3 2  cont inue 
Y=CFIT ( X )  
dy=cder 1 ( x ) 
ddy= cder 2 ( x )  
xk1 = ( 2-x ) /2 
xk2 = 1 d0-xk 1 
do 36 k= 1 , ndeg+ 1 
e l s e if ( x . gt . -3dO . and . x . le . OdO ) then 
el s e if (x . gt . OD O . and . x . l e . 2 . 0 )  then 
1 1 7 
Effec t s  of n on u n iform crys ta llin i ty 
c 
b ( k ) =Csb ( 2 , k )  
3 6  cont inue 
Y l =CFIT ( X )  
dy 1 = cder 1 ( x )  
ddy 1 = cder2 ( x )  
d o  3 7  k= 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b ( k ) =  C sb ( 3 , k )  
37 cont inue 
Y2=CF I T ( X )  
dy2=cder 1 ( x )  
ddy 2 = cder2 ( x )  
y=y 1 *xk1+y2*xk2 
dy=dy 1 *xk1 +dy2*xk2 
ddy=ddy 1 *xk 1+ddy2*xk2 
do 38  k = 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b (k ) =C sb ( 3 , k) 
38 continue 
Y=CFI T ( X )  
dy=cder 1 ( x )  
ddy= cder2 ( x )  
xk 1 = ( 8 -x ) /2 
xk2= 1d0-xk 1 
do 39 k = 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b ( k ) =C sb ( 3 , k) 
39 cont inue 
Y 1 =CFIT ( X )  
dy 1 = cder 1 ( x )  
ddy 1 = cder2 ( x )  
d o  4 0  k = 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b (k ) = C sb (4 , k ) 
40 cont inue 
e l s e if (x . gt . 2dO . and . x . l e . 6dO ) then 
e l s e if ( x . gt . 6d0 . and . x . l e . 8d0 ) then 
Y2=CFIT ( X )  
dy2 = cder 1 ( x )  
ddy 2 = cder2 ( x )  
y = y 1 *xk 1 +y2*xk2 
dy=dy 1 *x k 1 + dy2*xk2 
ddy=ddy 1 *xk1+ddy2*xk2 
do 41 k= 1 , ndeg+ 1 
b ( k ) =C sb ( 4 , k) 
4 1  cont inue 
Y=CFI T ( X )  
dy= cder l ( x )  
ddy= cder2 ( x )  
end if 
e l s e if ( x . gt . 8dO . and . x . le . 22dO) then 
tdy=dy /dxy 
t op=ddy-tdy*xx*con s t * const 
1 4 8  












WRITE ( I OUT , 6 1 0 )  EDERF , EDERS 
AFUNCL= ATL ( TEMP ) 
AFUNC = AT ( TEMP , AFUNCL) 
ADERFL= ATFL ( TEMP , AFUNCL) 
ADERF = ATF ( TEMP , AFUNCL , ADERFL )  
ADERSL= ATSL ( TEMP , AFUNCL) 
ADERS = ATS ( TEMP , AFUNCL , ADERFL , ADERSL) 
I F ( I H . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
TV = TEMP-TI 
D INT = DTDHT ( TEMP ) •TV+HT ( TEMP ) 
D INTL=DTDET (TE�P ) •TV 
WRITE ( 9 4 , 6 1 6 1 ) TEMP , DTDHT ( TEMP ) , TV , D I NTL , HT (TEMP ) , DINT 
ARGA = DT2DHT ( TEM?) *TV+2•D7D HT ( TEMP ) 
ARGB = ADERS • D I NT-ADERF*ARGA 
TOP = ADERF•DINT•EDERS 
BOT = EDERF•ARGB•AFUNC 
WRITE ( 9 2 , 6 1 6 1 ) AFUNC , ADERF , ADERS , EDERF , EDERS , DINT , ARGB , 




B OT=EDERF * ADERS• AFUNC 
END I F  
ABSBDT=DABS ( B D T )  
IF ( AB SB OT . LE . TDL ) THEN 
IFLAG = l  
RETURN 





DRVT=-TOP/ B OT 
I F ( ADERS . LT . OD O )  THEN 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  ADERS is p o s i t ive . . .  ADERS i s  ' , ADERS 
END I F  
I F ( DRVT . GT . ODO ) THEN 
PRINT* 
P R I NT* , '  D RVT i s  p o s i t i v e  . . .  DRVT i s  ' , DRVT 
U 9  
Effect .' of n on u niforlll cry. q ;t /lin i t .\' 
c 
c 
DRVT = SDRVT 





I , DRVT 
6 1 0  FORMAT ( / , SX ,  ' First  derivat ive ; EDERF = '  , D 1 6 . 6 , / , 5X ,  
& ' S e cond der i v at ive ; EDERS= ' , D 1 6 . 6 ) 




* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PREC I S ION FUNCTION  CXI ( X )  








IMPL I C I T  REAL* S ( A-H , O-Z)  
COMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTM I N , CHKMIN , 
+ I ADP , I ANS , IH 
COMMON/TDROP/ TEMPI , TEMPF , NSTEP 
COMMON/EBB/ T I MEF , TI , TF , TDL 
I F ( X B . EQ . XA ) THEN 
PRINT* , '  Error . . .  D enominat or is zero 
PRINT* ' I XB I '  XB . I XA I , XA 
PRINT* , '  TB = ' , TB , '  TA = ' , TA 
PRINT* , '  X = ' , X 
READ ( S , * ) ICONT 
END IF 
T= ( TB-TA ) / ( XB -XA ) * ( X-XA ) +TA 
AFUNCL= ATL ( T )  
AFUNC = AT ( T , AFUNCL) 
I F ( AFUNC . EQ . ODO ) THEN 
PRINT* , '  Error . . .  D enominat or is z ero . ' 
PRINT* , I T IME B = I , XB , ) TIME A =  ) , XA 
PRINT* , '  TEMP B = ' , TB , '  TEMP A =  ' , TA 
PRINT* , '  TEMP X = ' , X 
PRINT* 
WRITE ( 6 , 60 0 ) T , AFUNCL , AFUNC , ARGA 1 , SI G X 1 , T  
READ ( S ,  * )  ICONT 
STOP 
END IF 
C X I = 1 /AFUNC 
CHG E 
Lffc c t s  of n onun il(>rnl crystalli n i ty 
* 
600 FORMAT ( / , 5X , 1 TEMPERATURE = I , D 1 6 . 6 , / ,  
+5X , 1 ATL ( T )  = I , D 1 6 . 6 , 5X ,  1 AT ( T )  = I , D 1 6 . 6 , // ,  
+5X , 1 AT ( T )  = ATL (T) *SAT (T , S ) ; I , / ,  
+5X , ' SAT = } , D 1 6 . 6 , 5X , 1 S  = I , D 1 6 . 6 , 5X ,  1 T  = } , D 1 6 . 6 , / ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECISION  FUNCTI O N  ATL ( T )  
• + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
CHG 
IMPLICIT REAL* S ( A-H , O-Z)  
PARAMETER(M=4) 
REAL*S ATLG ( M ) , TRCP ( M )  
DATA ATLG/6 . , 2 . 5 , -8 . , - 1 0 . /  
DATA TRCP/3 . 3 , 2 . 69 , 2 . 1 , 1 . 6/ 
CHG PARAMETER ( M=4)  





DATA ATLG/6 . , 2 . 5 , -4 . , -5 . 0/ 





Y = 1 000 . / (T+273 . 3 ) 
I F (Y . GE . TRCP ( 1 ) )  THEN 
ATL= ( ATLG ( 1 ) -ATLG ( 2 ) ) / (TRCP ( 1 ) -TRCP ( 2 ) ) * (Y-TRCP ( 2 ) ) +ATL G ( 2 )  
I F ( ATL . GE . 22D O ) ATL=22 . 0  
ATL= 1 0 . **ATL 
RETURN 
ATL=ATL G ( M )  
ATL= 1 0 . * * ATL 
END IF 
DO 1 0  I = 1 , M-1  
ELSEIF ( Y . LT . TRCP ( M ) ) THEN 
I F ( Y . LT . TRCP ( I ) . AND . Y . GE . TRCP ( I+ 1 ) )  THEN 
ATL= ( ATLG ( I ) -ATLG ( I+ 1 ) ) / ( TRCP ( I ) -TRCP ( I+ 1 ) ) * ( Y-TRCP ( I+ 1 ) ) +  
+ ATLG ( I + 1 )  
ATL= 1 0 . * *ATL 
RETURN 
END IF 
1 0  CONTI NUE 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE PDFILE ( T , ATEMP , TEMP , DERZER , DERFIR , DERSEC , IDAT , 
+ I NTV , NSTEP ) 
Eff(·cts  of n on un iform CT)'S t allin i ty 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 ( A-H , O- Z )  
PARAMETER ( NM=5000) 
REAL*8 T ( O : NM ) , ATEMP ( O : NM ) , TEMP ( O : NM) , DERZER ( NM ) , DERFI R ( N M ) , 
+ DERSEC ( NM )  
c - - - - - - - - - > Print every ( N STEP/ I NTV ) ILt ervals : 
c 
NPTS= INT ( NSTEP/ I NTV ) 
C WRITE ( IDAT , 60 1 )  
* 
WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  T ( O ) , ATEMP ( O ) , TEMP ( O )  
D O  350 K = 1 , N STEP 
IF ( K . EQ . 1 . 0R . K . EQ . NSTEP ) GOTO 325 
I CHK=INT ( K /NPTS ) 
I CHK=ICHK*NPTS-K 
I F ( ICHK . LT . O) GOTO 350 
325 WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  T ( K ) , ATEMP ( K ) , TEMP (K ) , DERZER (K ) , DERFIR ( K ) , 
+DERSEC ( K )  
3 5 0  CONTINUE 
WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  T (NSTEP+ 1 ) , ATEMP ( NSTEP+ 1 ) , TEMP ( NSTEP + 1 )  
400 FORMAT ( 5X , F 12 . 6 , 3X , F1 2 . 3 , 4 (3X , D 16 . 6 ) )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE PSCRFILE ( ATEMP , TEMP , DERZER , DERSEC , ID AT , INTV , NSTEP) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NM=5000) 
REAL*8 ATEMP ( NM ) , TEMP ( NM ) , DERZER ( NM ) , DERSEC ( NM )  
c - - - - - - - - - > Print every ( NSTEP/ I NTV) Int erval s : 
c 
* 
NPTS=INT ( NSTEP/INTV ) 
D O  350 K = 1 , NSTEP 
I F ( K . EQ . 1 . 0R . K . EQ . NSTEP ) GOTO 325 
I CHK=I NT ( K/NPTS ) 
ICHK=ICHK*NPTS-K 
I F ( I CHK . LT . O) G OTO 350 
325 WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  ATEMP ( K ) , TEMP (K ) , DERZER ( K ) , DERSEC ( K )  
3 5 0  CONTINUE 
400 FORMAT ( 3X , F 12 . 3 , 3 ( 3 X , D1 6 . 6 ) )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE PFILE (T , ATEMP , TEMP , IDAT , INTV , NSTEP ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
Effects of n on u n iform cryst allin i ty 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL* 8 ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NM=5000)  
REAL*8 T ( O : NM ) , ATEMP ( O : NM )  , TEMP ( O : NM)  
c - - - - - - - - - > Pr int every ( NSTEP/ I NTV) Interval s : 
c 
NPTS = I NT ( NSTEP/ I NTV) 
C WRITE ( IDAT , 60 1 )  
* 
WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  T ( O ) , ATEMP ( O ) , TEMP ( O )  
D O  3 5 0  K= 1 ,  N STEP 
I F ( K . EQ . l . OR . K . EQ . N STEP ) G OTO 325 
I CHK= I NT (K/NPT S )  
I CHK= I CHK*NPTS-K 
I F ( I C HK . LT . O) GOTO 350 
325 WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  T (K ) , ATEMP ( K ) , TEMP ( K )  
3 5 0  CONTINUE 
WRITE ( I D AT , 40 0 )  T ( NSTEP+ 1 ) , ATEMP ( NSTEP+ 1 ) , TEMP ( NSTEP + 1 )  
400 FORMAT ( 2X , F 1 6 . 9 , 2X , 5 (F 1 6 . 9 , 2X , F 16 . 9 , 2X ) )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTI N E  PPFILE ( T , ATEMP , TEMP , DELT , IDAT , INTV , NSTEP ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
I MP L I C I T  REAL*8 ( A - H , O - Z )  
PARAMETER ( NM=5000)  
REAL* 8  T ( O : NM ) , ATEMP ( O : NM ) , TEMP ( O : NM ) , DELT (N M )  
c - - - - - - - - - >  
c 
P rint every ( NSTEP/ I NTV ) Interval s : 
NPTS= I NT ( N STEP / I NTV ) 
C WRITE ( IDAT , 60 1 )  
* 
K=O  
WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  K , T ( O ) , ATEMP ( O ) , TEMP ( O )  
D O  350 K = 1 , NSTEP 
I F ( K . EQ . l . OR . K . EQ . NSTEP ) GOTO 325 
I CHK= I NT ( K/NPTS ) 
I CHK=ICHK*NPTS-K 
I F ( I CHK . LT . O ) G OTO 350 
325 WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  K , T ( K ) , ATEMP (K ) , TEMP (K ) , DELT ( K )  
3 5 0  CONTINUE 
WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  K , T (N STEP+ 1 ) , ATEMP ( NSTEP+ 1 ) , TEMP ( NSTEP + 1 )  
4 0 0  FORMAT ( 2X , I 5 , 2X , F16 . 9 , 2X , 5 (F 1 6 . 9 , 2X , F1 6 . 9 , 2X ) ) 
RETURN 
Elm 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
S UBROUT I N E  PDBGFILE ( T , ATEMP , TEMP , IDAT , INTV , N STEP ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
Effects of n on u n iform cr.'·st a lli n i ry 
c 
IMPL I C I T  REAL* B ( A-H , O- Z )  
PARAMETER ( NM=5000)  
REAL* B  T ( O : NM ) , ATEMP ( N M ) , TEMP ( N M )  
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 
Print every ( NSTEP/ INTV ) Interval s : 
* 
NPTS = I N T ( NSTEP/ I NTV ) 
DO 350 K = 1 ,  N STEP 
I F ( K . EQ . l . OR . K . EQ . N STEP ) GOTO 325 
I CHK= INT ( K/NPT S )  
I CHK=ICHK*NPTS-K 
I F ( I CHK . LT . O) GOTO 350 
325 WRITE ( IDAT , 40 0 )  T ( K ) , ATEMP ( K ) , TEMP ( K )  
3 5 0  CONTINUE 
400 FORMAT ( 2X , D 16 . 6 , 2X , 5 (F 1 6 . 9 , 2X , F 16 . 9 , 2X ) )  
RETUR!i 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE P OSTPRO ( IDATB , IDATR ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
CHGC 
IMPLICIT REAL* B ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( M= 3 )  
REAL* B  ATLG ( M ) , TRCP ( M )  
COMMON/VATDATA/ATLG , TRCP 
COMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTMI N , CHKMIN , IADP , IANS , IH 
I F ( I H . EQ . 1 . 0R . I H . EQ . 2 ) THEN 
WRITE ( IDATR , 90 0 )  
WRITE ( IDATB , 90 0 )  
WRITE ( IDATB , 1 8 5 0 )  
DO 770 K = 1 ,  M 




WRITE ( IDATR , 90 5 )  
WRITE ( IDATB , 90 5 )  
END I F  
I F ( I ADP . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
WRITE ( IDATR , 9 1 0 )  
WRITE ( IDATB , 9 1 0 )  
WRITE ( IDATR , 9 1 5 )  
WRITE ( IDATB , 9 15 )  
END I F  
R . 9 1 25 




Effe c t s  of n on u n ihmn Ciy.c t a flin i ty 
c 
c 
ULTSTRT= 1 1  
ULTSTNL=0 . 0 15 
ULTST!IT=O . 008 
WRITE ( IDATB , 65 0 ) R , TG , ULTSTRL , ULTSTRT , ULTSTNL , ULTSTNT 
WRITE ( IDATR , 650 ) R , TG , ULTSTRL , ULTSTRT , ULTSTNL , ULTSTNT 
\.lRITE ( IDATB , 655)  
\oJRITE ( IDATR , 655)  
I F ( I ADP . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
WRITE ( IDATR , 85 0 )  
WRITE ( IDATR , 8 6 0 )  
END I F  
ELSE 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 
FORMAT STATEMENT ; 
4 0 0  FORMAT ( 3X , D 1 6 . 6 , 1 0X , F9 . 4 , 1 0X , 6 (D 1 6 . 6 , 3X ) ) 
450 FORMAT ( 3X , D 1 6 . 6 , 10X , 6 (D 1 6 . 6 , 3X ) )  
1 8 5 0  FORMAT ( /  , SX ,  ' Data for vert 1 cal shift f actors : ' , / )  
1 86 0  FORMAT ( 5X , ' ATLG ( ' , I 3 , ' ) = ' , F 1 2 . 3 , 3X , ' TRCP ( ' , I3 , ' ) = ' ,  
+ F 1 2 . 3 ) 















sx ' )  * * '  , / )  
5X , '  * V i s c oelast i c  stress  anal y s i s  f or cross ply * '  , / ,  
5X , '  * comp o s i t e  under opt imal t emperature cool 
5X , '  * do;;<n . 
* ) , I '  
* ' , I '  
5X , '  * ( w ith horizontal and vert ical shift factor s )  * '  , / ,  
5X , '  * * ' , I ,  
5X , '  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  , // )  
FORMAT ( 5X , ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  , / ,  
5X ' )  * 
5X ' )  * 
5X , '  * 
5X , '  * 
5X ' )  * 
* ) , I '  
Vis coelast i c  stress  anal y s i s  for cross  ply * '  , / ,  
compo s it e  under opt imal temperature cool * '  , / ,  
down . * ' , I ,  
( with horizontal and vertical shift f actors ) * '  , / ,  
5X , '  * * ' , I ,  
+ 5X , '  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  , // )  
9 1 0  FORMAT ( /// , 5X , ' General Purpos e  Adapt ive  Rul e ; DQDAG ' )  
9 1 5  FORMAT ( /// , 5X , ' G eneral Purpos e  Adapt ive  Rule End P o int ' ,  
+ '  S ingular ity ; DQDAGS ' )  
650  FORMAT ( /// , 5X , ' *** E N G INEERING  DATA * * * ' , / ,  
+5X , ' R  ( Mat erial Const ant ) = ' , F 1 6 . 6 , / ,  
+5X , ' Glass  trans i t i on t emperature ( d e g )  ' , F 16 . 6 , / ,  
+ 5X , ' Ult imat e stre s s , longitudinal ( ks i )  ' , F 16 . 6 , / ,  
+ 5X , ' transverse  ( k s i )  = ' , F 16 . 6 , / ,  
+5X , ' Ult imat e strain , longitud inal ( in/in)  ' , F 16 . 6 , / ,  
+5X , ' transverse  ( in/in)  ' , F 1 6 . 6 ) , / )  
6 5 5  FORMAT ( // , 5X , ' *  * * 
+ ' For t emperature range between 23 deg AND 125 deg ; ' , / , 5X , 
+ ' Thermal expan s i on coeff i c i ent , longitud inal ( /  deg C ) =  . 5  E-6 ' , / , 5X ,  
+ '  transver s e  ( /  deg C ) =  30 E-6 ' , / ,  
Effec t s  of n on iwiform uys t a ll init.1 
+I I , 5X , ' * * * '  , 
+ ' For t emperature range between 1 25 deg AND 300 deg ; ' , / , 5X , 
+ ' Thermal expans ion coef f i c i ent , longitudinal ( /  deg C ) =  1 . 0  E-6 ' , / , 5X ,  
+ ' transverse ( /  deg C ) =  75 . E-6 ' , / ) 
* 
850 FORMAT ( / , 5X , ' General purpos e  adapt i v e  rule ( DQDAG ) ' ,  
+ '  i s  u s ed for integrat i on of reduced t imes ' , / / )  
8 6 0  FORMAT ( / , 5X , ' General purpos e  adapt ive rule end poing ' , 
+ '  s ingularity ( DQDAGS )  i s  u s e d  for int egrat ion ' ,  
+ '  of redu c ed t imes ' , / )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE VSTRESS ( NSTEP , T , TEMP , STRESS , DELT , X I , STRTF ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
* Purpos e :  c omput e s  stress  history along the opt imal t emperature 
* 









+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
IMPLI CIT  REAL*8 (A-H , O-Z)  
PARAMETER (NM= 5 0 0 0 , IDATS = 2 2 )  
INTEGER I NUM ( NH )  
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
REAL*8 XI ( NM ) , T ( O : NM ) , TEMP (O : NM ) , STRESS ( O : NM ) , DELT ( N M )  
REAL*8 TIMEM ( O : NM) , TEMPM ( O : NM ) , BSTRESS ( O : NM ) , BSRSS ( 1 0 0 )  
REAL*8 STRESSM ( O : NM ) , FSTRESS ( O : NM ) , FDELT (NM) 
COMMON/DATA /TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMA X , DELTM I N , CHKMIN ,  
+ I ADP , IANS , IH 
COMMON/EBB/ TIMEF , TI , TF , TOL 
COMMON/STRDATA/TO , SLDPE , TG , R , I TERATION 
CALL XQSTR ( NSTEP , T , TEMP , STRESS , DELT , X I , STRTF) 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' FINAL STRESS = ' , STRTF 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input 0 ,  t o  return ' 
PRINT* , '  any numb er , t o  ref ine steps ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I C H G  
I F ( I CH G . EQ . O ) RETURN 
I STR= 1 
CALL REPXY ( DELT , FDELT , NSTEP 
CALL REPXY ( STRESS , FSTRESS , NSTEP 
CALL REPXY ( STRESS , B STRESS , NSTEP 
C CALL BRUBUD ( N STEP , IPRT , DELTP , DELT , T , TEMP )  
c 
1 0 0  PRINT* , '  I nput 1 ,  t o  ref ine from original O . T . P  ' 
PRINT* , '  0 ,  previous D . T . P  ' 
+ + 




+ + + + 
1 ;)(j 












READ ( 5 , * )  IPATH 
PRINT* , '  1 ,  
PRINT* , '  2 ,  
t o  change t ime int ervals f or whole o . t . p ' 
partly ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  I CHG 
I F ( IPATH . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
CALL BRUBUD ( NSTEP , IPRT , DELTP , DELT , T , TEMP ) 
CALL BRUBUD (KSTEP , IPRT , DELTP , DELT , TI MEM , TEMPM ) 
END IF  




WRITE ( 6 , 66 6 )  
I NTV= 1 5  
IF ( IPATH . EQ . 1 ) THEN 




CALL PPFILE (TIMEM , TEMPM , STRESSM , DELT , 6 , I NTV , NEWSTP ) 
END IF 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input any number to  cont inue ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  I CONT 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input 1 to s e e  Data for specif i c  s t ep s  ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I S I  
777 IF ( IS I . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
PRINT* , '  Input number of s t eps to s e e . ' 
READ ( S , * )  NSTP 
PRINT* , '  Input number of data to s e e . ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  I NTV 
WRITE ( 6 , 6 6 6 )  
I F ( IPATH . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
CALL PPFILE ( T , TEMP , FSTRESS , FDELT , 6 , I NTV , NSTP ) 
ELSE 
CALL PPFILE (TIMEM , TEMPM , STRESSM , D ELT , 6 , I NTV , NSTP ) 
END IF 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input 1 cont inue to s e e  Data any s p e c i f i c  s t ep 
1 5 1  









c c  
c 
READ ( 5 , * ) I S I  
IF ( I SI . EQ . 1 ) GOTO 777 
END IF 




PRINT* , '  . . . . .  Input prop o s ed Max imum T ime Int erval ; 
READ ( 5 , * )  DELTP 
PRINT* , 1 • • • • •  Input s p e c i f i c  number of step to be ref ined ; ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I STEP 
END IF 
I F ( I PATH . EQ . O ) THEN 
CALL REPXY ( TIMEM , T , NE�STP ) 
CALL REPXY (TEMP , TEMPM , NE�STP ) 
END IF 
CALL XQMOD ( NEI�STP , KSTEP , I STEP , INUM , DELTP , T ,  TEMP , TIM EM , 
+ TEMPM , DELT ) 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Prev ious total number of s t eps is 
PRINT* , '  New number of s t eps i s  
PRINT* 
PRINT* 
' , NE�!STP 
' , KSTEP 
PRINT* , '  Input 1 to print data for modif ied t ime int erval s . '  
READ ( 5 , * )  IPRT 
I F ( I PRT . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
INTV=ISTEP 
WRITE ( IDATS , 65 0 )  
CALL PDSFILE ( T , TIMEM , TEMP , TEMPM , INUM , I DATS , INTV , I STEP , KSTEP ) 
I NTV=KSTEP 
WRITE ( IDATS , 66 0 )  
CALL PSFILE ( TI MEM , TEMPM , D ELT , IDATS , INTV , KSTEP ) 
END IF 
PRINT* , '  To try another , hit 1 '  
READ ( 5 , * )  ICONT 
I F ( ICDNT . EQ . 1 ) GOTO 100 
CALL XQSTR (KSTEP , TIMEM , TEMPM , STRESSM , DELT , XI , STRTF)  
PRINT* 
IF ( ICHG . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' FINAL STRESS ' , STRTF 
ELSE 
} .)R 
Effec t s  o{ n on u n iform rrysta llin ity 
c 
c 
IK= I NUM ( I STEP ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 66 9 )  I STEP , STRESSM ( IK )  
END I F  
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input 1 to s e e  Str e s s e s  at spe cif i c  s t ep s  ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  I S I  








PRINT* , '  NUMBER OF STEPS IS ' ,  KSTEP 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  I nput Number of Steps to s ee . ' 
READ ( S , * )  NSTP 
PRINT* , '  Input Number of  Data to  s e e . ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  INTV 
WRITE ( 6 , 66 6 )  
CALL PPFILE ( T I MEM , TEMPM , STRESSM , DELT , 6 , INTV , NSTP) 
PRI NT* 
PRINT* , '  To pr int SCREEN , input 1 '  
READ ( 5 , * )  I P 
IF ( IP . EQ . 1 ) TH Di 
WRITE ( IDATS , 66 6 )  
CALL PPFILE ( TIMEM , TEMPM , STRESS M , DELT , IDATS , INTV , NSTP ) 
END IF  
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input 1 to  see Str e s s e s  at spe c if i c  s t eps ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  I S I  
I F ( I S I . EQ . 1 ) G OTO  8 8 8  
END IF  
CALL CHGSTR( STRESS M , STRESS , INUM , NSTEP , KSTEP ) 
CALL XQSRSS  ( BSTRES S , STRESS , SRSS , N STEP 
BSRSS ( ISTR) =SRSS 
WRITE ( 6 , 67 0 )  ISTR 
WRITE ( IDATS , 67 0 )  I STR 
D O  701 K = 1 , I STR 
WRITE ( 6 , 67 5  ) K ,  BSRS S ( K )  
WRITE ( IDATS , 67 5 )  K , BSRS S ( K )  
7 0 1  CONTINUE 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input any number t o  cont inue ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  I CONT 
INTV = 1 0  
WRITE ( 6 , 60 1 )  I STR 
WRITE ( IDATS , 60 1 )  I STR 
1 59 











I F ( INTV . GT . NSTEP B ) INTV=NSTEPB 
CALL PFILE ( T , FSTRESS , STRESS , 6 , INTV , NSTEPB ) 
CALL PFILE ( T , FSTRESS , STRESS , IDATS , INTV , NSTEP B )  
7 7 8  PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input 1 to  see specif i c  s t eps ' 
READ ( S , * ) I S I  
IF ( I S I . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
PRINT* , '  Input Number of Step s  to s ee . ' 
READ ( S ,  * )  NSTP 
PRINT* , '  Input Number of Data t o  s e e . ' 
READ ( S , * ) I NTV 
WRITE ( 6 , 66 6 )  
CALL PPFILE ( T , TEMP , STRESS , DELT , 6 , I NTV , NSTP ) 
PRINT* 
ELSE 
PRINT* , '  Input 1 cont i nue to s e e  any specif i c  s t ep 
READ ( S , * ) I CONT 
IF ( I CO NT . EQ . 1 ) GOTO 778 
END IF 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Input 0 ,  t o  return ' 
PRINT* , ' 1 ,  t o  change t ime intervals ' 
READ ( S ,  * )  I CHG 
I F ( ICH G . EQ . O) RETURN 
CALL REPXY ( STRESS , BSTRESS , N STEP ) 
I STR= I STR+ 1 
GOTO 1 0 0  
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 
FORMAT 
6 0 1  FORMAT ( / , 10X , ' NUMBER OF  I TERATI O N = ' , IS , // ,  
+ lOX , ' TIME ' , 1 3X , ' STRESS ' , 1 0X , ' STRES S '  , / )  
6 2 0  FORMAT ( / , 10X , ' TIME ' , 10X , ' TEMPARATURE ' , l OX , ' STRESS ' , / )  
6 3 0  FORMAT ( / , SX , ' NOS ' , 10X , ' TIME ' , 1 0X , ' TEMPARATURE ' / ) 
6 S O  FORMAT ( / , 10X , ' TIME ' , 1 3X , ' TIME ( M OD ) ' , SX , ' TEMPERATURE ' ,  
+ 6X , ' TEMPERATURE ( MOD ) ' , / )  
6 6 0  FORMAT ( / , 10X , ' TIME ' , 10X , ' TEMPARATURE ' , 1 0X , ' DELT ' , / ,  
+ 2SX , ' MODIFIED ' )  
6 6 6  FORMAT ( / , SX , ' NO S ' , 1 0X , ' TIME ' , l O X , ' TEMPARATURE ' ,  
+ 1 0 X , ' STRESS ' , 1 0X , ' DELT ' , / )  
6 6 9  FORMAT ( / , SX , ' *  S t r e s s  at ' , IS , ' th s t ep i s  ' , F 1 2 . 3 , // )  
6 7 0  FORMAT ( / , SX , ' Number of it erat i on = ' , I S , // , 
1 60 
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+SX , ' ITERATI ON ' , 1 0X , ' SQ . ROOT OF SQ . SUM ' , / )  





* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE X QSTR ( NSTEP , T , TEMP , STRESS , DELT , XI , STRTF ) 










IMPLI C I T  REAL*8 (A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NM=5000)  
REAL*8 X I ( NM ) , T ( O : NM )  , TEMP (O : NM ) , STRESS ( O : NM ) , DELT (NM)  
C OMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTM I N , CHKMI N ,  
+ I ADP , IANS , IH 
COMMON/EBB/ TIMEF , TI , TF , TOL 
COMMON/STRDATA/TO , SLO?E , TG , R , I TERATION 
S I GMA=ODO 
STRES S ( O ) = S I GMA 
TEMPA=TI 
TEMPE= TEMP ( 1 )  
EPSTF= 1D-6 
S I GMA=R*ET ( EPSTF ) * ( 75D-6- 1D-6 ) * (TEMPA-TEMP B ) * 1000 . /6 . 895 
STRESS ( 1 ) = S I GMA 
S A = S I GMA 
X I ( i ) =ODO 
D O  40 I = 1 , NSTEP-1 
XA=T ( I )  
X B =T ( I + 1 )  
TA=TEMP ( I )  
TB=TEMP ( I + 1 )  
CALL CXISTR ( X X X )  
X I ( I + i ) =X I ( I ) +XXX 
N = I  
ENTEGRAL= O . O  
D O  30  J = l , N 
X = X I ( N ) - X I ( J )  
XK=TEMP ( J +  1 )  
X J=TEMP ( J )  
TK=T ( J+ 1 ) 
T J =T ( J )  
D ELTJ=TK-TJ 
DELT ( J ) =DELTJ 
] 6 ]  










I F ( X . LT . lD-6)  X = 1D-6 
DTDT= ( XK-X J ) / ( TK-T J )  
SLOPE= -CTDT 
I F ( IH . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
VDEV= ( l . /VA T ( XK ) - 1 . /VAT ( X J ) ) / (TK-TJ)  
SLOPE= - ( VDEV* ( XK-TEMP A ) +DTDT/VAT ( XK ) )  
END I F  
30  ENTEGRAL = ENTEGRAL +ET ( X ) *DELTJ*SLDPE* (ALPAT ( X J ) -ALPAL ( X J ) )  
I F ( IH . EQ . 2 ) THEN 
ENTEGRAL = ENTEGRAL/VAT ( TB )  
END I F  
S I GMA=ENTEGRAL 
X =X I ( N )  
I F ( X . LE . l D - 6 )  X= 1D-6 
S IGMA=ET ( X ) * ( 75D-6- 1D-6 ) * (TEMPA-TEMPB ) +SIGMA 
S I GMA=R* S I GMA* i 000 . /6 . 895 
STRESS ( I + 1 ) =SI GMA 
40 CONTINUE 
TEMPA= TEMP ( N STEP ) 
TEMPB=30 . 
EPSTF= 1D-6 
STRTF=STRESS ( NSTEP )  
STR=R*ET ( EPSTF ) * (30D-6- . 5D-6 ) * ( TEMPA-TEMPB ) * 1 000 . /6 . 895 
ETF=ET (EPSTF) 
STRTF=STRTF+STR 
STRES S ( NSTEPT : 1 =STRTF 
T (N STEP+ 1 ) =T ( NSTEP ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECI S I ON FUNCTION ALPAT ( T )  
* + + + + + 
* 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ 
* Purpo s e :  int erpolat e the t emperature dependent coef f i c i ent of + 
* t emperature expan s i on at 90 degree direct ion + 
* + 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
IMPLICIT REAL*S ( A-H , O - Z )  




EffecT s  of n on u niform crys r allin i ry 
c 
* 
ALPATM= ( ALPATP+ALPATN ) / 2 . 
ALPATO=ALPATM-ALPATN 
CONSTA=-3 . * ALPAT0/2 . 
CONSTB= ALPAT0/2 . 
I F ( T . LE . 1 24DO )  THEN 
ALPAT=ALPATP 
ALPAT=ALPATN 
ELSEIF ( T . GE . 1 26DO)  THEN 
ELSE 
ALPAT=ALPATM+CONSTA* (T-TG) +CONSTB* ( T-TG ) * (T-TG) * ( T-TG )  
END I F  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PREC I SI ON FUNCTION  ALPA L ( T )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* + 
* Purpos e : int erpolat e the t emperature dep endent coeff i c i ent of + 
* t emperature expan s ion at 90 degree d irect ion + 
* + 




IMPLICIT REAL•S ( A-H , O-Z ) 
TG= 125DO 
ALPALN= lD-6  
ALPALP= . SD-6 
ALPALM= ( ALPALP+ALPALN ) / 2 . 
ALPALO=ALPALM-ALPALN 
CONSTA=-3 . * ALPAL0/2 . 
CONSTB= ALPAL0/2 . 
I F ( T . LE . 124DO) THEN 
ALPAL=ALPALP 
ALPAL=ALPALN 
ELSEI F ( T . GE . 1 26DO)  THEN 
ELSE 




* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE CXISTR ( X )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
I MPLICIT REAL• S ( A-H , O-Z ) 
COMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGA L , DELTMAX , DELTM I N , CHKMIN ,  
+ I ADP , IANS , IH 
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c 
c 
COMMON/STRDATA/TO , SLOPE , TG , R , ITERATION 
EXTERNAL CAT , AT , DQDAG , DQDAGS , VAT 




ERROR in CXI STR Rout ine XA  
IF (XA . EQ . XB )  THEN 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * )  ' XA = ' , XA , ' XB=  ' , XB 
STOP 
XB ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' 
WRITE ( 6 , * ) ' 
STOP 
ELSEIF ( TA . EQ . TB )  THEN 
ERROR in CXI STR Rout ine ; TA = TB ' 
TA = ' , TA , ' TB= ' , TB 
END IF 
C -----> CALCULATE THE REDUCED T I ME 
c 
* 
IF ( IADP . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
CALL DQDAG (CAT , XA , XB , ERRABS , ERRREL , IRULE , X , ERRES T )  
ELSE 
CALL DQDAGS ( CAT , XA , XB , ERRABS , ERRREL , X , ERREST) 
END I F  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PREC I S I O N  FUNCTION CAT ( X )  





IMPLICIT REAL*S ( A-H , O-Z)  
COMMON/STRDATA/TO , SLOPE , TG , R , ITERATION 
COMMON/DATA/TA , TB , XA , XB , DTEGAL , DELTMAX , DELTMIN , CHKMIN ,  
+ IADP , IANS , IH 
COMMON/EBB/ TIMEF , TI , TF , TOL 
EXTERNAL AT , SAT , DCSVAL 
T= (TB-TA ) / ( XB-XA) * ( X-XA ) +TA 
AFUNCL= ATL ( T )  
AFUNC = AT ( T , AFUNCL)  
RCAT=AFUNC 
CAT=1 . /RCAT 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PREC I S I O N  FUNCTION ET ( T )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
1G4 
Effects of n o n u n iform cr.vs t a llini t y  
IMPLI C I T  REAL*8 ( A-H , O-Z ) 
C PARAMETER ( MM = 2 9 )  
PARAMETER ( MM=25 ) 
c 
REAL*8 E ( MM ) , TLG ( MM )  
c 
C DATA E/9 . 1 7 , 9 . 1 3 , 9 . 1 0 , 9 . 06 , 9 . 02 , 8 . 98 , 8 . 77 , 8 . 44 , 7 . 89 , 7 . 32 ,  
c +6 . 76 , 6 . 37 , 5 . 98 , 5 . 74 , 5 . 70 , 5 . 65 , 5 . 60 , 5 . 40 , 5 . 1 0 , 4 . 60 , 4 . 20 , 3 . 70 ,  
c + 3 . 20 , 2 . 70 , 2 . 30 , 1 . 80 , 1 . 35 , . 80 , 0 . 0/ 
C DATA TLG/-6 .  , -5 .  , -4 .  , -3 . , -2 .  , - 1 .  , 0 .  , 1 .  , 2 .  , 3 .  , 4 .  , 5 .  , 6 .  , 7 . , 
c +8 . , 9 .  , 1 0 . , 1 1 .  , 1 2 .  , 1 3 . , 1 4 . , 1 5 .  , 16 . , 17 . , 1 8 .  , 1 9 . , 20 . , 2 1 . , 22 . I 
c 






DATA E/9 . 1 7 , 9 . 1 3 , 9 . 1 0 , 9 . 06 , 9 . 02 , 8 . 98 , 8 . 77 , 8 . 44 , 7 . 89 , 7 . 32 ,  
+6 . 76 , 6 . 37 , 5 . 98 , 5 . 74 , 5 . 40 , 5 . 22 , 5 . 00 , 4 . 70 , 4 . 40 , 3 . 95 , 3 . 40 , 2 . 25 ,  
+2 . 00 , 1 . 1 0 , 0 . 0/ 
DATA TLG/ - 6 . , - 5 . , -4 . , -3 . , - 2 .  , - 1 . , 0 .  , 1 .  , 2 .  , 3 .  , 4 .  , 5 .  , 6 .  , 7 .  , 
+8 . , 9 .  , 1 0 .  , 1 1 .  , 12 . , 1 3 .  , 14 .  , 1 5 .  , 1 6 .  , 1 7 .  , 1 8 . / 
TT=DLOG 1 0 ( T )  
I F ( TT . LE . TLG ( 1 ) ) THEN 
ET=E ( 1 )  
RETURN 
ET=E ( M M )  
RETURN 
END IF  
DO 1 0  I = 2 ,  MM  
ELSE I F ( TT . GE . TLG ( MM ) ) THEN 
I F ( TT . GT . TLG ( I - 1 ) . AND . TT . LE . TLG ( I ) )  THEN 
ET= ( E ( I ) -E ( I- 1 ) ) / (TLG ( I ) -TLG ( I - 1 ) ) * (TT-TLG ( I- 1 ) ) +E ( I- 1 )  
RETURN 
END IF  
1 0  CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE ALPAC S ( CSCDEFN , BREAKN , I BREAK N )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* + 
* Purpos e : generate cub i c  spline interpolat ion funct ion of t emperature + 
* dep endent parameter alpa + 
* + 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
IMPLI C I T  REAL* 8 ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NDATA=6) 
REAL*S BREAK N ( 2*NDATA ) , CSCOEFN ( 4 , 2*NDATA ) , FDATA ( ND ATA ) ,  
J ().j  
Efl('rt  s of non u niform cryst alli u i t.' '  
c 
* 
+ XDATA ( NDATA ) 
EXTERNAL DCSCON 
DATA XDATA/24 . 4 1 1 , 44 . 264 , 74 . 4 1 2 , 9 1 . 323 , 1 03 . 088 , 1 20 . 00/  
DATA FDATA/ . 1 1 8 ,  . 1 1 8 , . 1 1 8 , . 146 , . 1 7 1 , . 239/ 
CALL DCSCON ( ND ATA , XDATA , FDATA , IBREAKN , BREAKN , CSCD EFN ) 
RETL'RN' 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE OCTAC S ( CSCOEFM , BREAKM , IBREAKM ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* + 
* Purpo s e :  generate cub i c  spline int erpolat ion funct ion of t emperature + 
* dependent paramet er octa + 
* + 




IMPLICIT REAL* 8 ( A - H , O-Z ) 
P ARAMETER ( MDATA=3) 
REAL*8 BREAKM ( 2*MDATA ) , CSCOEFM ( 4 , 2*MDATA ) , FDATA ( MDATA ) ,  
+ XDATA ( MDATA) 
EXTERN'AL DCSCON  
DATA XDATA/20 . 00 , 8 6 . 1 76 , 1 2 0 . 00/  
DATA FDATA/3 1 . 42 , 30 . 00 , 1 7 . 857/ 
CALL DCSCON ( MD ATA , XDATA , FDATA , IBREAKM , BREAKM , CSCOEFM) 
RETURN' 
EN'D 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I S I ON FUNCTION VAT ( T )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 





* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLI C I T  REAL*S ( A- H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( M = 3 )  
REAL*S ATLG ( M ) , TRCP ( M )  
COMMON'/VATDATA/ATLG , TRCP 
COMMON'/DEBU G 1 /  TEMP 1 , VATL 1 , VA T 1  
y = T 
I F ( Y . GE . TRCP ( 1 ) )  THEN 
VAT= ( ATLG ( 1 ) -ATLG ( 2 ) ) / (TRCP ( 1 ) -TRCP ( 2 ) ) * ( Y-TRCP ( 2 ) ) +ATLG ( 2 )  
TEMP 1 =Y 
VATL1 =VAT 
VAT= 1 0 . **VAT 
VAT1 =VAT 
1 (j(j 





VAT=ATLG ( M )  
TEMP 1 = Y  
VATL1 =VAT 
VAT= 1 0 . **VAT 
VAT1 =VAT 
RETURN 
END IF  
D O  1 0  I = 1 ,  M-1  
ELSEIF ( Y . LT . TRCP (M) ) THEN 
I F ( Y . LT . TRCP ( I ) . AND . Y . GE . TRCP ( I + 1 ) )  THEN 
VAT= ( ATLG ( I ) -ATLG ( I+ 1 ) ) / ( TRCP ( I ) -TRCP ( I + 1 ) ) * ( Y-TRCP ( I+ 1 ) ) +  
+ATLG ( I + 1 )  
TEMP 1 = Y  
VATL1 =VAT 




1 0  CONTINUE 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PREC I SI O N  FUNCTI ON HT ( T )  




IMPL I C I T  REAL*S ( A-H , O- Z )  
EXTERNAL VAT 
COMMON/DEBUG2/TEMP 2 , VAT2 , HT2 
HT= 1 . /VAT ( T )  
TEMP2=T 




* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PRE C I S I O N  FUNCTION DTDHT ( T )  




IMPLI CIT REAL*S ( A- H , O- Z )  
EXTERNAL VAT , DTDVAT 
COMMON/DEBUG3/TEMP 3 , DTDHT3 , VAT3 , DTDVAT3 
DTDHT= - 1 . /VAT ( T ) /VAT (T) *DTDVAT ( T) 
TEMP3=T 
l (j j  
Effect ." of n o n u niform crys t a llin i ty 
* 
DTDHT3=DTDHT 
VAT3=VAT ( T )  
DTDVAT3=DTDVAT ( T )  
HE TURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I S ION FUNCTION DTDVAT ( T )  





I MPLICIT  REAL*S (A-H , O-Z ) 
EXTERNAL DTDLVT , VAT 
C OMMON/DEBUG4/TEMP4 , DTDVAT4 , DTDLVT4 , VAT4 
DTDVAT=DTDLVT ( T ) *VAT (T) *DLOG ( 10DO ) 
TEMP4=T 
DTDVAT4=DTDVAT 
DTDLVT4=DTDLVT ( T )  
VAT4=VA T ( T )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE P RECISION FUNCTION DTDLVT ( T )  






IMPLI C I T  REAL*S (A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER (M=3 ) 
REAL*S ATLG ( M ) , TRCP ( M )  
C OMMON/VATDATA/ATLG , TRCP 
COMMON/DEBUGS/TEMPS , DTDLVTS 
y = T 
I F ( Y . GE . TRCP ( 1 ) )  THEN 




ELSEIF ( Y . LT . TRCP ( M ) ) THEN 




END IF  
D O  1 0  I = 1 ,  M- 1 
I F ( Y . LT . TRCP ( I ) . AND . Y . GE . TRCP ( I+1 ) )  THEN 
DTDLVT= ( ATLG ( I ) -ATLG ( I+ 1 ) ) / (TRCP ( I ) -TRCP ( I+ 1 ) )  






1 0  CONTI NUE 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECI SI ON FUNCTION DT2DHT ( T )  






IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H , O-Z ) 
COMMON/DEBUG6/TEMP6 , VAT6 , DT2DVT6 , DTDVt.T6 , DT2DHT6 , DLEFT , DRITE 
DLEFT=2 . /VAT ( T ) /VAT ( T ) /VAT ( T ) *DTDVAT ( T )  
DRITE=- 1 . /VAT ( T ) /VAT ( T) *DT2DVT (T)  
DT2DHT=DLEFT+DRITE 
TEMP6=T 
VAT6=VAT ( T )  
DT2DVT6=DT2DVT ( T )  




* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECI S I O N  FUNCTION DT2DVT ( T )  






IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H , O-Z)  
COMMON/DEBUG7/TEMP7 , DT2DVT7 , DTDLVT7 , DTDVAT7 
DT2DVT=DTDLVT ( T ) *DTDVAT ( T ) *DLOG ( 1 0D O )  
TEMP7=T 
DT2DVT7=DT2DVT 
DTDLVT7=DTDLVT ( T )  
DTDVAT7=DTDVAT ( T )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECISI ON FUNCTION SATS ( T , S IGMA , S I GMAF , SIGMAS ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* + 
* Purpo s e : interpolat e the stres s - induced nonlinear parameter ' ' as ' '  + 
* + 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
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IMPLICIT REAL* S ( A-H , O - Z )  
COMMON/OCT/OCTSHR , OCTA 
I F ( OCTSHR . GT . OCTA) THEN 
SATS = GS (T , S I GMA , S I GMAF , SIGMA S )  * SAT ( T , SI GMA ) +  
& GF ( T , S I GMA , S I GMAF) * SATF ( T , S IGMA , S I GMAF) 
RETURN 
SATS = ODO 
RETURN 
END IF  
END 
ELSE 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I S I ON FUNCTION SATF ( T , SIGMA , S IGMAF) 






IMPLICIT REAL*S ( A - H , O - Z )  
COMMON/OCT/OCTSHR , OCTA 
I F ( OCTSHR . GT . OCTA) THEN 




END IF  
END 
ELSE 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I SI O N  FUNCTION S AT ( T , SIGMA)  





IMPLICIT REAL*S ( A-H , O - Z )  
PARAMETER ( NDATA=6 , MDATA = 3 )  
REAL*8 BREAKN ( 2*NDATA ) , CSCOEFN ( 4 , 2 * NDATA) 
REAL*8 BREAK M ( 2 *MDATA ) , CSCOEFM ( 4 , 2* MDATA) 
COMMON/CSN/CSCOEFN , BREAK N , I BREAKN 
COMMON/CSM/CSCOEFM , BREAKM , IBREAKM 
COMMON/OCT/OCTSHR , OCTA 
EXTERNAL DCSVAL 
N INTVN=IBREAK N - 1  
N INTVM= IBREAKM- 1 
SATOL=-5 
1 10 
Effects  o{ n o n u niform crys t allinity 
c - --------> 
c 
CONVERT STRESS UNIT TO MPA FROM K S I  
OCTSHR=DABS (SIGMA ) *6 . 895  









OCTSHR= 6 . 00** . 5 * DCTSHR/3 . 
I F ( T . GT . 1 2 0 . 0 )  THEN 
ALPA= ( . 239- . 1 1 9 ) * ( T-74 . 4 1 2 ) / ( 1 2 0 . -74 . 4 1 2 ) + . 1 1 9  
I F ( ALPA . GE . 0 . 65 )  ALPA=0 . 65 
OCTA= ( 1 7 . 857-30 . 00 ) * ( T-86 . 17 6 ) / ( 1 20 . -86 . 176 ) +30 . 000 
I F ( O CTA . LE . 17 . 857)  OCTA= 1 7 . 857 
ELSEIF ( T . LT . 20 . 0 )  THEN 
ALPA= . 1 1 8  
OCTA=3 1 . 42 
ALPA=DCSVAL (T , N INTVN , BREAKN , CSCOEFN )  
OCTA=DCSVAL (T , NI NTVM , BREAKM , CSCOEFM ) 
END I F  
I F ( OCTSHR . GT . OCTA) THEN 
CSAT=-ALPA* ( O CTSHR-OCTA ) 
PARTA6 = O CTSHR-OCTA 
I F ( CSAT . GE . 85 . 00 )  THEN 
WRITE ( 1 1 , 67 0 )  CSAT 
STOP 
END I F  
S AT=DEXP ( CSAT) 
RETURN 
ELSE 
SAT= 1 D O  
RETURN 
END I F  
---------> FORMAT : 
ELSE 
670 FORMAT ( 5X , ' *  WARN ING---CSAT I S  GREATER THAN 87 . 49 ' )  
650 FORMAT ( 5X , ' CS AT= ' , D 1 6 . 6 , 5X , ' SAT= ' , D 16 . 6 ) 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I S I O N  FUNCTION GF ( T , S I GMA , S I GMAF)  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
IMPLI C IT REAL* 8 ( A- H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NDATA=6 , MDATA = 3 )  
REAL*8 BREAKN ( 2*NDATA ) , CSCOEFN ( 4 , 2 * NDATA) 
REAL*8 BREAKM ( 2*MDATA ) , CSCOEFM ( 4 , 2 * MDATA) 
COMMON/CSN/ CS COEFN , BREAKN , IBREAKN 
1 1 1  
Effects of n on u n iform crys ta llin i ty 
C H G  
c 
COMMON/CSM/CSCDEFM , BREAKM , IBREAKM 
EXTERNAL D C SVAL , DCSDER 
N INTVN= IBREAKN- 1 
N INTVM= I BREAKM - 1  
c ---------> 
c 
CONVERT STRESS UNIT TO MPA FROM K S I  








OCTSHR =DAB S ( S IGMA ) *6 . 895  
DCTSHR = 6 . 00 * * . 5*0CTSHR/3 . 
OCTSHRF =DABS ( S IGMAF ) *6 . 895  
OCTSHRF = 6 . 00 * * . 5*0CTSHRF/3 .  
I F (T . GT . 1 20 . 0 )  THEN 
ALPA= ( . 239- . 1 1 9 ) * (T-74 . 4 1 2 ) / ( 1 20 . -74 . 4 1 2 ) + . 1 1 9 
ALPAF = ( . 239- . 1 1 9 ) / ( 12 0 . -74 . 4 1 2 )  
I F ( ALPA . GE . 0 . 65 )  ALPA= 0 . 65 
OCTA= ( 1 7 . 857-3 0 . 00 ) * ( T-86 . 17 6 ) / ( 1 20 . -86 . 1 7 6 ) +30 . 000  
OCTAF = ( 1 7 . 857-30 . 00 ) / ( 1 20 . 0-86 . 17 6 )  
I F ( OCTA . LE . 1 7 . 85 7 )  THEN 
OCTA= 1 7 . 857 
OCTAF=ODO 
END IF  
ELSEIF (T . LT . 20 . 0 ) THEN 
ALPA= . 1 1 8  
OCTA= 3 1 . 42 
ALPAF=ODO 
OCTAF=ODO 
ALPA=DCSVAL (T , NI NTVN , BREAKN , CSCOEFN ) 
ALPAF=DCSDER ( ! , T , NI NTVN , BREAKN , CSCOEF N )  
OCTA=DCSVAL (T , NI NTVM , BREAKM , CSCOEFM ) 
OCTAF=DCSDER ( 1 , T , NINTVM , BREAKM , CSCOEFM) 
END IF  
ELSE 
I F ( OCTSHR . GT . OCTA) THEN 





END IF  
Elm 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PRECI S I O N  FUNCTION GS ( T , S I GMA , SI GMAF , SI GM A S )  
1 1 2 
Effects of n on u niform cryst a llin i ry 




IMPLI C IT REAL* B ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NDATA=6 , MDATA = 3 )  
REAL* B BREAKN ( 2*NDATA ) , CSCOEFN ( 4 , 2*NDATA ) 
REAL* B  B REAKM ( 2*MDATA ) , CSCOEFM ( 4 , 2*MDATA ) 
C OMMON/CSN/CSCOEFN , BREAKN , IBREAKN 
COMMON/CSM/CSCOEFM , BREAKM , IBREAKM 
EXTERNAL D C SVAL , DCSDER 
N I NTVN = I B REAKN- 1 
NINTVM= I B REAKM- 1 
C----> CONVERT STRESS UNIT TO MPA FROM K S I  HERE 







OCTSHR = D AB S ( S I GMA ) *6 . 895  
OCTSHR =6 . 0 0 * * . 5* 0CTSHR/3 . 
OCTSHRF=DAB S ( S I GMAF) *6 . 895  
OCTSHRF= 6 . 00* * . 5*0CTSHRF/3 . 
OCTSHRS=DAB S ( S I GMAS ) * 6 . 895  
OCTSHRS= 6 . 00** . 5*0CTSHRS/3 . 
I F ( T . GT . 1 2 0 . 0 ) THEN 
ALPA= ( . 239- . 1 1 9 ) * (T-74 . 4 1 2 ) / ( 1 2 0 . -74 . 4 1 2 ) + . 1 19  
ALPAF = ( . 239- . 1 1 9 ) / ( 120 . -74 . 4 1 2 )  
ALPAS =ODO 
I F ( ALPA . GE . 0 . 6 5 ) ALPA= 0 . 65 
OCTA= ( 1 7 . 857-30 . 00 ) * (T-86 . 17 6 ) / ( 1 20 . -86 . 1 7 6 ) +30 . 000  
OCTAF ( 1 7 . 857-30 . 00 ) / ( 120 . 0-86 . 17 6 )  
OCTAS = ODO 
I F (O C TA . LE . 17 . 85 7 )  THEN 
OCTA= 1 7 . 8 5 7  
O CTAF=OD O 
OCTAS=ODO 
END IF  
ELSEIF ( T . LT . 20 . 0 ) THEN 
ALPA=0 . 1 1 8  





ALPA=DCSVAL (T , NI NTVN , BREAK N , CSCOEFN ) 
OCTA=DCSVAL ( T , NINTVM , BREAKM , CS COEFM) 
ELSE 
1 13 






ALPAF=DCSDER ( l , T , N INTVN , BREAKN , CSCOEFN ) 
OCTAF=DCSDER ( l , T , NINTVM , BREAKM , CSCOEFM) 
ALPAS=DCSDER ( 2 , T ,  N I !nVN , BREAKN , CSCOEFN ) 
OCTA S=DCSDER ( 2 , T , NINTVM , BREAKM , CSCOEFM ) 
El/DIF 
I F ( OCTSHR . GT . OCTA) THEN 
GS=-ALPA S * ( OCTSHR-OCTA ) -2 . *ALPAF* ( O CTSHRF-OCTAF) -




END I F  
END 
ELSE 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I S I ON FUNCTION AT (TEMP , AFUNCL) 





IMPL I C I T  REAL*8 (A-H , O-Z)  
P ARAMETER ( NDATA=SOOO)  
REAL*8 BREAK ( 2 * NDATA ) , CSCOEF ( 4 , 2*NDATA)  
COMMON/STRDATA/TO , SLOPE , TG , R , ITERATION 
COMMON/CCC/  B REAK , CSCOEF , N INTV , JDBUG 
EXTERNAL D CSVAL 
I F ( I TERATION . EQ . l ) THEN 
AT = AFUNCL 
RETURN 
S I G X  D CSVAL ( TEMP , N INTV , BREAK , CSCOEF) 






* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PREC I S I ON FUNCTION ATFL ( TEMP , AFUNC L )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
I MP L I C I T  REAL* 8 ( A-H , O-Z)  
c 
ATFL=DA T ( TEMP ) *FDKT (TEMP ) *AFUNCL*DLOG ( 10DO )  
c 
RETURN 
Effects of n on u niform cryst allin ity 
END 
* 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCT I ON ATF ( TEMP , AFUNCL , ADERFL ) 






IMPLICIT REAL*B ( A-H , O-Z )  
PARAMETER ( NDATA=5000)  
REAL*B  BREAK (2*NDATA ) ,  CSCOEF ( 4 , 2 * NDATA ) 
COMMON/STRDATA/TO , SLOPE , TG , R , ITERATION 
COMMON/CCC/ BREAK , CSCOEF , N I NTV , JDBUG 
EXTERNAL DCSDER , DCSVAL 
IF ( ITERATION . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
ATF = ADERFL 
RETURN 
SIGX = DCSVAL (TEMP , N I NTV , BREAK , CSCOEF) 
S I GXF = DCSDER ( 1 , TEMP , NI NTV , BREAK , CSCOEF) 
ARGA = SAT (TEMP , S IGX)  
ARGB = SATF (TEMP , SIGX , S I GXF) 





* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ATSL (TEMP , AFUNCL)  





IMPLICIT REAL*B (A-H , O- Z )  
ARGA=SDKT (TEMP ) +FDKT (TEMP ) *FDKT (TEMP) *DAT(TEMP) *DLOG ( 10DO ) 
ATSL=DAT (TEMP ) *DLOG ( 1 0DO ) *AFUNCL*ARGA 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ATS ( TEMP , AFUNCL , ADERFL , ADERSL) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL*B (A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER( NDATA=5000) 
REAL*B BREAK ( 2*NDATA ) ,  CSCOEF ( 4 , 2 * NDATA ) 
COMMON/STRDATA/TO , SLOPE , TG , R , ITERATION 
COMMON/CCC/ BREAK , CSCOEF , N I NTV , JDBUG 
COMMON/DBG3/SIGX3 , ARGA3 , DS IGX3 , ARGB3 , FACT3 , SS I G X , ARGC 
1 7.5 






COMMON/DBG3A/ PARTA3 , PARTB3 , PARTC3 , FRA3 , FRB3 , FRC3 
EXTERNAL DCSDER , DCSVAL 






DCSVA L (TEMP , N INTV , BREAK , CSCOEF) 
D C SDER ( l , TEMP , NI NTV , B REAK , CSCOEF)  
D C SDER ( 2 , TEMP , NINTV , BREAK , CS COEF) 
ARGA = SAT ( TEMP , SI GX )  
ARGB SATF ( TEMP , SIGX , SI GXF ) 
ARGC SATS (TEMP , SIGX , SI GXF , SI GXS ) 





* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PRECI S I O N  FUNCTION FDK T ( TEMP ) 




IMPL I C I T  REAL*8 (A-H , O-Z ) 
FDKT = - 1 000 . 0/ ( 273 . +TEMP ) / ( 273 . +TEMP ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
D OUBLE PRECISION  FUNCTION SDKT (TEMP)  




IMPLICIT  REAL * 8 ( A-H , O- Z )  
SDKT= 2 . * 1000 . 0/ (273 . +TEMP ) / ( 27 3 . +TEMP ) / (273 . +TEMP ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE SERCH 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLICIT REAL * 8 ( A-H , O-Z ) 
INTEGER NTOT 
PARAMETER (NTOT=33 ) 
COMMON/RED/ ZDATA (NTOT ) , XYDATA ( 2 , NTOT) , MDATA 
1 7() 





EXTERNAL D SURF 
COMMON/BRK/ FDATA ( NTOT) , XDATA ( NTOT ) , NDATA 
EXTERNAL D QDVAL , DUMCGF 
800 PRINT* , '  For one-dimens ional minimizat i o n ,  input 1 '  
PRINT* , '  two-dimens ional minimizaiton , 2 '  
READ ( 5 , * )  IANS 
I F ( I A NS . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
c --------->  
c 




2 5  PRINT* , '  I nput number of dat a ,  NDATA = ? ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) NDATA 
DO 10 I = 1 , NDATA 
PRINT * ,  ' Input I , ' th XDATA and FDATA ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) XDATA ( I ) , FDATA ( I )  
1 0  CONTINUE 
CALL OPTDNE ( XOPT , YOPT) 
PRINT* , '  To cont inue w it h  added dat a ,  input 1 '  
READ ( 5 , * )  IAD 
I F ( I AD . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
GOTO 2 5  
END IF  






PRINT* , '  Input MDATA 
READ ( 5 , * ) MDATA 
DO 1 00 I = 1 ,  MDATA 
PRINT* , '  Input I ,  ' th TF , TI AND S I GMAF : 
READ ( 5 , * ) XYDATA ( 1 , I ) , XYDATA ( 2 , I ) , ZDATA ( I )  
1 0 0  CONTINUE 
CALL OPTSEC 
END IF 
PRINT* , '  For new gam e , input 1 '  
READ ( 5 , * ) I G  




* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTI N E  ROSBRK ( N , X , F )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
1 1 7 









I MPLICIT  REAL* B ( A-H , O - Z )  
I NTEGER NTOT 
PARAMETER ( NTOT=33)  
COMMON/BRK /  FDATA ( NTOT ) , XDATA ( NTOT ) , NDATA 
REAL* B X (N )  
LOGI CAL CHECK 
EXTERNAL DQDVAL 
---------> Check XDATA : 
CHECK = . TRUE . 
XX=X ( N )  
F = DQDVAL (XX , NDATA , XDATA , FDATA , CHECK ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE OPTONE ( XOPT , YOPT) 










IMPLI C I T  REAL*B ( A-H , O- Z )  
I NTEGER N 
PARAMETER ( N = 1 )  
REAL*8 
& 
DFPRED , FVALUE , G ( N ) , GRADTL , X ( N ) , XGUESS ( N ) , 
X S ( N )  
EXTERNAL ROSBRK , DUMCGF 
DATA XGUESS/ 1 . 0DO/ , XS/1 . 0DO/ 
DFPRED = 0 . 2  
GRADTL = 1 . 0D-6  
MAXFN = 1 0 0  
WRITE ( 6 , 6 0 0 )  XGUESS , XS , DFPRED , GRADTL , MAXFN 
PRINT* , '  To supply dat a ,  input 1 '  
READ ( 5 , * )  ! SUP 
I F ( I SUP . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
PRINT* , '  I nput XGUESS and XS : ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) XGUESS , XS 
PRINT* , '  Input DFPRED and GRADTL : '  
READ ( 5 , * ) DFPRED , GRADTL 
l lx 
Effects  of n on u niform crys tallin i ty 
c 
c 
PRINT* , '  Input MAXFN : ' 
READ ( 5 , * )  MAXFN 
WRITE ( 6 , 60 0 )  XGUESS , XS , DFPRED , GRADTL , MAXFN 
END I F  




C ALL DUMCGF ( ROSBRK , N ,  XGUESS , XS , GRADTL , MAXFN , DFPRED , X ,  G ,  
& FVALUE ) 
XOPT=X ( 1 )  
YOPT=FVALUE 
c - - - - - - - - - > Pr int the resul t s : 
c 
CALL UMACH ( 2 ,  N OUT) 
WRITE ( N OUT , 99999)  ( X ( I ) , I= 1 , N ) , FVALUE , ( G ( I ) , I = 1 , N ) 
c 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 
FORMAT : 
600  FORMAT ( 5 X , ' XGUESS = ' , F 1 2 . 3 , 6X , ' XS = ' , D 1 2 . 6 , / ,  
+ 5X , ' D FPRED ' , D 16 . 6 , 6X ,  ' GRADTL = ' , D 1 6 . 6 , / , 
+ 5X , ' MAXFN ' , I 6 , / ) 
9 9 9 9 9  FORMAT ( '  The s olut ion i s  ' ,  F8 . 3 ,  // , ' The funct i on ' 
c 
* 
& ' evaluat ed at the solut ion i s  F8 . 3 ,  // , ' The ' 
& ' gradient i s  ' ,  F8 . 3 ,  / )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE OPTSEC 






IMPLICIT REAL* S ( A- H , O - Z )  
I NTEGER N 
PARAMETER ( N = 2 )  
DFPRED , FVALUE , G (N ) , GRADTL , X ( N ) , XGUESS ( N ) , 
XS ( N )  
EXTERNAL ROSRED , DUMCGF 
DATA XGUESS/ 2 * 1 . 0DO/ , XS/2* 1 . 0DO/ 
DFPRED 0 . 2  
GRADTL i . OE-6 
MAXFN 1 0 0  
WRITE ( 6 , 60 0 )  X GUESS ( 1 ) , XGUESS ( 2 ) , XS ( 1 ) , XS ( 2 ) , DFPRED , GRADTL , MAXFN 
1 ';"9 







PR: NT* , '  To supply data , input 1 '  
READ ( S , * )  I SUP 
I F ( I SUP . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
PRINT* , ' I nput TF gue s s  and TI  gue s s : ' 
READ ( S , * )  XGUESS ( 1 ) , XGUESS ( 2 )  
PRINT* , '  I nput DFPRED and GRADTL : '  
READ ( S , * ) DFPRED , GRADTL 
PRINT* , '  Input MAXFN : ' 
READ ( S , * )  MAXFN 
WRITE ( 6 , 6 0 0 )  XGUESS ( 1 ) , XGUESS ( 2 ) , XS ( 1 ) , XS ( 2 ) , DFPRED , GRADTL , MAXFN 
END IF 
c - - - - - - - - - >  
c 
M inimize the Ros enbrock funct ion : 
c 
CALL DUMCGF ( ROSRED , N ,  XGUESS , X S , GRADTL , MAXFN , DFPRED , X ,  G ,  
& FVALUE) 
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 
Print the re sult s : 
CALL UMACH ( 2 , N OUT) 





600 FORMAT ( SX , ' TF GUESS = ' , F 12 . 3 , 6X , ' TI GUESS = ' , F 12 . 3 , / ,  
+ SX , '  X S ( 1 )  = ' , D 1 2 . 6 , 6X , ' XS ( 2 )  = ' , 0 1 2 . 6 , / ,  
+ S X , ' DFPRED = ' , D 1 6 . 6 , 6X , ' GRADTL = ' , 0 1 6 . 6 , / ,  
+ S X , ' MAXFN = ' , I6 , / )  
99999 FORMAT ( '  The s olut ion i s  ' ,  2F8 . 3 ,  / / , ' The funct ion ' 
c 
* 
& ' evaluat ed at the s olut ion i s  ' ,  F8 . 3 ,  / / , ' The ' 
& ' gradi ent i s  ' ,  F8 . 3 ,  / )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE ROSRED ( N , X , F) 




IMPLICIT REAL* S ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NTOT=33 , NXOUT= 1 ,  NYOUT= 1 ,  LDSUR=NXOUT) 
REAL*S X ( N )  
REAL*S SUR ( LDSUR , NYOUT ) , X OUT ( NXOUT ) , YOUT ( NYOUT) 
COMMON/RED/ ZDATA ( NTOT ) , XYDATA ( 2 , NTOT) , MDATA 
11-\0 










EXTERNAL DSURF , UMACH 
XOUT ( 1 )  = X ( 1 )  
YOUT ( 1 )  = X ( 2 )  
20 CONTINUE 
- - - - - - - - - >  Interpolate s catt ered dat a :  
CALL DSURF ( MDATA , XYDATA , ZDATA , NXOUT , NYOUT , X OUT , YOUT , SUR , 
& LDSUR) 
F SUR ( 1 , 1 ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE PSTRFILE (TIMEM , TEMPM , INUM , IDATD , INTV , N STEP , KSTEP ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLI CIT REAL*B ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NM=5000) 
INTEGER I NUM (NM)  
REAL*B TIMEM ( O : NM ) , TEMPM ( O : NM )  
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 
PRINT EVERY ( N STEP/ I NTV) I NTERVALS 
* 
* 
NPTS= INT (N STEP/INTV ) 
IK=O 
WRITE ( IDATD , 400)  IK , TIMEM ( O ) , TEMPM ( O )  
DO 350 K = 1 , NSTEP 
IK=INUM ( K )  
I F ( K . EQ . 1 . 0R . K . EQ . NSTEP ) GOTO 3 2 5  
I CHK= INT (K/NPTS ) 
I CHK= ICHK*NPTS-K 
IF ( I CHK . LT . O) GOTO 350 
325 WRITE ( IDATD , 40 0 )  IK , T I MEM ( I K ) , TEMP M ( IK )  
350 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( IDAT , 400)  IK , T IMEM ( K STEP + 1 ) , TEMPM ( KSTEP + 1 ) 
400 FORMAT ( 2X , I5 , 5X , 2 ( F 1 6 . 9 , 2X , F 16 . 9 , 2X ) )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE PDSFILE ( TIME , TIMEM , TEMP , TEMPM , INUM , ID ATD , 
+ I NTV , NSTEP , KSTE P )  
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
IMPLICIT REAL* B (A-H , O-Z)  
1 8 1  
Effects of nonu niform cr.\ ·s t a llin i t y  
c 
PARAMETER ( NM=5000) 
I NTEGER INUM (NM)  
REAL*B TIME ( O : NM ) , TEMP ( O : NM ) , TIMEM ( O : NM ) , TEMPM ( O : NM )  
c - - - - - - - - - > 
c 
PRINT EVERY ( N STEP/ I NTV) I NTERVALS : 
* 
NPTS=INT ( N STEP/ I NTV ) 
WRITE ( IDATD , 400)  TIME ( O ) , TIMEM ( O ) , TEMP ( O ) , TEMPM ( O )  
D O  350 K = 1 , NSTEP 
IK=I NUM ( K )  
I F ( K . EQ . 1 . 0R . K . EQ . NSTEP ) GOTO 3 2 5  
I CHK= I N T (K/NPTS ) 
I CHK=I CHK*NPTS-K 
IF ( ICHK . LT . O) GOTO 350 
325 WRITE ( IDATD , 400)  TIME (K ) , TIMEM ( IK ) , TEMP (K ) , TEMPM ( IK )  
350 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( IDATD , 400)  TIME ( N STEP+ 1 ) , TIMEM ( KSTEP+ 1 ) , TEMP (N STEP+ 1 ) , 
+ TEMPM (KSTEP + 1 )  
400 FORMAT ( 2X , 4 (F 1 6 . 9 , 2X ) ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE PSFILE (T , TEMP , DELT , IDAT , INTV , NSTEP) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLICIT  REAL*B ( A - H , O-Z)  
PARAMETER ( NM=5000) 
REAL*8 T ( O : NM ) , TEMP ( O : NM ) , DELT ( NM )  
c - - - - - - - - - > PRINT EVERY ( N STEP/ I NTV) I NTERVALS 
c 
* 
NPTS=INT ( NSTEP/ I NTV ) 
WRITE ( IDAT , 400)  T ( O ) , TEMP ( O )  
DO 350 K= 1 ,  NSTEP 
I F ( K . EQ . l . OR . K . EQ . N STEP ) GOTO 3 2 5  
I CHK=INT (K /NPTS ) 
I CHK=ICHK*NPTS-K 
I F ( I CHK . LT . O) GOTO 350  
325 WRITE ( IDAT , 400)  T (K ) , TEMP ( K ) , DELT ( K )  
350 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( ID AT , 40 0 )  T ( NSTEP+ 1 ) , TEMP ( NSTEP + 1 )  
400 FORMAT ( 2X , F16 . 9 , 2X , F16 . 9 , 2X , F 1 6 . 9 ) 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE REDBUD ( NSTEP , DELTMAX , DELTM I N , TIME ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
IMPLICIT REAL*B ( A-H , O-Z)  
Effects of n on un iform cr_)'s t a llin i ry 
c 
* 
PARAMETER ( NM=5000)  
REAL*8 T I ME ( O : NM )  
DELTMAX =ODO 
DELTM I N = 100DO 
D O  100 K = 1 , NSTEP - 1  
BRICK = TIME ( K+ 1 ) -TIME ( K )  
I F ( BR I CK , GT , DELTMA X )  DELTMAX=BRICK 
I F ( BR I C K , LT , DELTMIN )  DELTMI N=BRICK 
1 00 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE BRUBUD ( NSTEP , IP RT , DELTP , DELT , TIME , TEMP ) 









1 0 0  
I MPL I C I T  REAL* 8 ( A-H , O- Z )  
PARAMETER ( NM=5000 , IDATS= 2 2 )  
I NTEGER I Rm! ( NM)  , INUM ( 2 0 )  , NUMS ( 10 )  , NUME ( 10 )  
REAL*8 T I ME ( O : NM ) , TEMP ( O : NM) , DELT (NM)  
DATA I RDW/NM* OD O /  
C A L L  REDBUD ( NSTEP , DELTMX , DELTMN , TIME)  
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Number of s t eps = ' ,  N STEP 
PRINT* , '  M ax imum t ime int erval ' , DELTMX 
PRINT* , '  M in imum t ime  int erval = ' , DELTMN 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  I nput propos ed Max imum T ime Int erval ; 
READ ( 5 , * )  DELTP 
IK=O  
D O  100  K = 1 , NSTEP - 1  
BRICK = T I ME ( K + 1 ) -T I ME ( K )  
I F ( BR I CK , GT , DELTP) I ROW (K ) = 1  
I F ( K , GE . 2 ) THEN 
CHECK IROW ( K )  - IROW (K - 1 )  
CHECK = DAB S ( CHECK ) 
I F ( CHECK . GT . 0 . 5) THEN 
I K = IK + 1  
INUM ( I K ) =K 
END I F  
END I F  
CONTINUE 








D O  150  I = 1 , IKH 
NUMS ( I ) = I NUM ( 2 * I - 1 ) 
NUME ( I ) = I NUM ( 2 * I ) 
150  CONTINUE 
I F ( I K H . EQ . O ) RETURN 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  Total number of int erval s = ' , IKH 
DO 175 K = 1 , IKH 
PRINT* 
WRITE ( 6 ,  635)  K 
NUMSB=NUMS ( K ) - 1  
NUMSN=NUMS ( K )  
NUMSA=NUMS ( K ) + 1  
NUMEB=NUME ( K ) - 1  
NUMEN=NUME ( K )  
NUMEA=NUME ( K ) + 1  
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  NUMSN = ' ,  NUMSN , '  AND NUMEN = ' , NUMEN 
PRINT* , '  t ime s t ep propos ed is ' ,  DELTP 
WRITE ( 6 , 60 0 )  
WRITE ( 6 , 65 0 )  NUMSB , TIME ( NUMSB ) , DELT (NUMSB) 
WRITE ( 6 , 65 0 )  NUMSN , TIME ( NUMSN ) , DELT (NUMSN) 
WRITE ( 6 , 65 0 )  NUMSA , TI ME ( NUMS A )  
PRINT* 
WRITE ( 6 , 65 0 )  NUMEB , TIME ( NUMEB ) , DELT ( NUMEB ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 65 0 )  NUMEN , TIME ( NUMEN ) , DELT ( NUMEN) 
WRITE ( 6 , 6 5 0 )  NUMEA , TIME ( NUMEA ) 
PRINT* 
PRINT* , '  To continue , input any number . ' 
READ ( 5 , * ) I CONT 
175 CONTINUE 
PRINT*  
PRINT* , '  I nput 1 t o  print dat a f or modified t ime interval s . '  
READ ( 5 , * ) I PRT 
I F ( I P RT . EQ . 1 ) THEN 
WRITE ( IDATS , 6 2 5 )  IKH 
D O  1 85 K = 1 , I K H  
WRITE ( IDATS , 6 3 5 )  K 
NUMSB=NUMS ( K ) - 1  
NUMSN=NUMS ( K )  
NUMSA=NUMS ( K) + 1  
NUMEB=NUME ( K ) - 1  
NUMEN=NUM E ( K )  
NUMEA=NUME ( K ) + 1  




WRITE ( IDATS , 6 1 0 )  NUMSN , NUMEN , D ELTP 
\o/RITE ( IDATS , 60 0 )  
\o/RITE ( IDATS , 6S O )  NUMSB , TI ME ( NUMSB ) , DELT ( NUMSB ) 
\o/RITE ( IDATS , 6S O )  NUMSN , TI ME ( NUMSN ) , DELT ( NUMS N )  
\o/RITE ( IDATS , 6SO)  NUMSA , TIME ( NUMSA ) 
\o/RITE ( IDATS , * )  
\o/RITE ( IDATS , 6S O )  NUMEB , TI ME ( NUMEB ) , DELT ( NUMEB ) 
\o/R!TE ( IDATS , 6S O )  NUMEN , TI ME ( NUMEN ) , DELT ( NUMEN ) 
\o/RITE ( IDATS , 6S O )  NUMEA , TI ME ( NUMEA ) 
1 8S CONTINUE 
I NTV=NSTEP 
\o/RITE ( IDATS , 66 0 )  
CALL PSFILE ( TIME , TEMP , DELT , IDATS , I NTV , NSTEP ) 
END IF  





600  FORMAT ( / , 5X , ' NOS ' , 1 0X , ' TI M E '  , 1 0X , ' DELT ' , / ) 
6 1 0  FORMAT ( / , 5X , ' NUMS = I '  I S , '  AND NUME = I , I S , / ,  
+ 5X , '  t ime s t ep propos ed i s  ' ,  F 12 . 6 ) 
625 FORMAT ( / , 5X , '  TOTAL NUMBER OF I NTERVALS = ' , I S )  
6 3 S  FORMAT ( / , 5X , IS , ' TH INTERVALS : ' , / / )  
6SO  FORMAT ( I5 , 5X , F1 2 . 3 , 5X , D 1 6 . 6  ) 
660  FORMAT ( / , 1 0 X , ' TI ME ' , 1 0X , ' TEMPARATURE ' , 10X , ' DELT ' , / ,  
+25X ' I MODIFIED ' )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE XQMOD ( NSTEP , KSTEP , ISTEP , I NUM , DELTP , TIME , 
+ TEMP , TI MEM , TEMPM , DELT) 





IMPLI C IT REAL*S ( A - H , O-Z ) 
P ARAMETER ( NM=5000)  
I NTEGER I NUM ( NM )  
REAL*S T I ME ( O : NM ) , TEMP ( O : NM ) , TIMEM ( O : NM ) , TEMPM ( O : NM ) , DELT ( NM )  
TIMEM ( O ) =TIME ( O )  
TEMPM ( O ) =TEMP ( O )  
KSTEP=O  
D O  1 0 0  K= 1 ,  I STEP - 1  
BRICK = TIME (K + 1 ) -TIME( K )  
I F ( BR I CK . LE . DELTP) THEN 
KSTEP=KSTEP+l  
I NUM ( K ) =KSTEP 
185  
Effect s  of n on u n iform crystalli n i ty 
c 
TIMEM ( K STEP ) =TIME ( K )  
TEMPM ( KSTEP ) =TEMP ( K )  
IDIV= ( TI ME ( K+ 1 ) -TIME (K ) ) /D ELTP 
I D I V = I D I V + 1  
DELTM = ( TIME(K+ 1 ) -TIME ( K ) ) / ID I V  
DELPM= ( TEM? (K+ 1 ) -TEMP ( K ) ) /ID I V  
D O  5 0  J = 1 ,  IDIV  
KSTEP=KSTEP + 1  
I F ( J . EQ . 1 ) I NUM ( K ) =KSTEP 
T IMEM (KSTEP ) =TIME ( K ) +DELTM * ( J - 1 )  
TEMP M ( KSTEP ) =TEM? ( K ) +DELPM* ( J - 1 )  
5 0  CONTI NUE 
END I F  






DO 1 5 0  K = I STEP , NSTEP 
KSTEP=KSTEP+1 
I NUM ( K ) =KSTEP 
TIMEM ( K STEP ) =T I ME ( K )  
TEMP M ( K STEP ) = TEMP ( K )  
1 5 0  CONTINUE 
D O  200 I = 1 , KSTEP 
DELT ( I ) =TIMEM ( I+ 1 ) -TIMEM ( I )  
200  CONTINUE 
T IMEM ( KSTEP+ 1 ) =TIME ( NSTEP+ 1 )  




* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE XQSRSS ( X , Y , SQSS , NSTEP ) 




IMPLICIT  REAL* S ( A - H , O- Z )  
P ARAMETER ( NM=5000 ) 
REAL*S X ( O : NM ) , Y ( O : NM )  
SQSS=OD O  
D O  1 0 0  I = 1 , NSTEP 
SQSS= ( X ( I ) -Y ( I ) ) * ( X ( I ) -Y ( I ) ) +SQSS 
1 0 0  CONTINUE 




Effects of non u niform crysr allin i t.•· 
* 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE CHGSTR ( STRESSM , STRESS , INUM , NSTEP , KSTEP ) 




IMPL I C I T  REAL* 8 ( A-H , O - Z )  
PARAMETER ( NM=SOOO ) 
I NTEGER I NUM ( N M )  
REAL*8  STRESSM ( O : NM ) , STRESS ( O : NM )  
DO 100 I = 1 , NSTEP 
I K = I NUM ( I )  
STRESS ( I ) =STRESSM ( IK )  
100 CONTINUE 
STRESS (NSTEP+ 1 ) =STRESSM ( KSTEP+ 1 )  
RETURN 
END 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
SUBROUTINE REPXY ( X , Y , N STEP ) 
* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
* 
c 
IMPLIC I T  REAL* S ( A-H , O-Z ) 
PARAMETER ( NM=SOOO)  
REAL*8 X ( O : NM ) , Y ( O : NM )  
DO 1 00 I = 1 , NSTEP+1  
Y ( I ) =X ( I )  
1 00 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
1 8 7  
Appendix B 
Expressions for Nx , l'ly, Mx , A1y and 
their derivatives with resp ect to 
E� , Eg , Kx , and I<y 
Substitution of Equation 6 .4 into Equat ion 6 .5 yields 
where 
71 �Y
x = L ( Px ) i  
t = - n  
71 
Sy = :L ( l'y ); 
1 = - n  
71 
Mx = :L ( Tx) 1  
1. = - 1t 
71 
My = :L (1� li 
1 = - n  
( (Px) i ,  (Tx)i ) = lh, [Q �? (t� + zA·J. + Qii] ( t� + zli"y )] ( 1 ,  z)dz h,_ ] 
( B . 1 )  
(B . 2 )  
(B . 3 )  
( B .4 ) 
( (Py )i , (Ty ) i )  = lh, [Q ii] (t� + zEx + Q�i] (t� + zKy ) ] ( 1 , z )dz ( B .5 )  h,_ ] 
Introduce now the  nondimensiona l  quantities kx = hfl.·x , ky = hf{y , l k  = hk/h  and 
p = Er/ Ef , where h is half the laminate's thickness . 
Employing expressions 6 . 1 and 6.3 and the definition for r and performing the integra­
tions indicated in Equation B . .S we obta in  : 
B . l  (a) For the 0° plies : 
1 88 
E'ffec t s  of n on u n iform Cf}'St a llinity 1 80 
A3.Xk + l'h )A-x 2 ( 1� - 1L1 ) + 6 (pz;LT 1�-Y + 0( A1Xk + A 2  )r� 2 + 
2( A3Xk + A l )E� + A ox �: + 1 ) 11 x ) ( IE - !L 1 )  + 1 2( pvLr(2 + ( A 4  \ k  + A :!l f� ' -: 
( A3Xk  + A1 ) E�2 + ( AoXi: + 1 ) E� ) ( Ik - 1�:_ 1 ) / 1 2 
1 . 0 ( ) r ( E£h ) ( Py ) k = P (Ey + L'LTKx ) (lk - 1L 1 )  + 2p( E2 + IILTE� ) ( II: - /k- l ) /2  
1 0 3 r ( E£h2 ) ( Tx)K = ( 12 (A4Xk + A2 ) 11x ( l Z  - IL1 )  + 
1 5(3 (A4Xk + A2 ) E� + A3Xk + AJ )Kx 2 ( /k - lf_ l ) + 
20(vLrPky + ( 3( A4Xk + A2 ) E� 2  + 2(A3Xk + A1  ) E� + 
AoXk + 1 ) Kx ( l� - IL1 ) + 30( z1LTPc2 + ( A4Xk + A 2 l ( �
:� + 
( -13Xk + A 1 ) E�2  + (AuXk + ll<� ) ( lt - ll_1 ) ) /GO 
1 
r (E£h� ) ( Tv )9\ = ( 2p(Ey + IILT1�-x ) ( l� - 1L1 ) + 
3p(E� + IILTf� )(lk - ll_ l ) ) / 6  
A1 )Kx( /k - 1L 1 ) + (3 ( A4Xk + A2 )E�2 + 2 (A:f\k + "'h ) E� + Ao\k  + 1 ) 
( lk - lk- 1 )  
_1_ ( f!..Er_ ) 0 = ( E£h )  3'� k 
9 (A4Xk + A2)11/(lt - lf_ 1 ) + 8(3( ..--14Xk + A 2  )t:� + 
A3Xk + A1 )Kx(l� - 1L1 ) + 6 ( 3 (A4Xk + A2 ) E� 2 + 2( A3n + A1 )c� + 
Aon + 1 ) ( lk - ZL1 ) ) / 1 2  
Effect!' of non u n iform crysta llin ity 1 90 
2 rb )c� + A3XK + A I )A"x(l� - lL 1 )  + 6( 3 ( A 4 \k + A2 )E� + 2 ( A3 \ k  + 
A 1 ) t� + A u x�: + l ) ( l[ - lL1 ) ) / 1 2  
( l 8( A4 u  + A 2 )A-x2UZ - lL1 ) + 
15 ( 3( A4Xk + A2 )c� + 3A3A.k + A 1 ) I\-": (lk - lf- 1 ) + 1 0(3( A4Xk + A2 ) c� 2 + 
2 ( A3;u + A1 )c� + Ao :n + l ) ( l� - lL1 ) ) /30 
B . 2  (b )  For the 90° plies:  
( Py )f0 , ( Px )%0 , (Ty)%0 and (Tx)f0 are obtained from (Pr J?: .  ( Py )2 ,  ( T� )?: and (Ty )?: ,  respec­
tiwly. by the interchanges E� +- c� and k.r +---e- ky . 
( /:Jp ) 90 ( aP ) 0 ( '• P J 90 ( rp ) 0 ( DT ) 90 The same interchange yiel d �  � from -a r'; , :, 1 .'' from aoJ _x  , �D 0 from c <y k ' 'x k c! ' Y · k \ x  k 'Y k (f!I.:r.) o (!!!_y_) 9o ( aT. ) o " c  and av from -,.,----.-1 .  . U ( X. k \ Y ): U \ X ): 
In addition , 
( Qfr) 90 oKy k ( aPy ) 90 a1\·x k 
(� ) 90 = D E Y k ( 2fr) 90 aA·x k (�ro dey k ( c' T, ) 9o aJ..:x k = 
( Q_&) 90 cp ) 0 r} ' = f,Jt k C (� I k 
( a�, ) 9o a,x k - - (Q_& t a,z k (£Lro a ,� k ep r � I;  
( a�� ) 9o a,� k ( aP ) o � k  (�ro ai..:y k (n:z.r any k ( QL_) 90 al\x k ( !!!_y_ r a1\y k 
In all t he above expressions ,  Xi: i ndicates t he  degree of crystallinity at the center of t he A"t h 
ply. 
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